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MUSIC STUDY EXALTS LIFE 
MVSIC 
MAG A Z INE ETVDE 
Price 25 Cents OCTOBER 1926 $2.00 a Year 
BEETHOVEN DISCOVERING HIS DEAFNESS 
Special Enlarged Issue ^ A Remarkable Master Lessonon Beethoven’s “Sonata Pathetique” by 
the Great Pianist, Wilhelm Bachaus ^ Don’ts for Artists by Cyril Scott ^ Marvels of the Human 
Voice by Oscar Saenger How to be a Drum Major by J. B. Cragun & Queer Notation by F. Berger. 
_.. __ _ _ . 
The Schirmer Catalogs 
COMPLETE CATALOG 
3fS-S“^£ri?T 
Pment8M3U2SiC f°r Wlnd and Str,n« Instru- 
FOR THE STUDENT 
By J- Lawrence Erl, 
Tfie DILLER and QUAILE 
BOOKS 
IN ADDITION 
In addition to the main catalogs and ad- < 
vertismg matter listed above, we publish 
mfonnatwn about aU of our important ! 
publications. Anybody seeking the details I 
nmmnt“LS<:ulrmer PMblicati°n may have 1 prompt and thorough informative service 
upon request. 
First Solo Book.60 
Second Solo Book_‘.7S n 
Third Solo Book.. n 
Fourth Solo Book.. . . . . . .75 n 
First Duet Book. '90 n, 
Second Duet Book.' 1.10 n, 
Third Duet Book. 1.10 m 
(Send lor Complete Booklet) 
Master Series for the Young ( 
In 12 Volumes. Selected and 
Edited by EDWIN HUGHES 
PIANO \ 
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MELODYLAND r 
By C. W. Krogmann By ] 
HAZEL GERTRUDE 
KINSCELLA’S WORKS 
GERANIUM SEWING CLUB 5K"! 
By Matfulde Bilbro ‘her-. 
SECOND CHORUS BOOK 
FOR BOYS 
Compiled by Ella M. Probst 
and J. Victor Bergquist 
This second book, like the first, is espe¬ 
cially designed for boys of junior high school 
age. where some of the voices are changed 
and where the unchanged voices are limited 
in range. It contains a great variety of 
material, arranged for four parts. Every 
selection has proved very popular with 
boys' clubs and classes, and with the 
pub,lc.net *1.00 
&'*»*<?* theY°ung Pianist (S. S. S., Volume 110).90 net 
Fourth Steps for the Young Pianist (S. S. S., Volume 145). 1.10 i 
F“*hcSt,ep8r,f°r the Younu Pianist (5.5.5. .Volume 173). 1.25 1 
Sixth Step, for the Young Pianist (5.5. 5., \ olume 179). 1.25 , 
Essentials of Plano Technic 
te 100).. 
My Own Little Music Book. 75 wt 
Ve/?Cl,tycSt.“d,ICa for,the Youn« Pianist (S. S. .S., Volume 148).60 net 
Many Little Separate Solos and Duet 
SSKET? LIBRARY THEORETICAL WORKS 
ut MUMtiAL CLASSICS By George A. Wedge 
Master Series for Young Orchestras 
In 12 Suites. Selected and Edited 
by VICTOR L. F. REBMANN 
f Wnrfbwbiln at—a . 
n suite is a veritable tea-book‘on orahearaS? *tli5h accompanies 
tsiCAthat young orchestras can play, adapted to any 
luded. The full orchestra score which accompanfes 
on. I he masters represented 
Write lor Complete Descriptive Pamphlet, Prices 
and Special Subscription Offer 
THE GOLDEN CAGE 
By Arthur Whiting 
»50 
possible manner. The 1500 volumes . Sight-Singing 
Vo^ya^bi°f . ^SonV^tt ,°f ^^*2 50 
latest Annrrrrwu Keyboard Harmonv 
THE SPIRIT OF THE SEA 
Scenario by Rath St. Denis 
Music by R. S. 
" »«* •' w Dealed, order dt,„, 
G. SCHIRMER, w, M 
To the Teacher of Music 
We prefer to distribute our materials 
through the local dealer. It so happens 
however, that some teachers are located’ 
in territories which do not have the ser¬ 
vices of a music dealer immediately 
available. Also there are some dealers 
whose stocks are inadequate properly to 
accord the teacher “On Selection” privi¬ 
leges. To those teachers we offer to send 
direct such classifications of materials as 
they may specify, most carefully selected 
by specially trained clerks, in that branch 
of music in which the inquirer is interested 
If the teacher so interested prefers to 
advise us the name and place of busi¬ 
ness of his or her local dealer, we will if 
that dealer be in proper standing with us 
charge and send the “On Selection” 
aterial to that dealer, properly identified 
— that it; wiIl be brought promptly to the 
attention of the teacher. If the teacher 
chooses,,he or she may make lists from the 
On Selection” music sent by us and 
rder same from the local dealer 
Our intention is not to solicit teacher- 
itronage from the legitimate dealer to 
horn it rightfully belongs, but rather 
’ enabIe ,us t0 bring more intensively to 
the attention of those interested, the large 
quantity of new, interesting and improved 
materials which we are publishing con¬ 
tinually and which otherwise may escaDe 
the teacher’s notice. ^ 
Cordially yours, 
G. SCHIRMER, INC 
addressing our advertisers. 
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A Page for Progressive Teachers 
FOR over twenty years the aim of The Boston Music Co. has 
been to keep its publications abreast of the very best educa¬ 
tional tendencies in the musical world. To materialize this 
purpose, new works have been regularly secured from the most 
successful educator-composers, and every skilful artifice known 
to musical editing employed in their presentation. Moreover, 
the firm has consistently kept its “ears to the ground” in antici¬ 
pation of giving the teachers exactly what they want in th 
manner and form in which they prefer it. The music offered 
on this page is worthy of the consideration of any teacher, and 
if it can not be examined by means of your dealer 
facilities, write direct to the publishers. 
1 „ 2 
' Z 
JB3SSE: - 4 
‘ * “FffSSS 
OUR 1LLUSTRA TED CATALOG "Best Music of Proven Merit” IS FREE. WRITE FOR IT 
THE BOSTON MUSIC CO. 1 BOSTON,°M ASS?1 
If you were fortunate enough to attend a Summer Master School at a large music center this year— 
you gained much inspiration and many valuable ideas. Teachers from all over the country come to 
Chicago during vacation time to further their music studies. They are anxious to crowd as much study 
as possible in a short summer term. Whether or not you have spent part of your vacation in improving 
your own ideas so you may get better results in your teaching for the coming Fall, you realize the 
importance of constant study. You can continue your work throughout the entire year. 
Qet An Accredited Course 
State Departments of Education recognize schools with high 
Degrees and Teachers’ Certificates granted by the authority of the 
scholastic standing. 
State of Illinois. 
Our Diplomas, 
Extension Courses Growing 
in Popularity Each Month 
The greatest Universities in the Country 
—more than seventy-five colleges and 200 
schools have departments for correspondence 
• instruction. The total mail-study enrollment in 
the United States is estimated at between four 
and five million students, which is nearly five 
times the whole enrollment in all our universi¬ 
ties and colleges, great and small. Somebody 
in every fifth family in the United States is 
taking a mail course” of some sort. 
The method of teaching by mail is not new. 
Some of the ancient Romans left series of in¬ 
struction letters that are virtually mail lessons. 
In England and Germany, more than a cen¬ 
tury ago, correspondence instruction was given 
in ethics, morals and politics. In Germany and 
France, many years ago, languages were taught 
this way; and in the United States the Chautauqi 
created a demand for mail instruction. 
Study in Your Own Home with the Best 
Teachers in the Country 
any obligation and they show how it is p 
from home for .an expensive course. 
for literature before, do it now. 
have back of you the organized , 
re findings of able spec 
Check on the coupon bdowwhat rowt i -id " -m' ^ v" 
xperience of the hr.™ °eiow.what.particular course von w.di. \oi 
ali*. the actual ^'*“• "" 
Director ot Mu™, University of Pub ic ***« V F. B. Stive,,. 
~ - Cornet bfwl y T™5 E' Clark: Con- 
Foden. y W d ’’ Banjo b>' FrC(lerick J. Bacon; S5& 
including AI 
i by Herbert . 
V^nied: Teachers in the different Cities for 
affiliation to take charge of our branch schools 
If interested, mention in your inquiry. 
University Extension Conservatory 
LANGLEY AVENUE and 41st STREET 
DEPT. D-63 
CHICAGO, ILL. 
IrenCe Bers*e* composer, conductor and 
pianist, died at Jersey City, N. J., July 30 
Born in Paris in 1867, he graduated at the 
Conservatoire where be was a pupil of Mas¬ 
senet, later became assistant conductor at 
Covent Garden, and in 1900 came to New York 
as a member of the faculty of the National 
Conservatory organized by Jeannette Thurber. 
Ill 1928 he won the $500 Prize of the National 
Federation of Music Clubs with his song, 
‘•Spring in Sicily.” 
The Three Choirs Festival of Worces¬ 
ter, England, was held from September 5th to 
10th. It opened with Mendelssohn s "Elijah, 
Included Elgar s “The Apostles, and The 
Kingdom,” Berlioz’s “Te Deum, Ethel 
Smyth's “A Canticle to Spring,” Beethoven s 
‘•Mass in D,” arid closed with the "Messiah. 
The Sadler's Wells, where tn 
a establish "a permanent opera eo 
here young aspirants may pun 
o ml whffrc some OI tno 
, Included.” America, 
“Venus mid Ailonis,” a Seventeenth Cen¬ 
tury masque, by Dr^ Jota ^Trglnlst 
nfUI\Vestminster Abbey in 1680, and then again 
resumed thepott onthe death pf tlm younger 
New^Seal^Theater^of Loudon liy the Students 
ofThe School of Opera of the Koyal Academy 
especial leader 
Ottorino Respighi, a 
leader among the famous 
Italian composers according 
to late reports will be with 
us again in the coming sea¬ 
son. Ills new symphonic 
poem, based on the life of 
Nero, is to have its first hear¬ 
ing in this country when it 
is played by the New York 
l>h U h a^r ill on io^Orch est ra dur- 
_f the modern 
posers Respighi h 
i creating in 
istanzi Theater 
led by the municip— 



















OWING TO THE IMMENSE DEMAND 
The First Printings of the 
“TWO CENTURIES IN AMERICAN MUSICAL HISTORY” 
Are Now Entirely Exhausted 
& 
This handsome SIXTY-EIGHT 
PAGE book was originally issued 
by THE ETUDE Music Magazine 
as a souvenir of the Sesqui-Cen- 
tennial for free distribution. It 
contains over FOUR HUNDRED 
PORTRAITS OF AMERICAN 
COMPOSERS from Francis Hop- 
kinson to the present day. 
No other book in print has any ¬ 
thing approaching this remarkable 
collection,—(not even books costing 
$3.00 or $4.00.) In addition to 
this it has SIXTEEN COMPLETE 
PIECES OF MUSIC in small size. 
COVER IN THREE COLORS 
yHE enormous demand and the very great cost of manufacture makes it 
impossible for us to distribute any more copies without asking our 
friends to share with us the cost of production. 
The book is invaluable to teachers who desire this rare collection for their 
work with their pupils. It is a monument to American musical achievement 
EVERY PUPIL IN AMERICA OUGHT TO HAVE ONE 
EVERY CLUB MEMBER SHOULD HAVE ONE 
Therefore we have extended our printings and shall be 
copies to all who desire them in any quantity for 1 to send 
10 CENTS A COPY 
ONE DOZEN COPIES FOR $1.00 ONE HUNDRED COP.ES FOR » 00 
The pricer quoted .re less then the .ctu.t cost of m.„ufac,ure 
ORDER PROMPTLY. WHEN THIS EDITION IS EXHAUSTED NO MORE WILL BE PMmm 
The Book cost thousands of dollars to publish 
Theodore Presser Co. Sffite&XSI? pu„ 
PHILADELPHIA, Pa. 
THE ETUDE 
OflTORFR 1926 Single Copiesj5^C^t^ VOL. XLIV» No^hT 
What Makes Mastery? 
Recently we played over a collection of pieces by the late 
Carl Bohm. They were pieces that have sold by the hundreds of 
thousands and will still continue to give delight to many 
generations& ^ prol;fic wrIter. He was exceptionally 
gifted as a tune maker. His music is always correct from the 
standpoint of musical grammar and musical form. Yet lew 
would proclaim Carl Bohm as a master. ... „ , 
There is something very strange about this because Bohm 
had in his soul the making of a real master. He proved it with 
his wonderful song Still as the Night. If Schumann or Franz 
Schubert had written that song, either might well have been very 
proud of it. Bohm wrote other works of high character but 
for the most part his b.est known works are just good enough to 
escape the curse of absolute banality. On the other hand they 
often make excellent teaching, material for the kind of pupil 
whose mentality has not yet been sufficiently developed to enjoy 
work of a fine degree of musical development. 
Works of this kind often contain melodic material superior 
to that to be found in some symphonies. Many of the great 
masters could have taken some of the Bohm themes and so 
developed them and expanded them as to make works of large 
dimensions and real musical worth. 
This does not mean elaboration by any means. Bohm otten 
elaborated to a tiresome degree. What he did in Still Wie Die 
Nacht, however, was to take a fine theme and develop it organ¬ 
ically until it made a beautiful whole, with all of the parts 
subordinate to the central thought. This is what really con¬ 
stitutes mastery. We would, however, advise our readers to 
secure the Album collection of Bohm’s works, which may be 
purchased at very slight expense, and note just how remarkable 
was this writer’s melodic fecundity. 
Music and Fairyland 
Can you soar back over the years to your fairy days? Can 
you walk again with Aladdin, Cinderella, Little Red Riding 
Hood, as you did when these dream children of juvenile romance 
seemed so real arid so dear? If you can you are a better teacher 
than the average, because you can place yourself nearer to the 
child soul. , . 
All children love fairies. Once they are convinced that 
music is the plaything of elves and gnomes and sprites, it seems 
to mean so much more to them. Years ago an exceedingly con¬ 
ventional little waltz by Streabbog (Gobbaerts) was called 
“The Little Fairy Waltz.” We remember it particularly be¬ 
cause it was our own first little piece. Goodness, how we loved 
it! Incidentally, it was one of the most extensively sold com¬ 
positions ever printed. Hundreds of thousands of little fingers 
have danced it out on the keyboard. There was very little of 
anything fairy-like about it but the name. That, however, was 
enough __—-- 
A Schubert Issue 
Next month The Etude Music Magazine will present its 
readers with another special issue, this time devoted to the 
works of Franz Schubert. There will be splendid biographical 
articles including a character study of Schubert by the well- 
known composer, Felix Borowski. The great Scliubert-Tausig 
Marche Militaire will he the subject of a master lesson by the 
noted Russian pianist, Mark Hambourg, whose previous lessons 
in The Etude have attracted wide comment. 
Are We at War? 
There are more armored motor cars traveling the streets 
of America today than were on all the battlefields of Europe 
This is the report given personally to us by a represen 
tive of a bankers’ detective agency. f 
America is apparently at war against brigades of guer 
rillas who are organized in a way that makes the robber barons 
of the Middle Ages seem like toy soldiers. 
The armored cars are a present necessity. 
But do we want to have their number multiplied many hun- 
‘hi. » f »■»“ number of 
bandits and anti-Amarican,; and the only way to reduce these 
is to extinguish them or to breed fewer of them. 
The truth is that America is now at war and does not realize 
it. The enemy is far more dangerous, far more strong y en¬ 
trenched, than that which our ancestors encountered at L* 
ington and Valley Forge. If we are to perpetuate those ideals 
fo? which our ancestors gave their lives, the conflict can Ucgi 
none too soon. . _.i* „ 
On the firing line are the teachers of America. The police, 
the judiciary and the penal institutions are wholly incapable 
of stemming the tide. Multiply them as we will, the army of 
the enemy is increasing far faster. Smal wonder that at the 
great convention of the National Educational Association in 
Philadelphia last June, the conspicuous topic was Moral Educa- 
’ tionand at the same time more attention was given to music 
than at any N. E. A. convention for fifty years. The main ad¬ 
dress of the convention, delivered by Dr. A. E. Wmship, was 
a powerful oration devoted to “Music in Our Schools 
The public is beginning to realize that character educa¬ 
tion in the home, the pulpit, and in the schools, is the only 
solution of the great problem of fortifying the minds and souls 
of our youtli to resist dishonesty, immorality and anarchy 
Our educational systems have been remarkable in providing for 
the “Three R’s.” We have developed high degrees of accom¬ 
plishment and efficiency in intellectual training. ^ The tragic 
weakness of this system, which makes for brilliant minds and 
fragile characters, is shown by the two abnormally bright Chi¬ 
cago youths, Loeb and Leopold, given the advantages of great 
wealth, only to culminate in the most hideous crime of the era 
—a crime which in itself was so epochal that it shocked mil¬ 
lions into the realization of the necessity of taking mean's to pre 
vent repetitions of such outrages in the future. The problem 
is whether the crime was really that of the unfortunate boys 
or of the educational system that permitted them to get into 
the mental state which made such an act possible. 
Our readers know that for many years we have been ham¬ 
mering away at this problem, by promoting the “Golden Hour” 
ideal—a plan for the regular study and practice of character- 
building in the public schools, inspired by the invaluable force 
of music. Music and ethics combined cannot fail to have an 
immense influence upon the growing mind. More and more 
schools are introducing the idea, in various forms. 
Speakers are advocating the importance of music as an 
antidote for crime. Mr. Geoffrey O’Hara, among them, is giv¬ 
ing a very stimulating address upon “Music and Murder.” 
The public press, all over the country, and particularly the 
Saturday Evening Post, is emphasizing the need of character 
training in the home and in the school. We present herewith a 
cartoon from the Saturday Evening Post, in contrast with one 
prepared to parallel it. 
& Compare These T wo Scenes & 
The Home-centered Family inspired by the delights 
of Good Books, Good Magazines, Good Art, Good 
Music, High Ideals, Wholesome Morals and Spirit¬ 
ual Unity fosters no criminals. It is the obligation 
of every citizen to promote the interests of such homes. 
tee etude 
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As I PEN this article, it chances to 
be a Sunday morning, and I am 
reminded that church-goers are be¬ 
ing told for the billionth time (to make a 
rough estimate) that they have done 
those things which they ought not to have 
to.* •»« Mt undone ttap 
Which they ought to have done. That 
1 true of all of us, including a few 
saints, is an assured fact; and the music- 
student is no exception to the rule. 
Everyone knows that it is well to com¬ 
mence our good habits early in our career, 
or at least to break ourselves of bad habits 
(if already contracted) before their roots, 
embedded in the soil.of our being, become 
quite unbreakable. There are certaii 
occult schools which advocate nightly self- 
examination-that is to say, the disc.ple ^ 
advised to recollect all the- events of the 
day and overhaul his or her conduct m 
connection with them. The music-student, 
though to a lesser degree, might with ad¬ 
vantage follow this example and give him¬ 
self a periodical overhauling, not forget¬ 
ting to have a pick-axe handy in order to 
break into smithereens his bad habits. The 
trouble is, however, that many of us edher 
fail to realize the existence! of such habits, 
or worse still, imagine some, if not all of 
them, to be desirable—this latter, of 
course, because we cannot see ourselves as 
others see us; if we could, we should 
probably blush with humiliation rather 
than with pride. 
It is just because I have observed a 
large number of these unpleasantly divert¬ 
ing habits, characteristics and idiosyncra¬ 
sies, that I am prompted to enumerate the 
following “Don’ts” so that students and 
even fully fledged artists may be oppor¬ 
tunely warned and may take the necessary 
steps before it is too late. It is true that 
some' of my “Don’ts” may appear so ob¬ 
vious to a number of people that they may 
wonder why I mention them at all; and 
yet it so happens that there exists a curi¬ 
ously perverse trait in human beings, 
which often causes them to overlook or 
ignore that which most “stares them in 
the face.” For this reason I make no 
apology for shouting at these singularly 
deaf and blind persons when they are just 
about to boom into the largest tree-trunk 
on the road of their professional career. 
... So now to business! 
Concerning Recitals 
1 DON’T MAKE your programs long; 
make them short. Remember that it 
is in one sense more tiring to listen than 
to perform, and that a good thing becomes 
a bad one when unduly protracted. 
2 
Don’t place a classical work after a mod¬ 
ern one: it is unfair to both works and is 
a historical misdemeanor! 
3 
Don’t sacrifice art to virtuosity, for this 
is nothing less than musical prostitution, 
born of the desire to “show off.” 
4 
Don’t be too free with your encores; it 
is immodest and cheapens you in the eyes 
of the public. 
Concerning Platform Manners 
5 
Don’t rush on to the platform as if you 
were catching a train; it is both unneces* 
sary and undignified. 
6 
Don’t, when bowing to your audience, 
wear a perpetual and ingratiating smile; 
remember you are an artist and not a head- 
7 
Don’t look inordinately pleased at the 
slightest applause: it gives the impression 
that you have never been applauded in 
your life before. 
CYRIL SCOTT 
Don’t! An Article for Budding 
Professionals 
A Brilliantly Witty, Satirical Article, Written Expressly for The Etude by the 
Distinguished English Composer-Pianist 
CYRIL 
8 
Don’t be coy with your audience: if you 
are young and pretty, it is irritating and 
superfluous, and if you are elderly it 
makes you look ridiculous. 
9 Don’t, while performing, think either of 
yourself or of your audience but solely of 
art and its interpretation. 
Concerning Tricks of Pianists 
10 
ON’T SNORT or breathe loudly while 
playing, but learn to breathe silently 
and correctly. Proper breathing is never 
accompanied by noise. 
11 
Don’t throw yourself about, or squirm 
and gyrate on the piano-stool; remember 
you are a pianist, and not an acrobat a 
ballet-dancer nor a monkey, ivemember 
also that the piano is not an orchestra to 
be conducted nor a child to be punished, 
but an instrument to be played. 
12 
Don’t, in impassioned moments, jump on 
the pedal with your whole foot,- but keep 
your heels well on the ground and press 
the pedals silently. 
13 
Don’t roll yourself into a ball and put 
your head nearly on the keyboard, follow¬ 
ing as it were, every movement of your 
fingers. The latter do not require scrutiny 
and your appearance is not improved by 
your turning yourself into a hunchback. 
14 
Don’t perform tricks with your mouth 
or your tongue, because, if you do, the 
audience will be so preoccupied with look- 
SCOTT 
ing at you that they will forget to listen 
to you. is 
Don’t prelude each item with the same 
chords, usually of a banal nature. Should 
you possess no creative talent or gift tor 
improvisation, then do not prelude at all. 
Concerning Divers Things 
16 Executants—Don’t practice so 
much that you practice all the music 
out of your souls and become automatons: 
remember that spontaneity is one of the 
greatest charms. ^ 
Don’t take yourselves or your achieve¬ 
ments too seriously: self-exaltation is 
more than often the cause of nervousness. 
18 
Singers—Don’t forget that you are con¬ 
cerned with a double art—the musical and 
poetical combined; therefore literary cul¬ 
ture is as important to your achievements 
as musical culture. 
19 
Don't be (or appear to be) so preoccu¬ 
pied with producing your notes correctly 
that interpretation becomes a secondary 
consideration: a really great singer is not 
merely a glorified megaphone but an ora¬ 
tor and actor as well. 
20 
Don’t ever mistake* exaggeration for 
musical expression—true and charmful ex¬ 
pression is always produced by beauty of 
tone and phrase, never by distortion. 
21 Female singers—Don’t make “catty” re¬ 
marks about other singers: how can you 
ever be a channel for noble sentiments if 
you soil your minds with jealousy and 
pettiness? ^ 
Musicians in General-lWf be always 
talking or thinking “shop! If you have 
only the one idea in your heads you wil 
never be great artists, but only musical 
“tradesmen.” 
23 
Composers—Don’t worry over bad criti¬ 
cisms: remember that work which is too 
easily understood is seldom worth under¬ 
standing and that all individualists have 
been berated for their early attempts. 
24 
Don’t assume either that the critics or 
the public are a mass of fools merely be¬ 
cause they do not understand you: even 
the cleverest men do not understand every- 
thing—the art of making an omelette, for 
instance. 
25 
Don’t fail to cultivate the right wisdom- 
attitude while you are still young and a 
student, for a philosophical attitude of 




TT IS A CURIOUS fact that so few 
1 recitalists have learned the art of 
brevity-are they afraid of appearing 
mean, or what is it? Generosity is no 
doubt a very excellent virtue, but even 
generosity must be tempered with wisdom, 
otherwise it becomes immodest. Are we 
certain that people always want all the 
things we give them? If they do not, we 
are merely encumbering their closets with 
so many white elephants. Thus, in the case 
of long programs, the recitalist lavishes 
musical food upon his listeners which they 
are unable to assimilate. Instead of going 
home satisfied they go home suffering 
from a “musical indigestion.” Enough is 
as good as a feast runs the old proverb. 
Not so! Enough is better than a feast; 
the feast may produce heart-burn. 
2 
The placing of a classical work after 
a modern one on a program is sedulously 
to be avoided. Recitalists are sometimes 
guilty of this, but those who arrange the 
programs of orchestral concerts more fre¬ 
quently are so. However fine a classical 
work may be, it is apt to sound thin and 
colorless after a modern one—provided, 
of course, that the latter is not merely 
some clap-trap salon-piece. If you honor 
the old Masters, treat them with fairness. 
3 
Virtuosity can never elevate your listen¬ 
ers; it can merely tickle their senses and 
pander to their love of sensation. The 
greatest artists—like Kreisler, for instance, 
have achieved their greatness and fame 
through their power to touch the heart; 
only second-rate performers have been 
“pyro-technicians!” 
4 
Excessive encore-giving is a particular 
weakness of female singers—they trip 
back on to the platform almost before they 
have tripped off; and the audience, instead 
of being impressed, is merely amused in 
the unflattering sense of that word. The 
man or woman who gives too freely, 
whether it be presents or encores, is never 
appreciated: he is considered a bore who 
is suffering from conceit. 
5 
Time may be money, but in this connec¬ 
tion time is not dignity, and undue haste 
is quite out of place at a concert where 
people are enjoying themselves at their 
leisure. But there is a further reason why 
performers should not rush on to the plat¬ 
form : a “comic turn” is an unsuitable pre¬ 
lude to a serious piece of music and creates 
the wrong atmosphere at the outset. 
If1 smile is less out of 
H place on the lips of a 
LI woman than on those 
| L • of a man, but in both 
1 ' cases it should be 
used with discretion 
and never be perpet¬ 
ual. The impression 
it creates is one of 
“toadying.” The art¬ 
ist appears to be so 
afraid he has not produced a sufficiently 
good impression by his performance that 
he tries to “make good” by the methods 
of captivation and only ends in appearing 
ridiculous. 
7 
This aphorism requires no comment. 
The Matronly Sylph 
IT IS A strange fact that some elderly 
and very corpulent female singers are 
in the habit of behaving as if they were 
sylphs, fairies or at least young maidens; 
this is particularly unfortunate and en¬ 
tirely out of place on the concert platform, 
for it suggests the vaudeville “show-house” 
rather than the concert-hall. Both age and 
size are consistent with a certain dignity; 
therefore, why seek to destroy what poise 
already exists? 
9 
Every genuine artist possesses some¬ 
thing of the mystic in his nature; there¬ 
fore it is not irrelevant to say that he who is 
preoccupied with the things pertaining to 
vanity cannot be a true and unsoiled chan¬ 
nel for that Divine Beauty which comes 
from God Himself. 
10 
A Viennese professor from whom I once 
took piano lessons had a charming, soft 
touch and other pianistic qualities, but his 
playing was entirely ruined by a habit he 
had of snorting and groaning like a trac¬ 
tion-engine when it climbs a hill. The 
traction-engine, however, is not comic, 
whereas the professor was distinctly so— 
at first; though after a short while his 
noises became highly irritating. There is 
another pianist 1 could mention, who has 
recently acquired a European reputation, 
and who has contracted the same distress¬ 
ing habit. If a per¬ 
son in the audience 
NOT LONG AGO a fine and well- 
known vocalist went to Vienna and 
gave a recital after engaging a certain 
accompanist. The hall was packed with a 
fashionable audience and everybody looked 
forward to a great artistic treat. But 
they were disappointed—or rather the 
“treat” was of a different nature from 
what they had expected. This- was due to 
"Monsieur the' Accompanist.” A few 
seconds after the singer had commenced 
her first song (some serious old Italian 
arietta) she was much surprised and ex¬ 
tremely disconcerted to see her audience 
convulsed with irrepressible laughter. (It 
should be mentioned that she stood with 
her back tb the accompanist.) . 
Her first thought flew to her appearance. 
Had she, perhaps, put on her dress back 
to front? No—all v/as in order. Finally 
she discovered that the eyes of the audi- 
----—| enee were riveted not 
fjliu '1 on herself but on the 
' FiJ gentleman at the 
piano. He was be¬ 
having like an emo¬ 
tionalized monkey. 
Every note he pro¬ 
duced was accompa¬ 
nied by such contor¬ 
tions that the audi¬ 
ence was oblivious to 
all else but his antics. 
The concert, from the 
point of view, was a complete 
snarl and snore while 
the artist was play¬ 
ing, the latter would 
at least glare at him. 
As for his neighbors, 
they would probably 
ask him to leave. 
Therefore, O, artists, 
Don’t punish the do not do to others 
instrument. what y°u would not 
have others do to you 1 
A certain pianist of note, when he gets 
impassioned, jumps on the pedals with his 
whole foot, with the result that the noise 
of his heels resounds on the platform- 
boards and proves highly disturbing and 
unpleasant. 
13 
Nobody’s playing is improved by con¬ 
tracting the chest: expanded chest gives 
strength and looks well; contracted chest 
causes weakness and looks bad. A 
hunchback is a subject for commiseration 
but not for imitation. 
14 
Performers should examine themselves 
sedulously to see whether they have ac¬ 
quired the bad habit of pulling faces, roll¬ 
ing their tongues into their cheeks, con¬ 
stantly blinking, screwing up their eyes 
or performing any other distracting tricks 
while playing. Numerous performers, I 
regret to say, are addicted to one or more 
of these objectionable habits. We should 
always remember that concerts are not 
given in the dark. 
The Monotonous Prelude 
15 
'P'OR THE LAST thirty-odd years a 
A pianist of renown has preluded each 
of the numbers on his recital programs 
with three chords of the dominant seventh. 
Why? Does he think them so ravishingly 
beautiful that he can never hear them suf- 
It is only advanced souls who do not 
take themselves seriously. This s0“" 
like a strange statement, I am well aware, 
but it is true nevertheless. There is noth¬ 
ing so important that it cannot be joked 
about at the right time, and the man who 
can joke about himself, his art and ms 
achievements has learnt humility. When 
people take themselves too seriously they 
are apt to become morhidly introspective 
and neurasthenic; moreover, they are apt 
to grind instead of work, with a resulting 
lack of spontaneity. 
18 
if is of the greatest importance that 
singers should be even more cultured than 
other executants, but unfortunately this is 
not always the case. It is, in fact, seldom 
the case. Yet how can singers expect to 
interpret poetry unless they possess a real 
taste for poetry? Besides, how can they 
select good songs to sing unless they have 
the necessary knowledge and culture to 
distinguish good verses from bad? As it 
is, the number of songs that vocalists will 
sing in spite of deplorable verses are not 
to be counted. 
19 
It is largely owing 
to what I have stated 
above that so many 
singers appear to be 
too much occupied 
with their voice-pro¬ 
duction to bother suf¬ 
ficiently about their 
interpretation. If they 
were as fond of po¬ 
rt n l. j r i., j etry as they are of Z 9, music- this could not 
With little applause, happen, for they 
would produce a perfect blending of the 
two arts. 
20 
It is only second-rate artists who resort 
to exaggeration. Their aim is to achieve 
originality of interpretation, but when all 
is said, they are merely swindlers. Dis¬ 
tortion is not expression. What would we 
think of an orator who tried to gain his 
points by pulling faces? But, in the case 
of the orator, it is. at any rate his own 
face which he distorts, and I suppose 
everybody must be allowed to do what lie 
likes with his own face. But in the case of 
the executant, it is somebody else’s compo¬ 
sitions with which he takes liberties, and 
therein lies the difference. 
Kitty, Come Here 1 
21 
BERNARD SHAW has pointed out in 
,hls Doctor’s Dilemma” how tragic it 
is when a man of genius is not likewise a 
not behave like a great 
soul. It behooves 
everybody not to be 
“catty,” but least of 
all her whose calling 
it is to elevate others 
by means of art. Yet 
“cattiness” is so prev¬ 
alent in the musical 
y ' ' the remark: “X is a 
charming girl—she is one of the very few 
singers who doesn't make catty remarks 
about other singers.’' 
Let the unwary remember this I 
22 
Many musicians arc apt t. > become bor¬ 
ing in conversation because they seem in¬ 
capable of discussing anything except 
music. They laugh at golfers who can 
talk of nothing but their "strokes," yet 
they “go one better” themselves. A woman 
once said of a celebrated violinist, since 
deceased: "He is adorable as long as he 
plays; when he stops, lie is just an insuf¬ 
ferable bore.” 
23 
Composers should be elated when they 
get well “slanged,” for no composition, of 
merit can be understood in an hour by 
critics who have come (at limes) to hate 
the very sound of music. 
24 
Nevertheless, as already said, do not 
imagine the critics are all fool, they are 
merely tired. Moreover, their criticisms 
are perforce based on tradition An origi¬ 
nal composer oversteps tradition; there¬ 
fore how can he expect to be understood 
—at once? 
25 
The right wisdom-attitude consists in the 
realization that all original artists were 
misunderstood in their day. and hence 
were victims of the "mangling tooth of 
adverse criticism." 
Self-Help Questions on Mr. Scott's Article. 
1. U'liy is it not proper to place a classi¬ 
cal before a modern tivrk on a programf 
2. Why should repealed encore and the 
profuse acknowledgment of applause be 
avoided? 
3. What are some of the bad habits of 
pianists, which attract attention to their 
“looks’' instead of 
their music ? 
4. Why should the 
musician, for his own 
good, avoid jealous 
thoughts and “catty” 
remarks? 
5. What is the 
danger in over-prac¬ 
ticing, and in taking 
one’s self too seri- 
the Remember,you are not a head-waiter. oush'? What is 
There is an axiom in business—“If you have nothing 
to sell, don’t advertise.” A corollary is, “If you have 
something to sell and do not advertise it, don’t expect 
to sell it.” And these' statements apply as much to 
the one who would sell his services as to the one who 
would sell merchandise, as strongly to the professional 
musician as to the merchant and manufacturer. 
It is all very well to expect the world to make a path 
to one’s door; but it first is necessary to tell the world 
who lives behind that door, and what he has to sell. 
It is necessary to create in the mind of the public a 
desire for what one has to sell and the equally important 
feeling that you are the one of whom the public should 
buy it. 
One way to sell goods is to have a monopoly, to have 
Selling One’s Service 
By W. F. Gates 
something that no one else has—but no teacher of music 
can have that. What remains is for the teacher to have 
a plan of work and a personal manner that appeals 
strongly to pupil and parent. Once the pupil is secured 
procure, as solid and rapid advancement, as the ouDil’s 
talent permits. 
There was a day when the musician felt that ad¬ 
vertising by the usual methods of print was beneath 
him; so he relied on gossip and word-of-mouth. Then 
he took a leaf from the book of the concert artist after 
seeing that print-publicity—could be at once dignified 
and financially profitable. Today, the best teachers are 
the best advertisers. 
The better artist, has better goods to sell; he adver¬ 
tises in a better way, and secures better results. The 
remedy for the latter? 
dignified*way°intaecfeaCher' a** ^ advertises in an 
public as “chean ” „ P med,urn* be is classified by <> 
he advertises in^ ° ™atter wllat his abilities are. I 
must advertise blipr"!? -Way.’ be gets sma11 resu,ts- ® 
Proper location in 'n d'^?ified mediums and in tl 
circulation and what ^ m,ed,ums Hc must consid. 
‘bat go into the'best He mUSt USe mediim 
he must “keep everlastingly'‘.“JV.* 0wn ,erritory- A" 
fun 1:ntoon:dhdastoh'hiSclass fui1, the beM way ,o keep 
added to the waiting r\""° ~cement- “Names may t 
a waiting list u L'st. Thel» there always will ‘ 
come' to deman,l 1' , e goods: and the public h: 
satisfactory state 0f affairs3" *** Can furnish- TrllIy 
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IN TAKING UP the subject of this 
article one is fiaturally forced to in¬ 
quire whether there are any recog¬ 
nizable qualities that give permanence to 
certain compositions, while others have 
only a temporary vogue. To many people, 
music is merely a matter of taste—they 
like one piece or dislike another, without 
knowing why, and divide the repertoire 
into music that endures, in contrast with 
music that has to be endured, but there 
really are certain qualities that make the 
great works last through the centuries. 
If we note the apt saying _ that Music 
begins where language ends” we are at 
once led to the idea that music is partly a 
matter of expressive power. The qualities 
of poetry are often paralleled in music; 
and many comparative lists have been 
made, with more or less accuracy. Bee¬ 
thoven has been likened to Shakespeare, 
Bach to Milton, Wagner to Browning, 
Haydn and Mozart to Pope and Dryden, 
Schubert to the lyric poets, and so on. 
One may, therefore, assume that some of 
the standards of poetry will apply to 
mChief among these is a control of the 
power of expression, the ability to say 
something worth while in a terse and strik¬ 
ing way. Everyone can pick out many l 
expressive bits of poetry, all the way from 
the Canterbury Knight’s 
•'Truthe and honour, freedom and courtesie 
to the stirring call of Lilia,— 
“‘Fight,’ she cried, 
‘And make us what we would be, good 
and great.”’ 
Similarly, in music, one may cite dozens 
of examples of expressive power fromtte 
veiled intensity of the “B-mmor Mass to 
the Motive of Fate or the Transfiguration 
theme. One of the first requisites for per¬ 
manence, then, is a well-expressed message 
to the hearer. It may come in many styles, 
and emphasize one or more of several dif¬ 
ferent qualities, all the way from the grace 
of Schumann’s Arabeskc, or the delicate 
emotion of Debussy’s Clair de Lune, or the 
deep feeling of Chopin’s G-major Noc¬ 
turne, to the dramatic grandeur of a Ninth 
Symphony or of Les Preludes But m 
every case the composer has shown the 
ability to express fully, and with controlled 
power, something that is worth while, and 
appeals to all of us. 
The Expressive Theme M USIC is so intangible that the expres¬ 
siveness of a theme is really a mat¬ 
ter for psychological study. There have 
been many definitions of music, all the way 
•from Wagner’s “Music is truth to 
Gautier’s assertion that “Music is the most 
expensive of noises.” Fetis calls it the 
art of moving the emotions by combinations 
of sound;” but there is an intellec¬ 
tual as well as an emotional side to music, 
as the classics show. 
The elements that enter into the expres¬ 
siveness of a theme consist of Thythtn, 
melody and harmony. Of these, rhythm « 
omnipresent. The wildest modern experi¬ 
menter has not yet dared to try to do with¬ 
out it—and, incidentally, here’s hoping that 
he never will. It is ingrained in humanity, 
and has been felt as a necessity, from the 
prehistoric footfalls of Pithecus Anthropus, 
if that was the gentleman’s name, to the 
drum-strokes in the Scherzo of Sibelius 
first symphony, or in the battle section of 
“Ein Keldenleben.” 
Melody, by itself, has not much appeal. 
In fact, to the musician it always affords a 
chance to supply mentally the harmonies 
that should go with it. But even m melody 
there is room for a wide variety of expres¬ 
siveness, depending on succession of inter- 
Music That Endures 
By ARTHUR ELSON 
vals, variation of rhythm, imitation, bal 
ance of measures against measures and so 
on As a striking example of the ettect 
gained by shaping a melody propajbje 
first theme of the Andante ui Beethoven s 
“Fifth Symphony” may be cited. In tha 
composer’s note-book, which contains the 
themes as jotted down when they first 
occurred to him, that passage is compara¬ 
tively commonplace. But in the symphony, 
with almost no changes in rhythm or har¬ 
mony, its effect has been so altered that a 
most powerful appeal results, there is no 
royal road to teach the student how to im¬ 
prove his melodic efforts, or else music 
would become a matter of manufacture 
rather than inspiration. The teacher can 
only make the student try something, and 
then point out improvements m individual 
passages, as they suggest themselves. When 
the young composer starts on his own, 
however, the Beethoven example may show 
him the force of Carlyle’s assertion, that 
“Genius is a capacity for taking pains 
Like many definitions, this is only a partial 
statement of the truth, for inspiration is 
needed also; but the pains are surely neces¬ 
sary, if anything worth while is to result. 
Harmony Mathematical 
’ ARMONY is largely a matter of 
■ mathematical perception. The vibra¬ 
tion-rates of the different notes m a chord 
have a more or less simple proportion to one 
another and seem related in effect; so that, 
as Browning made Abt Vogler say, 
“Out of three sounds I frame, 
Not a fourth sound, but a star." 
It is the ability to notice changes in the 
proportions of the successive chords that 
enables the hearer to appreciate harmony. 
These figures for any one chord as tne 
student knows, may be quite simple, even 
going as low as three, four, and five for 
the notes of the six-four inversion of any 
major triad. The succession of two prac¬ 
tically unrelated chords, with wholly dis¬ 
similar notes and intervals, will therefore 
produce a discord, because the hearer cannot 
readily grasp any underlying mathematical 
relation between the two. Not that discords 
may not be occasionally of dramatic effect, 
but the modern radicals who rely too much 
upon them will produce nothing of perma¬ 
nent character. Not that it is easy to find 
two absolutely unrelated chords, for the 
mind will note the changes in pitch or in 
size of intervals, if nothing else. But a 
continued succession of distantly related 
chords will tax the brain that is accustomed 
to follow music by its harmonic structure, 
just as a too closely related series will 
sometimes seem commonplace. 
It does not follow, however, that the 
simplicity or complexity of chord rela¬ 
tions is the only factor in harmony. Va¬ 
riety is said to be the spice of life; then 
there should be varying degrees of rela¬ 
tivity in the same work. Yet even this 
does not explain why some harmonies 
sound better than others. There again the 
composer stands or falls by his choice of 
material. The harmonies of the first Pre¬ 
lude in the “Well-Tempered Clavichord 
are simple enough; but they have a haunt¬ 
ing beauty nevertheless, of such a com¬ 
pelling nature that they led Gounod to 
express their suggestion in the well-known 
melody that he composed for them. An¬ 
other of the many examples of strong ex¬ 
pression by simple means is found in the 
side-theme of Chopin’s C-major Nocturne. 
Chopin is always very expressive; but one 
of his most striking bits, achieved with 
simple means, is found in the third full 
measure of this section, where the three 
lower notes (subdominant) are held, while 
a simple movement in the upper voice 
makes the harmony run through a dissonant 
major seventh (fourth degree) a more 
consonant minor seventh (second degree), 
and two positions of the subdominant triad, 
creating a most impassioned emotional 
appeal by the simplest of means. Incident¬ 
ally, the sense of harmonic appreciation is 
what is lacking in those who are not musi¬ 
cal • and the crudeness of many popular 
songs lies in their harmonic coarseness 
of effect. , . . 
In uniting themes and passages 
larger works, the composer has many 
fairly definite forms at his choice. As 
every student of Theory knows these 
range from the simplest of so-called song- 
forms, with contrasted periods, through the 
rondos, with longer or more numerous 
sections, to the sonata-allegro ‘form, and 
the various other structures occasionally 
used in the large symphonic movements. 
In the classical times, the tonal art fully 
justified the saying that “Architecture is 
frozen music.” Even in the free*.compo¬ 
sitions of recent years, one still finds the 
balance of sections, the contrast between 
different passages, and the due proportion 
that were so evident in the more definite 
forms of earlier years. Dating from ear¬ 
lier centuries, too, are the various contra¬ 
puntal forms, in which melody was sup¬ 
ported by melody, or part by part, instead 
of by chords, though harmonies naturally^ 
resulted from the interweaving of parts. 
These various forms play their part in 
giving to music an intellectual as well as 
an emotional beauty. 
Figure Treatment IN ADDITION to the effect gained by 
the larger outlines of form, a most po¬ 
tent appeal to intelligent perception and 
enjoyment is made also by the devices 
known as figure treatment and develop¬ 
ment. Of the many important examples of 
this method of building up or embellishing 
a composition, one of the best is found in 
the first movement of Beethoven’s ‘ Pas¬ 
toral Symphony,” in which a theme of a 
few measures is reiterated, wholly or in 
part, and made to form the melodic line of 
the entire movement. A musical figure 
may be put through many changes—trans¬ 
position, changing of intervals, inversion, 
rhythmic imitation, and so on—in a way 
that enables a good composer to develop 
his themes, as the process is called, into a 
musical structure of most absorbing in¬ 
terest. Some devotees of melodic and 
harmonic richness consider this method of 
procedure rather arbitrary; and one very 
eminent Wagnerian friend of the present 
writer once accused Brahms of musical 
dressmaking;’’ but figure treatment and 
“development will always remain one of 
music’s chief charms, in spite of its being 
held somewhat in the background during 
the present modernistic search for new 
harmonic effects. 
What have been the works that have 
survived, and which of the foregoing char¬ 
acteristics do they exhibit? One might 
fill a history of music in answering this 
question; but a brief survey will fulfill the 
purpose of this article. 
Passing over the few relics of ancient 
music, the Gregorian epoch, the music of 
Charlemagne’s time, and the comparatively 
simple songs of the Troubadours and 
Minnesingers, which are mostly curiosities 
at present, one comes first to the contra¬ 
puntal schools. The music of these schools 
has been largely shelved, but enough of 
it remains in vogue to merit attention. At 
the very outset the student finds a famous 
composition from England—the so-called 
six-men’s song entitled “Sumer is icumen 
in,” dating from the year 1215. This is 
really a four-part canon, with two voices 
singing a bass accompaniment. The most 
noticeable quality of this song is the re¬ 
markable freshness and beauty of its mel¬ 
ody Of course the skill with which it is 
blended into a whole when taken up by 
the parts in turn, and carried through, as 
in a long four-part round, is most not¬ 
able. Many other compositions of that 
time and later will show the same skill 
without the terse and clean-cut melodic 
beauty; for which reason no one cares to 
exhume them from the libraries where 
they lie buried. But there must have been 
many effective compositions in England a 
that'time as is proven by the writings ot 
the Frenchman, Jean de Muris, who stated 
in 1325 that the composers of his day were 
falling below the high standards set by 
the English, and losing their effective di¬ 
rectness of expression. In music, no less 
than in literature, brevity is the soul ot 
wit; and composers who have little of in¬ 
terest to say, and who spin that little out 
in whatever happens to be the approved 
technical method of composition at the 
time, will not achieve any permanent 
When England Led ENGLAND still retained its prominence 
in the time of Dunstable, who lived 
while the early continental schools were 
developing. Then came the days of Flem¬ 
ish leadership, under Okeghem, who held 
high positions, but nevertheless made music 
a matter of arbitrary rules, using technical 
mastery to make puzzle canons, or to cause 
the setting of such dry subjects as the 
Genealogy of Christ. It is not surprising 
that this school did not last, that when 
Josquin de Pres brought back inspiration 
as a criterion, Luther could say of him, 
“Josquin rules the notes, while others are 
ruled by them.” 
Palestrina and Di Lasso represent .the 
culmination of the contrapuntal schools; 
but their works are not by any means con¬ 
fined to set standards, like those of Oke- 
ghem’s school. When they wished to write 
in the harmonic style, they did so. Church¬ 
goers are all familiar with the beautiful 
“Alleluia” of Palestrina, for example, 
which seems harmonic in spite of its part¬ 
writing ; while such a song as Di Lasso s 
“Mon coeur se recommande a vous,” is en¬ 
tirely and freshly modern in style. It 
should be true now, as it was then, that 
the real composer will write good music, 
independently of what may be the techni¬ 
cal fashion of composing at the time. He 
should have something to say that is worth 
saying and should say it with all his might. 
If his message is worth while, posterity 
will recognize its value. As an instance of 
this the student should examine the Fitz- 
william collection of virginal music. The 
virginal, popular in the Shakespearian 
epoch, was a box-like predecessor of the 
spinet, with a compass of not more than 
three or four octaves and with the light 
tone that one would expect of an instru¬ 
ment that could be picked up at will and 
carried from room to room. Yet the early 
Elizabethan composers wrote such expres¬ 
sive music for it that their works really 
demand the resources of the modern piano. 
With the advent of the harmonic style, 
in 1600 and later, there was much that was 
experimental at first. The Italian violin¬ 
ists, such as Corelli, Tartini, and their 
pupils, led the way to the necessary con¬ 
trol of expression, while the two Scarlattis 
and others developed opera and harpsi¬ 
chord music. Then the leadership passed 
to Handel and Bach, in Germany. Much 
of the music of Alessandro Scarlatti, like 
some of Handel’s, is kept in partial obscu¬ 
rity, because the archaic form of the early 
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operas prevents their revival. But music 
of value will survive, despite handicaps, 
and the Scarlatti arias, no less than Han¬ 
del’s famous Largo (from “Xerxes,’ orig¬ 
inally) or “Lascia ch’ io Piango,” will 
show, to alter the saying, that you cannot 
keep a good tune down. 
The works of the great composers are 
too familiar to need any detailed de¬ 
scription. In classical times the blending 
of intellect and emotion, best expressed 
in the we'.l-defincd but plastic sonata-alle¬ 
gro form, showed itself in the expressive 
fluency of Haydn and Mozart, the dramatic 
power of Beethoven, the melodic feeling 
of Schubert, the enthusiasm of Schumann, 
the inimitable grace of Mendelssohn, and 
the quiet intensity of Brahms. Then Ru¬ 
binstein and Tschaikowsky led Russia to 
fame, while other countries developed other 
leaders. 
The Classic Blend 
WHICH OF this music wears best? 
To the writer, a long course of 
hearing and looking through the classics 
seems to show that the music showing its 
full share of the intellectual side seems to 
last longer in its effect than that which re¬ 
lies more on emotion. But this is set forth 
rather as a personal opinion than as a gen¬ 
eral truth. If one finds that the emotional 
qualities of Schubert lose power on repeti¬ 
tion when compared with the grandeur of 
Beethoven, or if the richness of Tschai¬ 
kowsky becomes cloying while the more 
formal shapeliness of Brahms keeps its ef¬ 
fect, another hearer might find the reverse 
true in both cases. But there must always 
be some blend of the intellectual, as ex¬ 
pressed in structure or design, with the 
emotional in order to give the music any 
permanence. 
No less a modernist than Cyril Scott, 
admitted the necessity of present-day com¬ 
posers using some scheme or plan to re¬ 
place the earlier forms that are now 
strictly followed. The transition, of course, 
camel through'the introduction of the sym¬ 
phonic poem, which had its origin in the 
program symphony of Berlioz, and was 
brought to its climax by Liszt and Strauss. 
Beethoven no doubt foreshadowed it in his 
Ninth Symphony, which made him say 
that all his previous work was as nothing 
to what he meant to plan afterwards. 
If the symphonic poems are not based 
on one definite design, each will have its 
own structure, showing a balance of vari¬ 
ous sections and a judicious contrast be¬ 
tween them. The program element (mak¬ 
ing the music, tell a definite story) adds 
an interest of its own, that compensates 
for the lack of strict form; but even in 
such works as “Til Eulenspiegel,” depict¬ 
ing the adventures of the famous mediaeval 
hero-rascal of that name, the recurrence 
of themes and passages gives the work a 
tonal design that is the reverse of form¬ 
less. 
Opera seems to need a style of its own, 
that not even the greatest of composers can 
necessarily achieve, though some have 
done so. Here emotional expression is 
more in the foreground—feeling, senti¬ 
ment, passion, and intensity, rather than 
any highbrow methods. Wagner brought 
intellect to it, in the shape of guiding mo¬ 
tives that could be built up into great or¬ 
chestral scenas. But it was matter rather 
than manner that made his operas great, 
for he could write themes of tremendous 
power, which his imitators have not been 
able to equal. Opera must have something 
almost crude, tawdry, and blaring in ef¬ 
fect to achieve what audiences expect in 
the way of dramatic power. The trumpet 
fanfares of the march in “Aida,” for ex¬ 
ample, will always be far more popular 
and achieve far more numerous perform¬ 
ances than the more involved and less dra¬ 
matic measures of the same composer’s 
“Falstaff.” 
The Search for Harmonies MODERNISM, as arising from Satie’s 
unusual effects, and from Debussy’s 
whole-tone scale ideas, has developed into 
a search for new harmonies. As such, it 
is of course largely experimental, so that 
many works, now hailed with applause by 
large audiences and over-appreciative re¬ 
viewers, achieve only a few performances 
before being shelved. In so far as the 
search for new harmonic effects are used 
to replace real inspiration, instead of as 
an adjunct to it, the resulting productions 
are bound to fail. But as Josquin suc¬ 
ceeded Okeghem, so it is not impossible 
for a composer of the first rank to arise at 
present and to show a mastery of modern 
effects. At present, too many are ruled 
by the notes and have not the genius nec¬ 
essary to control them. Even if we are to 
have a school in which melody is relegated 
to the background, we need masters of that 
school rather than experimenters. If com¬ 
position is to be nothing more than an at¬ 
tempt to find unusual effects, the present 
writer has often suggested an easy method 
for doing this. Let the would-be composer 
seat himself at the piano, with a recording 
device at hand. Then, with closed eyes, 
he may attack the keyboard at will, using 
a due sense of rhythm and variety of effect 
and finishing the work with some cus¬ 
tomary cadence. The Result may be wilder 
than the “Wild Man's Dance," but many 
will acclaim it as an advanced modern 
work. This is not meant as a slur at the 
excellent qualities shown by numerous re¬ 
cent compositions, but is intended to show 
that the really great composer is a mas¬ 
ter of his effects and does not need to 
feel his way, just as the really great actor 
is he who is not swayed by the emotion of 
his part but creates his effects with cool 
The qualities that have made music last, 
from other schools and other days, may 
therefore be summed up as an interesting 
variety of rhythm, a control and concise¬ 
ness in melodic expression that avoids any 
effect of rambling or diffuseness, a variety 
and depth of harmonic expression, and a 
proper use of form or design. These are 
what the composer should always strive 
for, without letting himself be limited by 
the special methods of whatever school or 
style may be in vogue at the time. 
Self-Test Questions on Mr. Elson’s Article 
1. What is a chief standard of poetry 
applying also to music? 
2. How is Harmony mathematical? 
3. What musical device does Beethoven 
use effectively in the first movement of his 
"Pastoral Symphony?” 
4. How does “Sumer is icumen in" 
hold an unique place in musical history ? 
5. What particular blend is made in the 
classic type of music? 
Safe and Sane Memorizing 
By Lucille Pratt Gunter 
Some seem to have a natural ability, 
for memorizing. In fact it is done with 
no conscious effort. But for others it is 
the most difficult part of musical study. 
In memorizing we are shaping a mental 
picture that we want to be able to rely 
upon at all times. The idea is always to 
present the same mental picture in ex¬ 
actly the same way. The more correctly 
we do this, the more quickly will our task 
be accomplished for any one thing done 
over and over becomes a habit. If the 
memory performs by force of habit, we are 
given a clear field in which to think of in¬ 
terpretation and musical rendition. 
Taking a small phrase or Section at a 
time is the easiest and quickest way, as a 
small idea is more accurately repeated as 
to fingering, notes, rhythm, phrasing and 
pedaling. 
“Daddy’s” Musical Family 
By Sidney Bushell 





is an acute one. 
The description- 
of the difficulty which has «*“[° 
writer’s attention, may be of interest, p 
sibly an inspiration, to others. 
With the musical education of his chii 
dren (as yet in the kindergarten stage) in 
prospect, the father, with a view to acquir 
ing for himself a thorough theore ca 
grounding, invested some ill-spared dollars 
and many hard-won leisure hours. upon a 
certain widely advertised music course 
which he has now successfully completed. 
The next step was to contrive a method 
whereby the knowledge thus gained might 
be passed on to the children and so enable 
them to receive efficient instruction right 
in their own home. 
A large blackboard was procured, upon 
which four sets of “five lines” were per¬ 
manently scored. This board has been 
secured to the wall in a corner of the 
“music room” by two hinges. At the two 
sides, and as close to the edges as possible, 
two legs, also hinged, have been attached to 
the board. These are hung, and blocked 
in such a manner, that when the board is 
let down they swing out at an angle to rest 
against the wall where it joins the floor. 
Thus, when the board is not in active use 
for tuition purposes it is transformed into 
a very handy work table. When in position 
for lessons it is held securely in place by 
an ordinary screen door spring appropri¬ 
ately adjusted. 
By this blackboard method it has been 
found very practicable to give satisfactory 
instruction in elementary fundamentals. 
The lessons comprise talks upon the dif¬ 
ferent clefs, how to recognize and name 
them; names of lines and spaces; leger 
lines and the reasons for their employment; 
the different values of the various notes; 
“accidentals,”, their shape and uses, the 
formation of scales, etc. The building up 
of common triads and afterwards locating 
and sounding them on the piano the chil¬ 
dren have found very interesting. They 
can readily distinguish between a major 
and minor triad by the sound. On one 
occasion during an ear test of this descrip¬ 
tion the tutor played the chord of the domi¬ 
nant seventh, with the usual query: 
‘Is that major or minor ?” 
There was silence for a few seconds 
while the chord was being mentally dis¬ 
sected, then came the answer, in a confi- 
dent voice, “It's major, but there’s minor 
Another splendid feature of this idea is, 
that during a lesson the children may be 
called upon at any time to demonstrate 
their knowledge upon the board. 
One very useful lesson in reading is 
where the instructor writes notes of differ- 
ing values, anywhere about the clefs, the 
children calling them out as written. One 
calls the note by its name value, another 
follows with its position on the staff, thus; 
“Half-note.” 
“Half-note on E,” and so forth. .. 
In another lesson the tutor writes a num¬ 
ber of different notes in a straight line and 
the pupils arc required to "lah” to 
each note, simultaneously mo ’ g its dur¬ 
ation by clapping hands the t red num¬ 
ber of beats. The introduce i any sort 
of action into the lessons is pleasing 
to them. They were taught tl value of a 
dotted quarter by being told march to 
this rhythm, taking a hop on the dotted 
JJJ.J’JJJJ./JJ 
If left to their own tjevin when the 
father is absent these children frequently 
conduct their own music class among them¬ 
selves, the eldest assuming tin- duties of 
tutor. This in itself has the educational 
value of fixing in their mind- details al¬ 
ready grasped, and in its own pc. uliar way 
develops initiative and original t ,. 
In this family, also, they h. <■ inaugu¬ 
rated what they term “sing!- grace.” 
That is, at the termination of meal, when 
all are present, they sing r doxology 
to a tune which has Irccn tam them, via 
the blackboard during recent U ms. They 
endeavor to learn a new tunc c ry week. 
This opens up yet another p, ;bility for 
the blackboard method as out! ed here- 
the teaching of sight singing 
Already it is noteworthy Iv well the 
children mentioned in this articb none over 
six years of age, can hold a mcl .. maybe 
learned only a short while ago. against a 
strong counterpoint. 
Variety in Recitals 
By Edith Josephine Benson 
To avoid monotony in recitals of easy 
piano music, the teacher must use every 
type of composition that belongs on pro¬ 
grams of advanced music except, perhaps, 
that which contains thematic development. 
The foundation of variety is in the selec¬ 
tion and arrangement of descriptive, emo¬ 
tional and dance solos. 
more important than the main part of 
program, for the last-named can easily 
come monotonous. The first number 
be a simple piece given by a very 1 
child who plays excellently, or it may 
composition advanced enough to hold 
interest over the next few easy pi, 
Duets may begin or end the program- 
their greatest usefulness is in breaking 
continuity of solos. Duets for player 
equal ability should be used sparingly 
cause they are not very interesting 
Vocal and ensemble numbers are effect¬ 
ive if the teacher knows how to do the 
training, but good vocal solos for children 
are not numerous. The name of the child 
accompanist should be printed. 
The writer has sometimes arranged 
groups according to the idea set forth. One 
group of duets was entitled Folk 
Melodies, (a) French, (b) Dutch, (c) 
Russian, (d) Irish, each duet played by 
different pupils. The selections of another 
group. Three Chorales, were also played 
likewise by different pupils. The first part 
of a June program was called The Music 
of Summer, in which Mrs. H. H. A- 
Beach's charming Summer Dreams were 
used with explanatory notes by a pupil, and 
the second part of the' same program was 
called The Music of Childhood. The 
writer has learned that duets and vocal 
numbers are most needed in the main part 
of the program. 
“ or worn, which a wi 
renowned soloist may present with 
punity or even with profit, will leave 
audience of ever so good an upstart , 
tfihile a great work is often more satisfy 
'y !° thc P^e musician in the latter-s 
hands, because thc interpreter’s personality 
dncs "ot obtrude itself unduly:— 
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Solving Rhythmical Riddles 
By LESLIE FAIRCHILD 
Everyone responds in some 
degree to a rhythmic stimulus. It 
seems to be instinctive in man. Thc 
body does its best to conform with a 
rhythmic impulse, yet one may easily re¬ 
spond to the power of rhythm and still be 
unable to create it. There is a vast dif¬ 
ference between keeping time and beating 
Modern rhythms are so complicated that 
the student has great difficulty in master¬ 
ing them. However, with a knowledge 
of a few simple principles and the use 
of common arithmetic, there are no rhyth¬ 
mical combinations that cannot be under¬ 
stood and mastered by the student. 
To play rhythmically one does not 
have to possess any special inborn gift 
or “feeling.” All that is required is a 
spark of common sense and the willing¬ 
ness to count aloud. “Trust no measure 
that you cannot count aloud,” should be 
the slogan of every student who desires 
to acquire a rhythmic consciousness. 
Metronome 
Do not hesitate to use a metronome. 
Regardless of what has been said about it, 
you will always find it a most efficient 
and faithful friend to assist you over the 
uncertain places. Seek its aid on all dif¬ 
ficult passages. If you cannot count aloud 
or with the aid of the metronome, it is 
positive proof that you are not playing 
Accents 
Properly located accents are the means 
of giving a composition its rhythmic 
swing. With two or three heats to the 
measure, the accent falls naturally on the 
first beat. Where there are four beats to 
a measure, the accents are on the first 
which is called the primary accent, and 
on the third which is called the secondary 
accent. In the case of six beats to the 
measure, this secondary accent comes on 
the fourth beat. Primary accents are al¬ 
ways played with more force than sec¬ 
ondary accents. For example: 
Ex.l ^ 
17 J 7 J | J J J J K 
If hr. Primary Secondary 
Should these normal accents be shifted 
to other parts of the measure, the rhythm 
becomes syncopated. 
Sub-Divisions 
The whole secret in solving a difficult 
rhythmical problem is to know how to 
count the sub-divisions in the measures. 
In this way are the most complicated pas¬ 
sages easily understood and mastered. A 
measure in a composition is similar to an 
inch on a rule or scale; it has its many 
divisions and sub-divisions of halves, 
quarters, eighths, sixteenths, thirty-sec¬ 
onds and sixty-fourths. So, in consider¬ 
ing a complicated rhythmical problem, we 
simplv find the smallest unit in the meas¬ 
ure and use it as a basis on which to 
count the entire group of notes in the 
measure. This method will be explained 
more in detail in the examples that are to 
follow. 
An Inexcusable Fault 
Ethel Newcomb relates that one of 
Leschetizky’s assistants declared that no 
American knew the value of the short 
note following a dotted note, and she 
never knew an American who could give 
the short note its exact value in relation 
to the notes around it, “In all my studies 
with Leschetizky, said Miss Newcomb, 
“and in all my experiences in taking pupils 
to him and hearing others’ lessons, I do 
not think there was any technical point 
that gave him so much trouble and annoy¬ 
ance as this one of the real value of the 
short note; a sixteenth after a dotted 
eighth, for instance, coming before an ac¬ 
cent. There seems to be no end of dit- 
ficulty in this little motive.” 
No matter how absurd this may seem, 
it is really a common fault amqng students 
and can be entirely eliminated if given a 
little consideration and thought. Let us 
consider the following example. 
being a grace note and connect it closely 
with the note that follows it. Harp Tones 
by George L. Spaulding, is a good example 
of this sort of rhythm and the student is 
also advised to play scales in similar 
rhythms such as : 
Ex. 3 
a j! 3 3 n *•* 
e/h. n. n. •** 
Irregular Rhythms 
Another problem which seems most dis¬ 
concerting to the student is the ability to 
play correctly such irregular rhythms as 
two against three or three against four. 
I know that students have been advised 
to practice diljgently with each hand alone 
and then put them together, but this 
method hardly simplifies matters. In the 
first place, two against three is more 
easily visualized if the teacher will con¬ 
nect up the two interior notes as shown 
in thc illustration at “B.” 
MR LESLIE FAIRCHILD 
Ex. 2 _. __ inn snn 
Count... 1 2 3 4 1 2 3 4 etc. 
The smallest unit to count in this meas¬ 
ure is a sixteenth note. Since it will 
take four sixteenth notes to equal one 
quarter note or one beat of the measure, 
we count four to each group. This, you 
can readily see, will do away entirely with 
any uncertainty of the rhythm and will 
give to each note'its just value. Another 
way is to conceive the sixteenth note as 
Mr Fairchild one of the younger school of writers for “The Etude 
Music Magazine,'- is a mechanical expert coho in recent years has seriously 
been devoting much of his time to Music. He. is a pupil of Percy Grainger. 
Bx.4 __ 
A B 
Now then, if the student will count the 
sub-divisions of this interesting little figure, 
it will assist greatly in smoothing out the 
difficult rhythmical situation. 
If you will follow closely the analytical 
example given below, you will readily un¬ 
derstand the method of sub-dividing any 
irregular group and will be able to master 
its rhythm. For example: 
Ex. 5_ 
R.H. J ] j 
Here we have three notes in the right hand 
against two in the left. Making a fraction 
of it gives us 
right hand. 3 notes 
left hand. 2 notes 
Now then, inverting the fraction gives 
us 2/3, which shows us that each note in 
the right hand must receive two beats, while 
each note in the left hand must recertt 
three beats. If we multiply the two nurfr- 
bers together it gives us the exact num¬ 
ber of counts used in working out the prob¬ 
lem. The completed problem becomes : 
Ex. 6  —-- 
r ? —J 
Counts i 2 3 4 5 
i_r 
Should the example lie four against three 
or five against four, or some such arrange¬ 
ment, the solution is thc same. 
Ex. 7 _______---_ 
r—7—1—3 
Counts i 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 
The student might practice scales to ad¬ 
vantage in these irregular rhythms, such 
Ex. 8 
Every thorough musician should be able 
to play these scales. 
The student will find a good example 
of a study of two against three in the pos¬ 
thumous Chopin's Study, No. 2: 
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Tempo Rubato 
TN THE FIRST part of this article 
we have considered only the mathemat¬ 
ical side of rhythm. There is, however, 
a more emotional, artistic and subtle side 
known as tempo rubato, a term over which 
• the minds of many musicians are greatly 
befuddled. 
Apart from the brief notes to be found 
in lexicons, only a few authorities have 
written anything upon the subject. Perhaps 
Paderewski’s article on the subject is one 
of the best. 
There seems to be some controversy over 
the meaning of the word “rubato,” which is 
the past participle of the Italian verb “ru- 
bare,” which is derived from the Latin 
“repere”—to steal. Now we will not deal 
with the whys and wherefores of how or 
how not this word should be interpreted 
for musical purposes, but will give the 
general accepted uses of it. Perhaps a 
more fitting name would be “flexible 
rhythm” instead of tempo rubato. 
The Metronome’s Enemy 
' I ' EMPO RUBATO is the greatest en- 
A emy of the metronome, but when we 
have thoroughly mastered the use of this 
mechanical timekeeper we can turn to one 
which is more human and that one is the 
heart. When one is emotionally excited 
the heart does not beat with exacting reg¬ 
ularity. Now if music is to be emotional 
it cannot possibly be played with clock¬ 
work precision, so tempo rubato is used. 
This simply means that there is more or 
less slackening or quickening of the rate 
of movement. This is a potent factor in 
playing music of an emotional character 
as it tends to lend variety, infuses life into 
it, emphasizes the expression—in fact it 
really idealizes the rhythm. Of course 
there are many dangers of exaggeration 
and its artistic use will depend upon the 
musician’s musical background, culture, 
knowledge of the various styles and a fine 
sense of rhythmic balance. 
Malwine Bree, who was an assistant to 
Leschetizky, gives some splendid advice 
' regarding variations in tempo. “There is 
no composition which is played in a uni¬ 
form tempo from beginning to end. Even 
in exercises this is allowed only in those 
practiced solely for finger dexterity. In 
the performance of other etudes, taste in 
style is by no means excluded, although in 
them its expression devolves chiefly on 
dynamic changes. 
The changes in tempo must be so deli¬ 
cately graded that the heater notices neither 
their beginning nor their end; otherwise 
the performance would sound "choppy.” 
Thus, in a ritardando, calculate the gradual 
diminution of speed exactly, so that the 
end may not drag; and conversely in an 
accelerando, that one may not get going 
altogether too fast. In a ntenuto, more¬ 
over, many play the final tone a trifle faster, 
which abbreviates the ritenuto and gives 
the hearer a feeling of disappointment 
Where an a tempo follows, it should quite 
often not be taken literally at the very 
outset, but the former tempo should be 
led up to gradually—beginning the reprise 
of the theme like an improvisation, for in¬ 
stance. Thus in the course of one or two 
measures, one would regain the original 
Liszt’s Figurative Teaching 
A LMOST ANYONE can karn to^ay 
A -like a sewing machine but when 
comes to the fine, delicate vambons 
rhythm it requires real musical talent. 
Liszt once gave an idea of tempo rubato 
to one of his pupils. “Look at those tree , 
said he, “the leaves and the small twigs 
are dancing about freely, but the large 
. i _ wfiifp the trunks 
Primitive Rhythms WE OFTEN think of primitive music 
as being quite simple in its con¬ 
struction whereas a little study of the sub¬ 
ject will convince one that the reverse of 
this is true in so far as rhythm is con¬ 
cerned. Many seem to think that what is 
called irregular barrings (that is, every 
measure in a composition being given a 
different rhythm such as 3-4, 4-4, 6-8, 24, 
etc.), is a distinctive and original touch 
when in reality it was used by the North 
American Indians and the Blacks of 
Africa. So you see the moderns are not 
looking half so far into the future as 
they are into the past for material to work 
with. In the North American Indian 
music one may hear the drum beats played 
in 2-4 time and the song in 34 time or 
the beats in 5-8 time against a melody in 
3-4 time or the song may be sung to a 
rapid tremolo beating of the drum; the 
beats governing the bodily movements 
while the song voices the emotion of the 
appeal. One may often hear three rhythms, 
I 
How to Improve Your Sight Reading 
By Grace May Stutsman 
Timenn,, 
two of them contesting, sometimes vi 
syncopation yet resulting in a well |J? 
whole. 
Rhythmic Phenomena 
r-pHERE IS RHYTHM in all ^ 
1 recurrence. In the heavens above th' 
planets revolve around their suns in / 
exact measure. Ott earth the tides rise anS 
fall with rhythmic regularity and the sea” 
sons return at regular intervals—pl^ ^ 
also follows the same rhythmic course 
Rhythm has become wrought in the very 
organism of man and a- R. S. Talmey 
M.D., writing in one of the medical jour- 
nals, says: “General rhythm marks all the 
physical and spiritual manifestations of 
life. There is rhythm in all bodily move- 
ments. All functions work in rhythm, the 
cyclic actions occurring in a rhythmic se¬ 
ries. The structural arrangement of matter 
is in harmony with rhythm. We are, hence 
rhythmical in our life habit Rhythm un- 
derlies all art. Rhythm forms the basi, 
of music, poetry, representative art and 
dancing." Thus rhythm becomes quite a 
problem aside from its um in music. 
Five Test Questions to Mr. Fairchild’s 
Article 
1. How may a student acquire a rhyth¬ 
mic consciousness? 
2. What is one of the most common 
rhythmic faults? 
3. What advantage is there in counting 
the sub-divisions? 
4. In what way do accents affect rhythm? 
5. (a) What arc primary accents? (b) 
Secondary accents? 
One of America’s foremost musicians recently re¬ 
marked that “sight-readers were born, not made.” In 
other words, the instinct for grasping quickly large 
groups of notes and the ability to transform them into 
sound, while at the same time mentally seizing another 
group ahead, was to his mind a God-given gift. This 
is no doubt true; but it is also true that sight-readers 
can be manufactured up to a certain point by systematic 
application to the problem. There are at least three con¬ 
tributing factors: 
Absolute familiarity with the keyboard; 
Keenness of pitch perception; 
Concentration. 
Keyboard. Does a student “fumble” for his keys? 
If so, tie a handkerchief lightly over his eyes and have 
him locate the notes as dictated by you. Teach him the 
Use of the groups of two and three black keys with 
reference to the white keys. Many students do not know 
how to use the sense of touch at all, especially beginners. 
At first it is well to place the student’s right hand on 
the keys, telling him his thumb is on middle C. Then 
ask him to locate E’, G', F', E', F', D', C'. Other com¬ 
binations should also be given. Try to make them tune¬ 
ful as well as rhythmic. It is more interesting. After 
a drill with the right hand, the left hand should be 
taken with thumb on small G, and the drill repeated, after 
which both hands together should be done. 
Next, start from the beginning, right hand alone, but 
have the student locate the position himself, thumb on 
middle C. Dictate: C', G', C", B', C", A', G\ E', F', 
D', G', G', C'. Repeat with left hand, first finding the 
position with the left thumb On small G. Then both hands 
together. Other combinations should also be given for 
this. 
The third step is to find intervals at dictation. By 
this time the student should have mastered key location, 
although the drills may have extended over a period of 
several weeks. 
The intervals should cover the range 6f all major 
and minor thirds and sixths, as well as all perfect and 
imperfect fourths and fifths. If the student is too young 
to understand the meaning of minor and imperfect, con¬ 
fine yourself to major intervals. Even the youngest can, 
with a little-practice, recognize 3rds, 4ths, 5ths, and 
octaves. These will do for a starter. The age of the 
student will also determine whether or not he can do 
them both hands' together. 
The fourth step applies to older students alone, and 
consists of locating triads and chords, both major and 
minor, as dictated by the teacher, i. e., major triad on 
G'; major triad on A'; minor chord on G'; minor triad 
on F'; major chord on D'; major chord on C'. Repeat 
for left hand an octave lower. 
Fifth step: Play any scale called for, both hands 
together, three octaves up and back at a speed of not less 
■h“ in 4/4 time. Play any called-for ar¬ 
peggio in root position and inversions at the same speed. 
The student is now ready for drills without the use of 
the handkerchief. 
Keenness of perception. For practice in keenness of per¬ 
ception turn to page 3 of the Preparatory Exercises, by 
Schmitt, Op. 16. Have the student watch the page while 
you play with the right hand alone Exercise 3, altering 
at least one note in the exercise, or in some way playing 
it wrongly. Make him tell the mistake. If he fails 
at the first attempt, play it a second time, exactly as at 
first. If he continues to fail, play it as written and see 
if he can tell you correctly. Strange as it may seem 
the student will sense the mistake at this third trial’ 
through hearing the exercise played correctly If he 
does not, then go over it with him very slowly,'pointing 
to each note as played, and when the mistake occurs 
let him hear the correction immediately. 
Exercises 3, 4, 5, 6 are excellent for drill in thirds 
(broken). Exercises 7 to 16, inclusive, are good for 
other broken intervals. Always make at least one error 
and more if you think the student can detect them 
On pages 9 to 11 will be found exercises in thirds 
which can be altered to suit the student’s grade of ability 
and on page 13, Exercises 178 and 182 should be played 
both hands together for at least four measures, with the 
same mistake in each hand. Then take Nos 184 and 
186, making mistakes in alternate hands. The value of 
this particular form of exercise cannot be over-estimated 
Other material more conveniently at hand may be sub' 
stituted for Schmitt, but it must, of necessity, belong 
same simple lines as Schmitt ’ along the . 
Concentration. Concentration may be develop in 
K"f ‘W“ sPa« to mention but one variety of ways, but there is 
F.rst: Have the student listen while you play a ma- . 
scale, carefully matching the tones. Ask him if T 
noticed any accent in the scale. If he did play it ara 
and have him be prepared to tell where it occurred- if 
he did not, proceed to the next step. d’ ,f 
Play the scale again and accent the dominant ascend 
mg, and match the tones descending. Ask if he not’ d 
scale accenting the mediant and dominant a > ending, tones 
matched descending. The student to tell where the ac¬ 
cents occur. Proceed along these lines, n venting your 
own combinations. 
The next step is to dictate to the student problems 
similar to these: 
(o) With both hands play the scale of G major up 
and back three octaves, with accented fifth ascending 
and no accent descending. 
(b) Play the scale of F major with second and fifth 
accented ascending, no accents descending. 
(c) Flay the harmonic A minor scale up and back 
o octaves, with third and fifth accented ascending 
and fifth only accented in descending. 
f. “ft step. Secure some simple pieces of not too 
.P.Cat^ rl,ythms, with nothing but single notes for 
£ m?" °,P,Ay’ Fo,k songs a« *> arranged, both 
ChrSln'cffr0^'16’ 3nd by Henry Goodrich, while 
ciallv f ^C-’? er bas an cm'rc set of four hooks espe- 
Sces and till, T*1"5’ Turn ‘he of the 
two clefs g.t!y d[aw 3 pencd line exactly between the 
manent !Vh°Ugh you were about to establish a per- 
"ntrate ri0:,m,dd,c C’ Struct the student to con- 
below each if1 j”6’,but play wbat lle can see above and 
be able to d ^ u°nC' PerhaPs at first he will not 
•s complete h * ‘hmg,Erectly. When the first trial 
try again klalW nT °SC bis eycs for 60 seconds, then 
be weeks’hUn y ,p ayint> both hands together. It may 
but however ‘S ,able to put both hands together, 
®ent should neverT all ‘he pCriod o{ driI>- d^ourage- 
If the Schafer kTi aIlowed to enter the competition. 
draw the pencil lineal3re USed> il is <p,ite simpIe.‘° 
to distract the LT a !®re, are no marks of expression 
use of the li»#. k ♦ l he ^ecomes proficient cease the 
Part of the score* him continue to focus on that 
be can do this , ’ 1!nagln,n8 the line to be there. When 
occur intervals and ?adj to undertake tunes in which 
come to read th/ tnads' Tbus he wil1 gradually 
account during this m°r,e comPlicated scores. On no 
t° look at the sbouId the student be allowed 
throughout. y ard’ “Eyes ahead,” is the slogan 
which are'to'ab°Ve’ these are only suggestions 
teacher, as space f05h'j’.ented and enlarged upon by the 
subject; but if both* T exhaustive treatment of ‘be 
Perseverance and patienaCher and s,udent will exercise 
be observed in a ®’ a marked improvement should 
a comparatively short time. 
the etude 
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Can I Develop Absolute Pitch? 
By the Well-Known English Writer on Musical Subjects 
CLEMENT ANTROBUS HARRIS 
SOME FOUR times a day, for six days 
of the week, during about forty weeks 
in the year, the professional student 
of music returns to his instrument, after 
having left it long enough to have for¬ 
gotten the pitch of the last note played 
(unless he has a natural ear for absolute 
Pitch) ; to have broken the sense of dis¬ 
tance between the position of the player s 
hand when in repose, and that °f any given 
note on the keyboard or fingerboard, and 
to have dispelled the sense of the pace at 
which the metronome was going. Add 
forty-odd occasions when the same thing 
happens, and'this makes a thousand times a 
year that he has missed a golden opportu¬ 
nity for acquiring a sense of absolute 
pitch; the power to play without looking 
at the fingers, and an absolute sense of 
pace—all faculties of inestimable value 
to the artist whose medium is sound. 
Absolute Pitch Unnecessary 
T T MAY BE admitted at once that 
1 i sense of absolute pitch is not neces¬ 
sary even to the most advanced musician, 
though most of the great composers, 
Mozart especially, possessed it in a mark¬ 
ed degree. Some are said to have been 
without it, and rumor denies it to one ot 
the most eminent living music-makers. 
Some years ago a very interesting experi¬ 
ment was carried out at the Royal Acad¬ 
emy of Music in London to determine 
the percentage of students who could 
at once and accurately name, blindfolded, 
any note played or sung. The result 
showed that one in seven possessed the 
8'Of the general public, of course the 
proportion would be much smaller. In a 
town of three thousand inhabitants I my¬ 
self came across three persons who could 
name a note in this way; and in a town 
of five thousand, five persons. But there 
were probably many more who made no 
public use of the faculty and may not 
even have known they possessed it. 
It is, indeed, quite possible to have an 
extraordinarily acute sense of the pitch ot 
sounds, yet little or no soul for music itself, 
but a student of this type does not do nearly 
so well as others apparently less gifted. 
Pitch Discrimination Valuable 
BUT THOUGH an exact sense of the 
acuteness or gravity of a given sound, 
apart from its relation to other sounds, 
is not necessary to the musician, an ap¬ 
proximation to this faculty is of the high- 
• cst value—one might almost say, indis¬ 
pensable. Indeed it is expected in the most 
elementary spheres of musical activity . 
For instance, anyone able to sing at all 
is expected to have it in his power to start 
a hymn tune at a mission meeting, or a 
song at a picnic without having an in¬ 
strument to give him the first note! He 
may not hit the exact key, but is expected 
to get sufficiently near it to enable the piece 
to be sung. 
Latent Sense of Absolute Pitch NOW WHILE there are, as we have 
seen, a few who possess an ear for 
“absolute pitch” by nature, and a few who 
are “tone-deaf” and had better not attempt 
to be musicians at all, there are a vast 
number—the great majority of mankind— 
who are between the two. They have the 
raw material for a sense of pitch which, 
without training, is of hardly any use at all, 
and scarcely perceptible, but which with 
training will become invaluable. It is not 
only that one will be able to start a tune 
when there is no instrumena on which to 
sound the first note, but one’s whole critical 
faculty and musicianship will be improved. 
Difficulties THOSE who would acquire this 
faculty are beset with one great 
difficulty: that is, as soon as a note whose 
pitch they know has been sounded, the 
opportunity for training in absolute pitch 
is gone I Thereafter any guess at a note 
will be influenced by the note they have 
heard, and will be an exercise in the 
perception of relative pitch only. It fol¬ 
lows that the few moments spent at the 
piano or other keyed instrument before 
sounding a note offer a golden opportunity 
for mental training which it is folly to 
throw away. 
As stringed instruments and the voice 
are almost invariably tuned or accompanied 
by a piano the opportunity is open practi¬ 
cally to all musical scholars. The chiet 
uses to which it can be put may be ar¬ 
ranged under four heads; 
Use I. Testing Conception of Sound 
y-* N FIRST sitting at the piano 
\J or organ think of some note, and the 
particular octave in which it lies; mentally 
weigh or sense it; sing it; then test your 
guess by sounding it. If you find yourself 
wide of the mark, try thinking of some 
melody very familiar to you which begins 
with the note required: thus, if the note 
is A imagine yourself just beginning The 
Old Hundredth Tune which is generally 
set in that key. It must be pointed out, 
however that this test is not quite as 
KESS MARIA lnr-ivuoiv 
l examples of absolute pi,oh and musical memory 
reliable as might be thought, since the 
sensation in the throat gives the singer 
some idea of the pitch of the sound he 
is singing, from knowing the compass of 
his own voice, and whether the note is 
high or low in it. 
A vocal student is often able to pitch 
a sound with remarkable accuracy if he 
can sing it, but guesses wide of the mark 
when asked to name a note sounded on an 
instrument. The form of the exercise 
should therefore be varied as much as 
possible. 
Use II. Testing Perception of Sound THE METHOD of training just ex¬ 
plained develops accuracy in the con¬ 
ception of sound, that is, the power to call 
up or create a mental “vibration —I sup¬ 
pose one must not say “vision”—of a sound 
not physically in existence. This is the high¬ 
est function of the “mental ear. But, 
as testing it involves singing, it should, 
for the reasons just given, be alternated 
with exercises in the recognition of pitches^ 
That is after a note has been sounded 
and a period of silence has elapsed long 
enough to make sure that there is nothing 
by which to measure the pitch, name the 
note which has been struck. 
Pitch Tests 
ANOTHER test is to approach the 
instrument with the eyes shut; play 
a note and guess what it is before lookmg 
at it. Having tested the correctness ot 
your guess, close your eyes again, turn 
round once or twice, and then play two 
notes one with each hand. If ,you can¬ 
not identify them, try to determine the 
interval between them. This however, 
is an exercise in relative pitch. 
In some old pianos there is no board 
underneath the keys; their underside is 
open to the floor where black and white 
keys all look alike. In such instruments 
the hand may be placed underneath the 
keyboard, far back, beyond the pivots, 
and notes played by pressing the underside 
of the key upward. If the lid is down you 
will not be able to see what note you are 
playing, though you will know its position 
roughly. The perception exercise may 
therefore be varied in this way. 
For testing the sense of relative pitch, 
pianos of this kind are particularly useful, 
since in playing two notes one has much less 
idea how far they are apart than when 
doing so by the ordinary method. 
These tests may be largely supplemented 
by carrying about a chromatic pitch-pipe 
or listening to the countless musical sounds 
of definite pitch in nature—the buzz of 
bees, the lowing of cows, the creaking of a 
gate, the whir of the wind across a taut 
elastic—by means of which you may test 
your sense of pitch. 
Use HI. Aqulring the Sense of “Place” 
JUST as before singing a note one 
must acquire a sense of its pitch, so, 
before playing a note, one must have'a 
sense of its whereabouts. It will not do 
to look at the hands. It is impossible to 
read an intricate score and look at ones 
fingers at the same time. Even if the 
piece is played from memory, it is impos¬ 
sible to look at both hands while they 
make a wide skip in opposite directions. 
Many, if not most, failures in sight-play¬ 
ing come not from inability to read, but 
inability to read and play at the same time. 
This is due to faulty teaching in the early 
stages: the student should have been taught 
to play from the first lesson without look¬ 
ing at his fingers. But let not such an 
one be discouraged. The existence of a 
sense of direction and distance apart from 
sight is one of the most extraordinary facts 
in the animal kingdom. It is most astound- , 
ing, perhaps, in the case of birds and 
bees, but we humans possess it also. There 
are blind organists who will give after 
only a brief acquaintance with the instru¬ 
ment a two-hour recital on an organ of 
four or five manuals, a pedal-board, fifty 
stops and innumerable accessories, and play 
hardly a wrong note or commit a single 
error in registration 1 
Sense of Place THE sense of place, like that of 
pitch, may be said to have both “abso¬ 
lute” and “relative” qualities—at leas‘ 3S 
applied to the pianoforte keyboard. The 
latter is in operation wherever the per¬ 
former is playing without seeing the key¬ 
board, and can be utilized at any time, and 
therefore does not concern us here. By 
an “absolute” sense of place I mean the 
ability to sit at the piano with the fid shut, 
close one’s eyes, raise the fid, mentally 
select a note, and play it without lookmg 
for it. Before opening his eyes the student 
should endeavor to determine by the sound 
whether he has played the intended note 
or not. The test will then have a double 
value—the training of the sense of both 
sound and locality. 
If the results are at first discouraging, 
the test may be modified by leaving the 
lid open; looking well at the note to be 
Pitch and Place of Chords 
AS COMPETENCE is gained, the ex¬ 
ercise should be extended to chords, 
first with one hand at a time (both hands 
Iwing exercised equally) and then both 
together., 
As with the single note, the player 
should not look to see whether he has 
played the chord aimed at till he has first 
come to a decision on the point from the 
sound only. In some cases this will be 
quite easy. If the chord he determined on 
was a concord and the chord he has played 
a discord he will at once know that he 
has failed. 
Is he then to open his eyes? By no 
means! To do so at this point would be 
to throw away a valuable opportunity! He 
knows what he has not played; now let 
him determine, without looking, what he 
has played. Then and then only let him 
look. Thus will he be training the sense 
of place and pitch at the same time! 
But it may be'that he has played a chord 
exactly like the one he intended, but at 
a slightly different pitch, for instance, a 
chord of E flat major instead of D flat 
major. As the relative position of the black 
and white notes is identical such a mistake 
may easily occur. In determining whether 
lie has played the test correctly, there¬ 
fore, he must he guided not only by the 
general effect or character of the sounds, 
but also by their acuteness or gravity 
to use once again the scientific terms re¬ 
garding pitch. 
Fixing the Chord 
7-HEN a chord has been located 
correctly it is well to ■ repeat it 
several times, closing the eyes or looking' 
away from the keyboard and putting the 
hands behind the hack before each repeti¬ 
tion. After‘this has been done several 
times without a mistake, the chord should 
be played in different octaves. 
Those who unfortunately have acquired 
the pernicious habit of excessive looking 
at the fingers will at first find these tests 
discouraging, but after a little practice 
will lie surprised at the facility which they 
find themselves acquiring. 
As a final test, combining pitch and 
place, the student, with eyes closed, may 
mine whether the error was due to his an 
or his voice • it may, of course, he eitncr 
both. 1 
Use IV. Developing the Sense of Pace 
EXACTLY the same use which may 
^ be made of a piano m relatl°" . 
pitch may be made of a metronome m 
,Cd“V«- 
speed-say 72-and beat or count a few 
bars at what you consider this rate to be, 
then test your estimate by the metronome. 
I cannot myself recommend the plan o 
fixing some one pace in the mind and 
measuring others from it anymore than 
I would recommend fixing one note m tne 
mind as a pivot-point. The whole object 
of these exercises is to get rid of measur¬ 
ing and substitute an independent sense ot 
each note place or pace, taken separately. 
In addition to estimating pace m the 
abstract it should be done in applied forms. 
Before determining the pace of a new 
piece by the metronomic rate given by the 
composer, the student should very care¬ 
fully come to a conclusion as to the rate at 
which he thinks it should be taken. Then, 
and not before, let him compare his read¬ 
ing with that of the composer. This will 
be an education in something much better 
than a mere clock-sense of time, namely, 
in artistic sensibility. 
The principle underlying all true ed¬ 
ucational methods may be summarized as 
follows: Sever determine anything by 
mechanical means without first estimating 
ii mentally. Use mechanism only by way 
of proof. 
Self-Test Questions of Mr. Harris’ Article 
1. Is absolute pilch an essential to musi¬ 
cal ability? Give reasons. 
2. IFhat per cent, of the oeneral public 
possesses absolute pitcht II'hat per cent, in 
a school of talented student 
3. Hotc may an appro, 
sense of pitch serve the m 
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e valuable / .:■ Ii testsf 
The most obvious answer to this is “Never!" It is 
an excellent answer. But the violin student is often 
faced with a difficult problem, when he considers whether 
or not he should give up taking lessons. 
Many confuse the two things and consider that they 
finish learning when their lessons stop; but this ought 
not to be the case. 
How many years should an amateur fiddler study? 
It has been said of Franz von Vecsy: 
“After three or four years of study he was master of 
the whole technic of the violin.” 
But against that can be set the famous dictum of 
Giardini: 
“One should practice the violin twelve hours a day for 
twenty years.” 
Only a genius can expect to do what von Vecsy did 
in four years. The average player cannot hope to reach 
a very high standard in that time, assuming that he can 
spare only comparatively little time from his leisure. 
And the daily twelve hours for twenty years is also 
unthinkable to most violin lovers. It is probable that the 
great Italian’s eyes twinkled as he spoke it—the eyes 
of most people do when they repeat it. Such tremendous 
labors would most likely make another Giardini; and the 
ordinary amateur can neither spare sufficient time nor 
money. Besides, it is enough for most players if they 
can just play so as to give some enjoyment to themselves 
and to their friends. They cannot hope to reach even a 
professional standard. 
For these then, the problem is real. 
It is almost impossible to make any ruling about a 
definite number of years, because rates of progress vary 
so much; but some sound, general principles may he 
No violinist should finish lessons before all the posi¬ 
tions are thoroughly known and vibrato is mastered. 
This should be an absolutely minimum standard of 
achievement. 
When Shall I Stop Learning? 
By Sid G. Hedges 
Unless all the positions are known, a piece of music 
may be unplayable merely because some of its notes are 
too high. A knowledge of positions simply implies a 
complete knowledge of the fingerboard. 
Vibrato improves violin tone almost incredibly. To 
stop without having learned this wonderful grace would 
be complete folly; but it ought not to be learned by 
the time a moderately advanced standard of playing is 
reached. 
After all, if one is to live for eighty years, what do 
two or three additional years of study matter. When 
considered as a part of those eighty years, it seems quite 
an indifferent thing whether one finishes lessons at the 
age of twenty-two or twenty-five; and yet those three 
extra years of tuition will give a vastly increased ca¬ 
pacity for giving and receiving enjoyment throughout 
the remaining half-century. 
On no account should the student “drop the violin” 
for the tennis season, as some very foolish people do, 
with the result that when they restart they have to make 
up a very serious loss of what they previously had mas¬ 
tered. 
The farther the student gets with his violin study, the 
more he will find there is to do. If the positions are 
“done,” there is Kayser ahead; if Kayser has been stud¬ 
ied, there are Mazas and Fiorillo waiting; when these 
are mastered, the great Kreutzer studies are yet to be 
conquered; and beyond them are Rode, Gavinies, and 
Paganini. 
But the unequalled studies of Kreutzer will form a 
sufficiently distant goal for the average amateur—he need 
not rest until these magnificent compositions are known 
almost from memory. With Kreutzer mastered there is 
very little violin music of importance that need be feared. 
But even when the day comes when lessons are aban¬ 
doned, there should be no cessation of practice or 
progress. 
Balzac has said: 
“If Paganini, who made his soul speak through the 
strings of his fiddle, had let three da> , without 
practicing, he would have lost, together with h power of 
expression, the register of his instrument > which he 
meant that union existing between the wood, the bow, 
the strings, and himself. “This harmony otuv dissolved, 
he would have forthwith become an ordinal violinist. ’ 
Even a few minutes practice each day i- sufficient to 
prevent one from dropping back in ability; ami a quarter 
or half an hour daily will keep one steadily progressive. 
Many violinists make a habit of taking single lessons 
at intervals throughout their lives. This 1- an excellent 
plan for it insures that faults are not contra '' 1 Almost 
any good teacher would be willing to give a nsultation 
lesson of this sort. The student, of course, v tld need to 
see that he got the type of advisory lesson that lie wanted. 
This periodic lesson habit is good from another point 
of view—it gives one a feeling of renewed \outh, be¬ 
cause it helps to make one seem always a indent. 
One should buy music systematically. Tin- helps con¬ 
siderably towards insuring continuous devi! ; uncut of 
appreciation and technic—among sonatas, c. verti, and 
duets for the violin there is almost enough material for 
a lifetime’s study, without touching the other vast worlds 
of chamber music, overtures, solos, and selections. 
It is good to be always aiming at getting a better 
fiddle. A friend of mine made the following changes 
during about fifteen years of his life; each change corre¬ 
sponding to a financial betterment in his profession. He 
started with a Collin Mezin costing one hundred dollars, 
and this was followed by a Storioni for which he paid 
six hundred. An eight hundred dollar Vuillautne came 
next, and lastly a splendid, thousand dollar Gagliano. 
Of course, his interest was increasingly stimulated 
as he played on his beautiful instruments; and so 
roughout his life he remained progressive. 
Some day the student’s own judgment will advise him 
to discontinue lessons—but on no account should he 
ever stop learning. 
A Thousand Thanks to All Etude Readers 
C to express ottr most sincere thanks to our friends for the great outburst of ,. , . 
Sesqui-Centcnnial Souvenir. We knew that this was something for which the l ■ * "C' WS &rccted 




long been waiting. Aro collection 
American composers had ever been attempted before.. We feel repaid for the great 
required to produce this souvenir. As many have written, it fills 
called to the full-page announcement on page 712 of this issue. 
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The Marvel of the Human Voice 
How natural Methods of Training Produce Exceptional Results 
“ „ interne. Secured SVreu,y to, TUB ETUDE with 
OSCAR SAENGER 
The extraordinary achievement of 
Mr. Oscar Saenger, as exemplified 
by the number of his students who 
have been members of the great Met¬ 
ropolitan Opera Company of New 
York (thirty-three or more), and 
in his having produced pupils who 
are. acknowledged "stars,” often suf¬ 
ficient in number to take all the 
leading roles in some Metropolitan 
productions, makes anything that Mr. 
Saenqer may say upon the subject of 
the study of the voice of exceptional 
interest. Mr. Saenger was born in 
Brooklyn, New York. He studied 
the violin for six years with William 
Duerschmidt. He then went into 
Biographical 
business with his father. One day 
he saw the announcement of a free 
scholarship at the National Conserva¬ 
tory and. at the age of seventeen, he 
appeared before the famous pnma 
donna, Madame Fursch-Madi, who 
awarded him this scholarship m the 
institution founded by Mrs. Ham¬ 
nett e Thurber. There he studied 
with M. Jacques Bouhy, creator of 
the role of Escamillo . tn Bizets 
"Carmen,” remaining with him for 
some four years. He also studied 
the piano with Leopold Winkler and 
theory and harmony with Bruno Os¬ 
car Klein. At the age of about 
twenty he started to teach at the con¬ 
servatory, his fee at that tune being 
one dollar an hour. After remain¬ 
ing at the conservatory for nine 
years, he became a private teacher of 
voice. He sang in concert, opera and 
in oratorio with great success, and 
after a concert tour m Europe had 
an offer to sing in the Royal Opera, 
Berlin, but was obliged to return to 
America. , ,, 
Among the notable PuPllsofMr. 
Saenqer have been: Marie Rappold 
the first exclusively American-taught 
artist to sing leading roles in the 
Metropolitan Opera House; Frieda 
Hcmpel, Mabel Garrison Qfcena 
Mario, Anna Fitziu, Paul Althouse, 
Orville Harrold, Riccardo Martin, 
Mmc. Gerville-Reache, Florence Hin¬ 
kle Allen Hinckley, Josephine Ja¬ 
coby, Leon Rains, Rudolf Berger, 
Henri Scott, Bernice de Pasquah, 
Kathleen Howard, Putnam Gris¬ 
wold, Christine Miller, Richard 
Hale, Melvena Passmore, and many 
others. , 
The Etude feels that it is very 
fortunate in inducing Mr. Saenger to 
present for the first time tn this form 
many of the ideas which have led to 
his very great success as a singing 
teacher. Several of the Foremost 
Singers and Teachers of the world 
will be represented in future Etudes. 
14/-T-V HE PROBLEM of making clear 
I the essential elements which 
enter into the development of a 
really fine finger is not so difficult as may 
at first appear. Generally speaking, we 
have first of all, the instrument itself, and 
secondly, the performer. Unlike the study 
of any other instrument, the singer is him¬ 
self the instrument. Of course, a great 
deal depends upon the raw material in 
the evolution of a vocal Stradivarms (or 
a vocal factory violin) if this sum e makes 
the matter any clearer to you. There can 
lie no gainsaying that some people a 
born with tissue and muscles and vocal 
orifices which are unquestionably superior 
to those of others from the very time ot 
their entrance into the world. However, 
the voice of the ordinary individual can be 
astonishingly improved and. developed 
through natural methods, persistently and 
intelligently pursued. 
“The same may be said of the performer 
on the voice, because that is really what 
the singer is. If the singer’s sense of 
beauty, sense of precision, sense of rhythm 
and general intelligence and spiritual en¬ 
lightenment are highly developed; and if 
the instrument itself is a good instrument 
finely evolved, we have the basis °farea‘ 
artist. So many singers imagine that the 
voice is a little musical instrument, boxed 
up in that region of the throat known as 
the Adam’s apple, or the larynx. T is 1 
very erroneous, because the voice is 
entire individual. Anything affecting any 
part of the body is likely to have not only 
an indirect effect upon the voice, but also 
a quite direct effect. This is especially 
true of all digestive and nervous disor¬ 
ders, and before we can consider anything 
else we must consider the' voice as me en¬ 
tire human being. It is not the bridge 
of the violin that is responsible tor tne 
beauty of tone, but rather the entire instru¬ 
ment. With the Stradivarms it is not 
merely the wood or the varnish that makes 
it a wonderful creation, but rather the 
splendid workmanship, the ayt that the 
maker has put into it. 
“Therefore, one of the very first things 
for the singing student to acquire is an 
ideal carriage of the body. I have never 
known a really great singer who did not 
have what I have termed an ideal carriage. 
The body, as well as the voice of the 
singer, must become idealized. Unless a 
singer has a fine body, capable of develop¬ 
ing magnificently in singing lessons, the 
lessons are very frequently wasted. The 
singer must be one hundred per cent. tit. 
Before starting singing lessons, especially 
if they are to be with an expert who is 
justified in asking high fees for his serv¬ 
ices, by reason of the demands upon his 
time, by all means see that you are physi¬ 
cally fit. Get rid of your bodily ills, bee 
that you are a well, healthy, enthusiastic 
vibrating human individual. I often tell 
my pupils that the singer who is- capable 
of properly interpreting some of the ex¬ 
hausting opera roles must he in fine physi¬ 
cal condition, better than the average prize 
fighter when he goes into the ring, 
mean this. There is a call upon the physi¬ 
cal forces and the vital powers of the 
singer that not one person in ten thousand 
ever realizes when watching the per¬ 
formance over the glimmering footlights. 
Inadequate Bodies 
4 4TTERY FREQUENTLY singers have 
V come to me with promising voices, 
1-ut with entirely inadequate bodies. It is 
almost a waste of time to try to sing 
without normal physical development If 
you desire to be a great singer remember 
that you must develop first of a y 
body It is very pathetic indeed to en¬ 
counter a large, beautiful vo.ce but with 
an inadequate body to sustain it, because 
of the demands made upon the singer. 
Of course, the study of singing itself 
tends to make a beautiful body. I remem¬ 
ber, some years ago, a student that was 
sent to me by her doctor, with a confiden¬ 
tial letter that there was a suspicion of 
incipient tuberculosis. She had a peculiar 
temperament; and, in order to get her to 
take the proper breathing exercises, it was 
necessary to have these administered to 
her in a way so that she did not suspect 
her real condition. I worked with her 
and gave her exercises in breathing and 
carriage which built up her body. She 
had a fair voice and she worked hard. 
To-day she is in splendid health,. sings 
with success professionally, and is the 
mother of a number of children. 
“Of course, a singer,' particularly in 
opera, is obliged to sing in many positions 
—sitting, leaning, and sometimes grovel¬ 
ing, on the ground, as does Jeritza m 
some of her dramatic roles. 
“First, the best position at the start ip 
singing is to stand erect; second, lean 
slightly forward upon one leg and relax 
the other; third, relax shoulders; fourth, 
hold chest , high, but never rigid; fifth, 
draw lower’ abdomen in slightly, hut with¬ 
out tension; sixth, assume a feeling of 
buoyancy, lightness, flexibility, elasticity, 
as though you were about to fly. 
“If the reader will review these points 
in order, several times a day for three or 
four weeks, he will find all his nature 
assuming this position. He may also 
notice that his health will tend to improve, 
that the circulation of the blood is bene¬ 
fited, and that the nervous tension disap¬ 
pears. The main thing, of course, is to 
avoid rigidity at all times. The arms, for 
instance, must hang easily at the side. It 
is futile to try vocal exercise until such, a 
position becomes a matter of fact and lit¬ 
erally a habit. As in all kinds of vocal 
study, this position should be repeatedly 
practiced before a mirror. The mirror 
is one of the finest teachers of a student, 
for the simple reason that when practicing 
before a mirror he is teaching himself, 
and the voice student who does not teach 
himself had better not spend time and 
money upon a teacher. 
Loose Jaw, Loose Tongue, Loose Throat 
i4XT EXT, the student must cultivate 
IN three things; a loose jaw, a loose 
tongue, and a loose throat. Just why the 
American way of speaking the English 
language should tend to cause rigidity in 
the foregoing organs is hard to tell. Not 
the language itself is at fault but traits of 
pronunciation handed down by care- 
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less or misinformed ancestors who have 
been so involved in the energetic and in¬ 
tense life which has been in a large meas¬ 
ure responsible for the growth of America 
'that they have given little thought to 
the desirability of beautiful speech. 
“The inhibitions, the tightenings, and 
the abnormal tensions which have thus 
been acquired are ruinous to all attempts 
to produce good tones. In a great many 
cases, it is absolutely futile to try to 
produce a beautiful tone until these inhibi¬ 
tions have been removed. Vocal teachers 
would be saved an enormous amount of 
nuisance, and voice students would be 
saved a great deal of time and money, if 
the latter would go to a good master of 
the subject and develop proper habits of 
speech before applying to the singing 
teacher. More than this, the pupil must 
begin to watch his speech with the most 
meticulous care. It should not become 
artifical: but lie should try to enrich his 
speaking tone with every word that passes 
his lips. 
“We are looking forward to the time 
when there will be no topographical re¬ 
strictions in speech; that is, there will be 
no South, East, West or North. No an¬ 
cestral dialects persisting, but a beautiful 
pronunciation of English which will be 
one of the greatest attributes that can 
come to the singer. All vocal exercises are 
wasted if the student does not watch the 
voice in speaking. The scriptural injunc¬ 
tion, ‘As a man thinketh, so is he,’ might 
be paraphrased to read, ‘As a man speak- 
eth, so singeth he.’ The student naturally 
asks to whom should he go for models of 
a beautiful speech. Even the American 
stage is largely colloquial, having dialecti¬ 
cal forms which are preserved; and al¬ 
though we might find in such actors as 
Sothern and Hampden fines models of 
beautiful English pronunciation and enun¬ 
ciation, the pupil will usually do better to 
follow the models provided by the best 
clergymen; that is, men of broad educa¬ 
tion and real world experience; men of 
taste and of character and learning. Go 
to the‘ best churches and find your models 
there. A pupil will also be helped by 
reading such books as ‘Technic of Speech,’ 
by Dora Duty Jones, and ‘Diction for 
Singers and Composers,’ by Henry Gaines 
“You see, the pupil who really wants to 
save time and money can do a great deal 
of study of this kind, before ever think¬ 
ing of going to a teacher. 
“I Am the Tone” 
HAVE now come to a general 
VV realization of the fact that the 
student must feel that the voice is the 
instrument. I frequently tell my pupils 
to say to themselves, ‘I am the tone, not the 
“After one has accomplished the relax¬ 
ation of the jaw, tongue, palate, and facial 
muscles, and has achieved a fine bodily 
position, the student should next take up 
the matter of breathing. You will find 
that many teachers go so far as to adver¬ 
tise that they have their pupils breathe 
naturally. To me this has always seemed 
to be on a parallel with the art teacher 
who might advertise that ‘pupils paint 
naturally.’ 
“In my experience, breathing must be 
taught. When a child is born, it breathes 
naturally, but very soon thereafter it be¬ 
gins to do the things it sees others do and 
uses wrong muscles. When it arrives at 
the age when it desires to begin the study 
of singing, it is very likely to have ac¬ 
quired a number of habits of breathing 
which are very objectionable. However, 
there should not be a great ‘to do’ about 
breathing. It is very simple. Before tak¬ 
ing a breath, the diaphragm (that is, the 
heavy muscle forming a kind of domelike 
floor upon which the lungs rest) is in a 
convex position upward. As the breath 
comes in, the diaphragm flattens out, m 
that way creating a larger space below 
and making it possible to fill the lower 
lungs first. The room in the lungs is also 
increased by the outward expansion of the 
ribs. The pupil should have the thought 
first of filling the lower lungs, with the 
chest perfectly quiet, but not rigid, and 
the shqulders relaxed.- With the last in¬ 
take of breath, the muscles covering the 
lower part of the abdomen are slightly 
drawn in. 
“This is, properly speaking, diaphragm¬ 
atic costal breathing. The best way to 
know whether you are breathing correctly 
is to put your fingers below the breast 
bone and try to detect a slight outward 
movement of the upper abdomen with the 
intake of the breath. The best way to 
control these muscles and to exercise them 
is by lying flat on the back and feeling an 
outward and inward movement in this 
upper abdomen. The movement should be 
like that experienced when panting. Al¬ 
ways remember outward and inward. This 
should be done rapidly at first and then 
slowly. An exercise Of this kind, prac¬ 
ticed persistently every. day for a month, 
will develop the breathing muscles and 
expand the lungs very noticeably. Re¬ 
member we breathe from down, up; but 
this does not mean raising the shoulders. 
Vocalization 
4 4 \ FTER having secured control of 
cl the breath, the next matter is vo¬ 
calization. This does not mean merely 
singing up and down the scale, precisely 
and in tune. The first idea is to produce 
a beautiful tone ; in other words, to per¬ 
fect the instrument with which we sing. 
Caruso, before he passed on, gave me this 
message, regarding his method of pro¬ 
ducing a beautiful tone. Stand well; sup¬ 
port the breath with the abdominal mus¬ 
cles and the diaphragm; chest high (but 
not rigid), and focus the tone in the- 
upper teeth and hard palate, practically 
into the face. Caruso represented this 
by placing his hand in a cup-position over 
the bridge of his nose. He used to say 
he breathed with his back and felt the sup¬ 
port of the breath in the back. While 
standing in this position, the pupil should 
sound the vowel ‘ah’ in the most conveni¬ 
ent part of the voice; that is, the part 
where the least effort is required. This, 
at first, is an experiment; but it is only 
by means of many so-called empirical 
experimaits that the ear with its innate 
sense of beauty and loveliness of tone 
quality begins to mold the tone into shape. 
A pupil should cultivate this sense of 
beauty so that he may hold in the ‘mind’s 
ear’ a tone so clear, so pure, so rich in 
vibrations, so warm, so luscious and so 
resonant, that it is far above the average 
tone, and the teacher should help the stu¬ 
dent to realize this mental picture. 
“Singing is largely a matter of the ideal- 
“To". « lr?. 
through the nose or the mouth; but the 
preference should be given to the nose 
although in rapid singing the mouth may 
be necessarily used. . , 
“Let us assume you have developed a 
beautiful instrument, a vocal Stradivanw. 
Now it remains with you to get a technic 
of tone production. You must learn to 
color your vocal tone just as a Paganuu, or 
a Kreisler would color the violin tone. 
The imagination plays a very strong part 
in this. The singer who attempts to sing 
without imagination may as well not sing 
at all. In fact, one of the first things the 
student should do, should be to develop 
the imagination. He must form the habit 
of having gorgeous concepts of color and 
form and poetry and drama. He must 
feel carried away by the wondrous beauty 
of a rose or a magnificent sunset. Before 
he utters a tone, he must suffuse his soul 
with these wonderful things; and when the 
tone comes forth, it must bear in itself 
all the beauty that the individual singer 
at that moment can put into the tone. Now 
“Now Sing” 
44pERMIT the tongue to lie flat on 
A the bottom of the mouth, as though 
it were so much jelly (this on the vowel 
ah). The tip of the tongue in this posi¬ 
tion usually touches the lower teeth. Now 
open your throat. There are two ways 
of opening the throat, laterally and per¬ 
pendicularly. The sensation should be 
an up-and-down sensation of the throat, 
like a gentle yawn, and a lateral, smiling 
position of the mouth. Now stand before 
a mirror. In my studio I have mirrors 
‘all over the place.’ Without them 1 
should be lost. All my pupils practice 
regularly before the mirror. Feel a slight 
lifting of the muscles of the cheek as 
though just about to smile. Do’ not raise 
the muscles of the forehead. Let the 
smile be genuine, not strained. Look as 
beautiful and feel as radiant as you can. 
“Think your beautiful tone and then sing 
it. The ideal attack of a tone is that which 
starts without any explosion in the throat 
(one time known as the coup dc glollc 
and actually cultivated by mistaken sing¬ 
ers). Now think your beautiful tone and 
produce it as though you were drawing it, 
pulling it but never throwing it. The 
ideal tone is one which seems to come 
from nowhere. As the violinist draws the 
tone with bow, you should draw your tone 
in singing. The focus that so many voice 
teachers talk about is a means of stimu- 
ulating the imagination to feel that the 
tone resounds hack of the upper teeth and 
back of the . hard palate. The French have 
a way of saying this, to sing ‘En masque ’ 
that is, ‘m the face.”’- 
Mr. Sacnger’s excellent article is merely an example of the 
exceptionally high standard set by "The Etude’’ for the coming 
year in all departments. We shall shortly have the honor of 
presenting an important series of vocal articles by the great 
voice master Frans Proschowsky, vocal advisor of Mme. Ante- 
lita Galli-Curci and Tito Schipa. 
THE ETUDE 
Engaging a New Music 
Teacher 
By Julius Koehl 
Many a little genius has been spoiled 
by improper training in the beginning, 
Many a child’s love for the glorious art of 
music, so necessary to his spiritual devel¬ 
opment, has been thwarted by uninterest¬ 
ing, unskilled instruction. Why not the 
best in music? Perhaps, then, young pe0- 
pie would grow up critical in their tastes 
where music is concerned. I firmly believe 
the younger generation would no longer be 
“jazz-fiends,” but patrons of the concert 
halls and opera houses. 
The average mother engages a music 
teacher for her child with It thought and 
care than she gives ordinar to employ¬ 
ing a servant. In fact, when hiring help 
of any sort, this same parent will demand 
references and credentials an put the ap¬ 
plicant through a veritable ird degree 
regarding his former activitn and present 
capabilities. Not so when imaging a 
piano or violin teacher. The n titer knows 
little about music, the father L disinter¬ 
ested or knows less, but Mi - I ones' little 
girl next door has a teachei ho comes 
to the house and her fee is !• Thus the 
teacher of Mrs. Jones' daiivt vr acquires 
a new student. If that mot In r .md father 
were placing their child in a <! . tor's care, 
how they would investigate v doctor’s 
reputation! If the mother u purchas¬ 
ing a new gown, how she would travel 
about comparing qualities and values! But 
a teacher of music? Oh. am t will do, at 
the start at least! 
The beginning is the must important 
stage in the study of music. it her it be 
piano, violin, voice, or any otlw r form of 
musical expression. The child should have 
the best teacher and the best instrument 
procurable. 
The parent is well able nowadays to de¬ 
termine a teacher’s reliability. wspapers 
run supplementary musical sections every 
Sunday, in some cases bi-week i ; musical 
magazines warn against the qua k teacher, 
and publish lists of the lcgitin ate schools 
and private instructors of the . :v. After 
consulting these sources, should ‘here still 
be doubt, seek the advice of an authority. 
Here are a few points worthy of con¬ 
sideration ; 
Good instruction is not cheap, and the 
best teachers do not travel from house 
to house peddling their knowledge. A good 
teacher is always himself an excellent 
musician. It is true, some of our greatest 
concert artists make very poor teachers, 
because it is not to their liking to impart 
knowledge, and their highly strung nerv¬ 
ous systems do not prove capable where 
extreme patience is required; but this 
scheme of things does not work the other 
way. A poor performer is never a good 
teacher. One must know practically, not 
merely theoretically, how to impart knowl¬ 
edge to others. Different teachers may go 
about it h, slightly different ways. The 
question is, are the proper results attained ? 
The Faithful Pupil 
By Florence Belle Soule 
aouity. He arranges his affa 
he can leave home a little e 
necessary to allow for dela; 
^ *°r *esson prompt 
wejl mannered and tidy in 
He appreciates the interest a. 
h's instructor gives him. He 
and gJ?atCS,t ComPensations th; 
holds°ft<m appointing life of 
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Fascinating Journeys in Music Land 
By the Well-Known American Composer-Teacher 
CLAYTON JOHNS 
Professor of Pianoforte Playing at the New England Conservatory of Music 
V 
With the Mendelssohns DURING the last two.or three months 
of my Berlin years I got to know a 
number of the members of the Men¬ 
delssohn family, who had charming places 
at Charlottenburg, a part of Berlin where 
we used to play tennis. One branch of 
the family had a splendid place on the 
Rhine, nearly opposite Coblence, where 
I stayed a number of times, subsequently. 
The Rhine flowed by and the vineyards 
rose up as a background. Felix Mendels- 
sohn spent much time there writing h.s 
oratorio St. Paul in the old garden house 
where my host, of later years, painted 
a portrait of me which he gave me, and 
which I still have. There will be further 
references to the Mendelssohn place in 
my Reminiscences. 
As all things come to an end, my two 
years of Berlin life ended, too. In 1884, 
I returned to Boston to take up my musi¬ 
cal career, establishing a permanent res¬ 
idence there. Having already known a 
good many good Bostonians, I soon found 
myself “in the swim.” On Apn 25th, 
1885, I made my first bow in public, be¬ 
fore a Boston audience, bringing out a 
lot of songs as a result of my study in 
Berlin. Charles R. Adams was the singer 
who had been one of the leading tenors 
of the Vienna Opera House. Having 
begun, I continued to give a recital nearly 
every year for more than twenty years, 
for the sake of introducing my new songs. 
I hated playing in public: I never got over 
a temperamental nervousness. Neverthe¬ 
less, I played from time to time in 
chamber concerts. Mrs. Gardner invited 
me and Charles M. Loeffler to play the 
whole range of piano and violin sonatas, 
in her music room, before about twenty- 
five people each time—Bach, Mozart, 
Beethoven, Schumann and Brahms. The 
series lasted through four years. I like 
to recall the names of the singers who 
used to sing my songs: Lena Little, Julie 
Wyman, Marie Brema, Eliot Hubbard, 
Max Heinrich and others. 
At Bayreuth THE NEXT time I went to Europe was 
in 1886, when, after a while in Lon¬ 
don, I joined Mendelssohn and we went to 
Bayreuth, when “Parsifal” and “Tristan 
and Isolde” were given. The perform¬ 
ances were splendid. Liszt became very ill, 
and died there. Mrs. Gardner, offering her 
homage, placed a laurel wreath on Liszts 
grave, which made a great impression 
upon the other mourners. 
After Bayreuth, we went to Heidelberg 
to celebrate the Five Hundredth Anni- 
versary of the University. My Mendels¬ 
sohn friend, being a student at Heidel¬ 
berg, became my host for the fortnight of 
festivities. Months before, two thousand 
costumes had been designed and made, 
representing the different periods of the 
five hundred years of the university. 
There was a great chronological pageant, 
which opened the ceremonies, during the 
course of which, “joy was unconfined. 
There were dinners, and dinners and some 
more dinners, with speeches, and speeches 
and more speeches, and champagne, and 
champagne and more champagne. Old, 
middle-aged, and young students came 
from everywhere to celebrate. The whole 
town was filled; the students, wearing 
their multicolored caps belonging to the 
different corps, some of them leading bull¬ 
dogs “enleash” and, most of them, proudly 
displaying their scars. My friend made 
me a temporary member of the corps to 
which he belonged, so I was taken into 
the student life which, apart from the din¬ 
ners, consisted in drinking beer and sing¬ 
ing songs. . - 
After the various dinners, in spite oi 
having had more food and drink than was 
good for them, everybody repaired to the 
corps, where most of the rest of the night 
was spent in the above mentioned genial 
way. There were some more picturesque 
moments during the fortnight; for in¬ 
stance, when the Castle was illuminated, 
when rdekets and Roman candles were 
shot out of the towers, and where the 
bridge over the Neckar, down below, 
looked like a blazing Niagara Falls, the 
same illumination took place on the last 
evening of the celebration, when two 
thousand students, in costume, made merry 
all night. The inner courts were bril¬ 
liantly lighted, tableaux were arranged, 
bands played, and, of course, there was 
no end of food and drink. On the 'Great 
Tun," students danced, some of them 
challenging each other, planning for duels 
the next day, or later. As good luck 
would have it, a member, of the corps of 
which I was a guest had been summoned 
to a funeral, so he offered me his costume, 
“a suit of mail,” which I wore with great 
success. 
Life on the Rhine AFTER THOSE weeks of hilarity it 
was no wonder I was glad to go 
with Mendelssohn to his place on the Rhine 
where I stayed for a week or more; and 
when some of the Heidelberg students 
whom I had got to know came for a day 
or two, we made merry all over again. 
-While I was there we spent a day going 
up the Moselle. The Moselle joins the 
Rhine near Coblence. About twenty miles 
above the junction of the two rivers is 
Schloss Eltz a wonderful old place, be¬ 
longing to the Counts Eltz who have 
lived there since the tenth century. As we 
were only tourists, we could not pay our 
respects to the family, but we saw the 
old Count sitting under his “vine and 
figtree.” 
Another Journey IN 1888, with Eliot Hubbard, I sailed 
directly to France, taking first a little 
trip through Normandy. The churches 
and the architecture of other buildings 
and the Bayeux tapestry were interesting. 
Going west we went to Mont Michel, 
climbing up to the top of it. On the 
shoulders of the “Marquis de Tamber- 
laine,” a picturesque imaginary nobleman, 
we were carried safely, avoiding quick¬ 
sands. At dejeuner we had the best 
omelette ever made, and chicken broiled 
by Madame Poulard, who was beautiful 
and adored by everybody who came to 
eat her omelettes and chicken. The walls 
of the inn were hung with pictures painted 
by various artists and presented by them 
to Mme. Poulard. We saw the tide come 
in, a great sight! Standing on the ram¬ 
parts, watching the tide come in, a native 
woman near us said: “Ah, Monsieur, vous 
pouvez courir aussivite que vous voulez. la 
maree vous attrapera toujours.” 
Now, skipping over the next few years, 
the events of which will be published later 
on in The Etude, let me add a sketch or 
two about people, musical, artistic and 
social. . 
Having made many references in my 
Reminiscences to Wilhelm Gericke, may 
I say a few personal words about him. 
Gericke was the father of the Boston 
Symphony Orchestra, the post of which 
he held longer than any other conductor. 
His name is still one to conjure with. 
Last autumn he passed his eightieth birth¬ 
day and soon after that he died. When 
he came to Boston, he was forty. Coming 
from Vienna, where he had been one oi 
the conductors of the Opera, Mr. Hig- 
ginson spoke of him as an “Ehrenmann, 
(man of honor), which he was, and always 
remained. What Gericke did, we all 
know. “The proof of the pudding is 
the eating thereof.” His pudding was 
good, and we all enjoyed it for many years. 
The Tavern Club WHEN HE came, in 1884, from Vienna, 
I came from Berlin, after my two 
years of study there, we both immediately 
became members of the Tavern Club where 
we lived in daily intercourse. As Gericke 
spoke but little English, and I having had 
two years of German training under brau 
Dr. Hempel, we spoke only German, which 
was a strong bond. Every Saturday night, 
all music lovers, members of the Club, 
came back after the concert to supper, 
from the old Music Hall, in Hamilton 
Place. Mr. Higginson was always there. 
He and Gericke had much to talk over. 
Gericke was a bachelor, and we were 
all young, so we didn’t mind whether we 
went to bed early or not. We had many 
genial evenings. Special evenings were 
celebrated at Christmas, and at “Narrena- 
bend” (All Fool’s night), when the world 
was not ashamed to mention a German 
word. 
The Lively Master 
/^ERICKE was the moving musical 
(j spirit on all these occasions. No 
matter how tired he might be after re¬ 
hearsals he was always ready to take part 
in any “spree.” On one of the Narrena- 
bends,” was a “Dime Museum when 
Gericke, decolette, with his black heard, 
was exhibited as “Madame Pastrana, 
The Bearded Lady, commonly called Herr 
(hair) Gericke!” Those were young and 
careless days when life was constant y 
on the move. The winters were full of 
interest. The summers were spent in 
Europe, usually. .. 
After the musical season was ended Mrs. 
Gardner, every year, asked Gericke and me 
to pass a week with her and Mr. Gardner, 
at “Green Hill,” in Brookline. After 
breakfast, Gericke and I took a long walk 
The rest of the day was spent in varied 
pleasures, provided by our host and hostess. 
Green Hill was one of the loveliest places 
near Boston, with a charming house and 
music room, splendid trees, beautiful flow¬ 
ers Japanese irises and a Chinese Water 
Garden, with a hazy atmospheric view 
over Boston from the hill. People came 
a\lrs.CGardner was never at a loss to enter¬ 
tain herself and her friends. Russell 
Sullivan and I called her “The Queen,’ 
while Gericke was her “Capellmeister. ’ 
She had no beauty of face, but a wonderful 
and illuminating personality, which drew 
about her all sorts and conditions of men 
and women. She was interested in every¬ 
thing that was happening and in every¬ 
body who came there. She had - the 
power of getting the best out of each person 
and thing. She had a marvelous deter¬ 
mination about anything she wanted to do. 
When she broke her ankle, many years 
ago in the old Music Hall, she was 
carried up in a hammock by her servants 
to the balcony, where she appeared at every 
concert. She knew no obstacle; m fact, 
obstacles were to her an inspiration. Her 
own charm, with her beautiful surround¬ 
ings, formed an unforgettable atmosphere 
of music, flowers and art. 
Apthorp, the Critic 
AMONG other interesting houses in 
Boston, let me not forget Mr. and 
Mrs. Apthorp. (Mr. Apthorp was the 
musical critic of the Evening Transcript.) 
For many years, their Sunday evenings 
were unique. Many times during. the 
winter they gave little dinners of six or 
eight people, usually having some high 
light” guest, like Paderewski, Melba, Sara 
Bernhardt, Coquelin, Salvini and others. 
After dinner, special friends were in¬ 
vited to meet the honored guest. Mrs. 
Gardner and Gericke were always there, 
besides members of the “younger set 
with youth and beauty as a decoration. 
Mr. and Mrs. Apthorp were rare enter¬ 
tainers, giving hospitality in its best sense. 
Later in the evening, beer and cigars lent 
a Bohemian air to the occasions. Mrs. 
Apthorp appeared, carrying a large pitcher 
of beer in one hand, and beer mugs hang¬ 
ing on each finger of her other hand. As 
“Blue Laws” still obtained, dancing was 
not allowed until after midnight, but after 
midnight, it was “on with the dance.” 
Mr. and Mrs. Dixey didn’t entertain in 
a large way, but gave charming dinners 
of ten or a dozen, frequently. Mr. Dixey 
being a lover of music and Mrs. Dixey 
being a lover of-all things beautiful, they 
entertained artists, musicians and the 
“beau monde.” Let me recall one when Lilli 
Lehmann was the chief guest. Her sister 
Marie and Van Dyke were there, also the 
Gerickes and others. After dinner Gericke, 
seating himself at the piano, played bits 
of Wagner, whereupon Lehmann began 
to sing Tristan und Isolde, and becoming 
more and more inspired, she sang the 
whole of Isolde’s Death Scene. As the 
company was getting a little too serious, 
Lilli asked for a broom. Taking a broom¬ 
stick, she sang and acted the “Witches. 
Dance,” from Hansel und Gretcl. Hilarity 
then knew no bounds; even staid matrons 
and maids joined in the dance. I remember 
one imitated a “Can-Can,” that is, as nearly 
as possible. 
An Artist’s Toasting 
JOHN SARGENT, at the time of the 
J first instalment of his decorations for 
the Boston Public Library, the Library 
was opened by a formal supper of one 
hundred and fifty persons of both sexes. 
The architects of the Library, Messrs. 
McKim, Mead and White were there. 
Sargent was toasted. He hated being 
toasted, because it was an agony for him 
to have to respond. On that occasion, 
slowly rising, and grasping at the table, 
he began; “I want—I want—Mr.—Mr. 
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—Mead—Mr.—Mr.—White—M 
With that, he sat down. As 
home together, Sargent said, 
awful!” 
In London, from time to tit 
with him and his mother and ~ 
lived in Chelsea, near Sargents house, Miss White 
whiqh was at 31 Tite Street. After din- 
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amusing, belonging fa the_la“ us t0'dine again. Notbemg?^ ^ comes at the latter end of training, 
the etude 
By Ruth L. F. Barnett 
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Hftjper ‘?h t wa the time when account of her lame ankle, she remaine ^ ^ f^rs. Hamlyn liked ^ teacher ^ ^ a new ,H|pil 
re was at hds'best « bed. Being nearby we used to go up aU toge^ ^ ^ place and everyAmg that hc is remain one year 
Once while we were having a “sup” to her room after dmner.Hwspi ^ ^ clove„y and ClovellyC ^ JP he j- given the kind of training 
la “sip,” I saw him looking attentively were not dampened by heracota t^ ^ the ceiebrated places m&gtl ^ wi„ be most helpful to him in what- 
a man sitting at a nearby tabic; I asked ing a great mimic ly.n0 J? . ’ ■ ~ Let me add that our pleasure w ja 8 _ ]jnc 0f work he may later undertake, 
if he thought the man would be a good hated Queen V.ctona R ttmg a soap ^ ^ that we were » » is led to an appreciation of what is fi„e 
prophet. Sargent said he thought he dish on her head looking crown, by'Mr. White who nuisic and yet not forced to si, at ,he 
might. At that time he had been over in and hanging a towel f o P his {riendship t0 me more than ■ an hour a day to do mere gymnastics. 
Amsterdam, looking for Jewis^types^so Llklnd Saed M the _ The purely mechanical is the least helpful 
5S-SK&SS Sasssas. 
As Navarro, “I am sure Miss White 
wid^s we^d; le srnck her his friendship toj 
The Personality of Rameau 
of any part of his work, though it is nec¬ 
essary insofar as it enable- him to play 
easily the simple pieces that ;o into first- 
By Victor Wynn year work. 
_ Having supplied him will mdamental 
a WKHt a ^ ...-- Though he was one of the foremost {acts about the use of his hands, every 
the married because she had never given jiny musicians of France, comparatively^ldOe 0U„Ce of^ the teacher s m > pm into 
i keen interest in music. 
He "liked playing what is called “Four 
Hands,” also he liked to play chess, 
time went on, he mingled more ir. 
“great world,” but music continued to be man the chance to propose 
his “second love,” up to the last. I am day, Mrs. de Navarro and I were walk 
proud to have known him intimately for window 
nearly forty y 
; called down and said, “Tell Mr. 
May I dose my “pen picture” of him, Johns, that ‘England expects every man tize the study 0f harmony. In “The Spirit 
, *Liv.Zll TZiaL which he told me to do his duty.’” The next day I returned { p . Musi,» Pierre Lasserre de- 
musicians ot rram-c, ntsn : . 
is known of Jean Philippe Rameau (168J- training him to think. H< 
1764) a somewhat lonely, unlovely Bel- put |,j. finger upon a Ur , u 
gian who was not only a great composer {ha( it js ,|)c right fmgn 
also one of the first to systema- j|e ]earns, too, that every 
In “The Spirit . 
by recalling an incident which he told me to do his duty, 
connected with the Boston Public Library to London, 
and its committee. In the beginnings of propose, 
the library,' Whistler was asked, by the 
committee, to decorate the north wall of 
Bates Hall. When the committee aid, ^ FEW YEARS later, I 
The Strathmores 
definite value and i 
of French c,” a a( cxact|y the right point in 
jp scribes him thus: Then lie learns to listen 
“He went unending, solitary walks, brcaks jn ,|)c legate and ui 
striding along the paths in the public gar- ccn(s Finding such fault 
dens apart, and if any one forced him to bj. kand d .. 
again speak to him, he seemed,^we are told, to jQr jtnprovcmCnt. 
___ .. _ a h .. .. _ — -, 
that they would be very glad indeed to staying with the de Navarros. The be coming out of a sort of ecstasy. . • • Also he learns the nicanii 
have a serious work by Mr. Whistler, Dowager Countess of Strathmore and her His abstraction, however, is not the volup- ^ musica, tcrn, that lu. 
Whistler retorted: “I thank you, gentle- daughter, Lady Maud Bowes-Lyon, took tuefos slackness of an aesthete who dreads nilion bl|, ,lv ,n,Mr 
men, but it would be impossible to change a place near Court Farm. Lady Maud be- the harshness of human contact and the ^ musc)(.,t<) rosp,,„,i tl, 
the traditions of a lifetime. If anybody jng a good amateur violinist, we made a fatigue of practical affairs. It is the symp- hj ear To ,u., him t,,v , 
should wonder why that north wall panel good deal of music together, playing torn of a strong and tenacious will that has a ciatjon js sh()wn 
remains underrated, let him be referred Brahms’ Sonatas and other things. Beth a horror’ of scattered energies, and con- ^ othcr and 
to the above incident.” , of the ladies were charming Mrs de centrates on the mam issue, the mum nlak; ,hcm „ 
Navarro had often told me of her visits neCessarium. • . , . , 
Enter the Prima Donna at Glamis Castle, belonging to the Earl “Business does not frighten him, and he ( 1 " 11 1,1 
t-.uma EAMES was a woman of un- of Strathmore. . , handles briskly the r E usual beauty with a beautiful voice. Everybody has heard of Glamis Castle has dealings. He is known a 
She became a star, shining o 
tinents where she triumphed m rans,Don- •£. every- for musicy l,c «>" bv a belt. wycr, doc- 
guests and everybody else, hearsals ‘he used to sit in the pit, where tor or business man t<>r the ’ng he has 
. tv,A !n listening and obtervati'-i. 
right key. 
and every 













e i-t ing. 
n is found 
n technical 
handicap of 
i with whom lie to have ,alent- ,hc I'""'1 cai1 
| i— aas w « ivuown as a rugged in earnest without •> 
_on_ with its “monster” (or as it was called, character, energetic, imperious, brusque, ^calrng with unfamiliar sign »»d sounds. 
n Paris^ Lon- by the knowing ones, “the ghost”) shed- crushing. He makes the artists who have on t‘lc ot‘ler band. In s< >> unfitness 
don New York, Boston and in all the ding gloom over the place, and over every- to perform his works tremble, 
chief cities of the United States. Many body in it, guests and everybody else, hearsals ‘he used to sit in the i , 
people remember how beautiful she was Mrs. de Navarrosaid thatthes.nisterm- he insisted on being alone; if anyone came 
as Juliet in “Romeo and Juliet,” and as fluence was indefinable, only it was there, to see him there, he would wave him away 
the Countess in “The Marriage of Figaro.” I was interested to see the Countess of without speaking to him or even looking 
I first met and heard her at a musical Strathmore in her simple surroundings at at him.’ 
n-rtv given by Mr and Mrs. W. S„ of Broadway, where she seemed to be one of “Here is another important detail-he 
Boston who were giving a “house warm- the most calm and serene persons imagi- was a miser; his was a solid, middle-class 
ing” for their new house. "able, in spite of the shadow cast by the avarice, which growing on his stock of 
All society was there. One room, lead- “monster ’ during her married hie.. 1 tie greatness and genius, stands out 
The Dictionary \ labit 
By Helen Oliphant Bates 
uu , iMu- ■— - -o - _ . o- —  -1 iiiri, A good music dictionary should be 
ing out of the music room, was unfinished, Dowager Countess of Strathmore is the colors, and would have delighted Regnard placed at a convenient place i- verv music 
but had been converted into a palm gar- mother of the Earl of Strathmore and inspired his wit. But there is no rea- studio and pupils should be ed to look 1 
den, temporarily. A. R. the brother of and the grandmother of the Duchess of son to suppose that this avarice, even if it up all words and signs whirl hey do not 
Mrs. S., being the architect of the house, \ork. The Duchess may become the went somewhat beyond the limits of wis- understand. Definitions wlr the pupil ] 
led Miss Eames all about on his arm. Queen of England. don^ ever reached the morbid stage. . . . looks up for himself are mo apt to be 
Passing in the throng, I overheard her The Devonshire Coast He was a very tall man, and extremely remembered than those whirl, are given 1 
say: “I never saw so many ‘spoon corners l° ! , Jhm’ wihich ™ide him look, saysCha- by the teacher becat.s,.be former 
in all my life.” Miss Eames was just A LL TRAVELERS have been along banon, more like a ghost than a man.’ case the exact spcE of tlu v -rds must 
nineteen and radiantly beautiful. After T\ the coast of Devonshire, and most of Grimm finds him ‘as emaciated and shriv- be noted ' 
her successes on the stage, she left it, and them have been to Clovelly. My friend, elled as Voltaire,’ whom he resembled in Furthermore when h ; r ued with 
retired to nrivate life living for some Mr. Henry White, who was ambassador appearance, but without having his mis- r e’ ",,cn llc ls T , ;l 
years in her native town, Bath, Maine, to Italy and France, gave me a letter of chievous physiognomy. The expression of Ln’of °^ >0metl’,n>:. '"r th®J“L 
She now has established herself in Paris, introduction to Mrs. Hamlyn, the chate- his face was severe, ‘all of his features nil,! i '’C-V ln fanc-v ’ r-\v '!:iv I 
permanently. laine of “Clovelly Court.” Mrs. Hamlyn were big and announced the firmness of t, ,heatCr or sw,mmin« 1.1 as eal ,t I 
owned everything in and out of sight, in- his character.’” as. he does when hc is being told about a 
Mary Anderson eluding the celebrated “Hobby Drive.” —■—- uninteresting foreign words. ] 
ARY ANDERSON (Mrs. de Navar- Having presented my letter, immediately He who praises stands equal to the tv from *hf.Breate,‘. hC 
,vas not only the most beautiful afterwards a servant brought a note, praised-Goethe qs et5uaI t0 ‘he thing from making pupils find things out tor 
woman on the stage, but was of the most saying that “Mrs Hamlyn would expect * themselves is that it teaches them how to 
beautiful spirit, kind and thoughtful to Mr. Johns, with three other friends, to - study and how to think independently. TO fl 
everybody, devoted to her husband, chil- lunch.” “A good song is as if the poet had ^Urt,Ur this purpose it is a good plan \° 
dren and friends. She forsook the stage, As neither Mr. White nor 1 had men- pressed his heart against the paper have the PuP'l write out the definition in 
without a pang, because she chose the tioned the fact that I was traveling with The low, musical rustle of the wind among h,s own words when he has looked it up. 
better part. Her marriage was ideal, anyone else, this all sounded most hos- the leaves is song-like. . . . The song 
During the World War, she played a pitable. The servant, m some way or writer must take his place somewhere te- ‘ W™ r, , ■ , ,.,ure I 
number of times, at the Stratford Theatre, other, had noticed that I was with three tween the poet and the musician, and must tei// !, , k- a ' 7, J a 
in London, in Manchester, in fact all over other friends at the inn. Of course, we form a distinct class by himself. The fac t wrU' to I 
England and Scotland, realizing the sum all accepted the invitation with alacrity. ulty of writing songs is certainly a necn" La , d,sc°l’ennfi ">c wedding o1 >" 
of £48 000 ($240,000) for the Common Mrs. Hamlyn sent her carriage to bring liar one, and as perfect in its kind in * , ■ fU final modulations « -' L“ 
Gause ’ us from the inn. Clovelly Court is a of writing epics.” 1 c,u which was and remains /<>/*' 
You will read more about the de Navar- splendid house and place, with a marvel- —James Russell Lowell. Gu'cnii’"'/’/* hcroic’'—‘]"hal ' 
UTULTG 
Practical Lessons in Hand Culture 
By the Noted Liszt Pupil and Exponent 
CARL V. LACHMJJND 
With Original Exercises for Self-Study, Covering Two Years 
THE GENERAL BELIEF that 
technic is merely a matter of the 
hands, is far from the real facts. 
In truth, the better half of technic is Mind l 
This does not deny that the muscles_ of 
the hand must be developed; and scien¬ 
tists tell us that there are over two hun¬ 
dred of these. But, here again, it is the 
Mind that will accomplish this _ _ 
During my three years’ study in Weimar, 
often did I hear Liszt play, and more than 
once he played at our own apartment; 
such marvelous force, ease, and authority I 
It seemed superhuman for a man ot ms 
age. for he had passed, by several^ years 
the proverbial “three-score-and-ten. But 
he explained: “When I will, I can play- 
otherwise I cannot.” As to his teaching, 
he expressed his axiom in the words: I 
am disposed to turn away from Methods 
and Pedagogics. My small amount of 
Fedagogism is in the main confined to 
the words of St. Paul: ‘Littera occidit, 
shiritus vivicat!’” (II Corinthians 3 : 6— 
-The letter killeth, but the spirit giveth 
life”) This, though, did not mean that 
pupils_advanced or otherwise—need not 
do a lot of technical work. 
W hile meditating on this, and the ever 
new-old subject of “vacillatory pupils, the 
door of my studio opened and in its frame 
stood a young lady, demure, yet self- 
po-«essed in appearance. “Assurance and 
camio.i are favorable attributes for a 
student," I augured mentally, as I bade her 
C°“A friend told me of you,” she began, 
“and 1 came to see whether you would give 
me lessons; I did not bring a letter of 
recommendation, but—.” 
“That is agreeable,” I interrupted, “for 
I see you have brought your music. Liszt 
* would never read letters of introduction; 
■ he always pushed these aside, and leading 
the applicant to the piano, he would say: 
‘That is your best introduction 1’ Was he 
not right?” 
“I have brought a Sonata,” she parried; 
“May I play the rapid movemtnt? I think 
it will show best what I can do.” 
The Slow Movement Tells 
U\T(), PLEASE play the slow part 
LN first. That may reveal better what 
him that he accepted her, without sending 
her first to one of his Vorbereiters (pre¬ 
paratory assistants). At the appointed 
lesson he simply gave her view-points on 
piano playing, and finally he told her what 
piece to bring the next time. Rather in¬ 
dignant, she told a fellow pupil that she 
had placed the substantial fee on the piano, 
as customary, but he had not even asked 
her to play; he had merely talked to her. 
This came to his ears, and at the next les¬ 
son he said to her: “My dear young lady, 
bear in mind that the lesson I gave you last 
week is the most valuable one you will 
have from me—provided you are keen to 
follow up the various viewpoints I ex¬ 
plained to you.”’ .... . „ 
“No, I have not yet done any teaching, 
said my demure visitor in answer to the 
question. 
it do.” you can no uu  
Having played several lines at random 
from various pages, it developed that her 
defects were of the usual sort; her technic 
was unsteady, her touch—dry and hard 
had no volume, no tonal variety, no sing¬ 
ing quality, and in consequence her playing 
sounded weak, as that of a child; in short, 
she had not developed a good voice for 
even the pianist must sing, though with the 
fingers. 
“But how can I do all this?” she que¬ 
ried with some discouragement. ■ 
“Do not worry as to that,” she was as¬ 
sured, “six months of painstaking ‘hand- 
culture’ work will effect a great change; it 
will broaden your style and give it an 
artistic quality. But this cannot be ex¬ 
plained in a few words; neither is it suf¬ 
ficient to ‘know;’ the studies must be foL 
lowed up, day by day, persistently; then 
the reward is sure to come. It is not 
what you study, but how you practice it, 
that will bring quick results! Students 
need the ‘right viewpoint.’ Sometimes 
one hint, if followed persistently, is worth 
many dollars to you. 
“A story told of Leschetizky emphasizes 
The Young Teacher’s Pet 
“TTHAT IS WELL,” I retorted, “for 
young teachers too readily dote on 
pet notions they regard as oracular, and 
this hampers their progress into broader 
fields. Some time ago a western teacher 
wrote that she wished to take a course to 
brush up her technic.’ What she really 
needed was brushing up mentally, and I 
felt tempted to write her that a vacuum 
cleaner might be the, appropriate imple¬ 
ment for the purpose.” 
“I hope I shall not give you any cause 
to have such thoughts of me,” laughingly 
retorted my new pupil. 
“Do not fear; I may sometimes make 
use of metaphor, but such figurative talk 
is never intended to be sarcastic; and you 
will understand the point more quickly than 
through lengthy explanations Liszt 
taught much by metaphor; Leschetizky 
ones told a young lady that she ‘played 
like a cow.’ The pupil concluded that she 
was not in training for dairy purposes— 
and —perhaps wisely — discontinued her 
lessons.” 
Having arranged a lesson hour for the 
morning following, Miss Demure departed, 
a-suring me that she, too, had ^already 
gained some valuable “viewpoints.” 
The Lesson on Hand Culture MISS DEMURE appeared, promptly, 
at the appointed hour. She was 
asked to impress upon her memory the fol¬ 
lowing simple, but important regulations; 
and these hold good for practically all of 
the exercises given in this course. 
1. Do not take more than two (or at 
most three) of the exercises at a time. 
Practice each from three to six times, 
with each hand separately. At the end of 
a week change to the next key, and con¬ 
tinue to change each week until you have 
gone through all of the keys. Professional 
pupils, who can do this twice a day, may 
change to the next key twice a week. 
2. Practice an exercise several times 
slowly first, two notes to a count (metro¬ 
nome at about 80), then several tunes, 
gradually faster, and finally very fast. 
But unless you can do it with a full, large 
tone, it is useless to practice very rapidly. 
Continue slower, until your fingers have 
gained more strength. Even after you can 
play an exercise fast, always begin the 
daily practice by playing it slowly, several 
times, first. Always press very hard! Bear 
in mind: Rapidity can come only from as¬ 
surance, assurance from strength, and 
strength, only from much slow, deep pres- 
fingers will respond with 
greater precision, and will 
acquire strength in shorter 
time. 
3. The Position: Do not 
sit far back on the chair; 
sit well forward; this gives 
freedom to the arms, and 
relieves the spine, hence 
you will not tire so quickly, 
and the feet can work the 
pedals more easily. Keep 
the feet near the pedals. 
4. Sit upright, as when 
riding horseback, and hold 
the head erect. 
5. Many pupils sit too 
high. This causes a harsh 
touch; while sitting too 
1 low weakens the tone qual- 
' ity. Adjust the stool so 
that your arms will be 
FRANZ LISZT WITH MR. AND MRS. CARL LACHMUND 
level line with the top °f the hand\. ™ when practiced with 
6. To obtain correct position of the 2ert adlJence t0 instructions, will provide 
hand: Stretch the fingers out straight, ^ material for two years’ progressive 
now draw the finger tips, slowly, down self study 
until well curved; now place them on the 
keys. Do not permit the knuckles to pro- 
trude, nor crunch them down; the hand *" Right Hand 
should be well rounded, yet appear table¬ 
like. Do not hold the thumb so low that 
it lies flat; this is a general fault. The 
thumb should be at an angle of 45 degFees 
from the key. Shape your hand position 
in this manner several times a day. Re¬ 
member, the position will not stay as it is, 
it will either get better, or it will deterio¬ 
rate. It will get better only if you do this 
several times a day, and do it for weeks 
to come. , _ deep pressure, evenly, an- - - - 
7. Never permit any joint to kink, in- w;th0ut stumbling, will tax even a much 
ward, nor allow the finger to stiffen out, advanced player, and it will benefit such a 
cramplike; weak fingers will do this. If one> as mudl as it will a beginner, 
fingers are very weak, one should not press Now, play it, please. 
too hard, until they have grown stronger. No. that ;s too fast; and you did not 
8. The Touch. Impress on your mind pjay very eVenly. Try again. 
these very important terms: The Pressure No; you did not count aloud— and you 
t . ill t tt l i t i Do riot be deceived by the apparent sim- 
l ti , it plicity 0f this exercise. To play it with 
L ee ress re, e e l , a d finally rapidly. 
Jw - u ' 
Now, press—press harder, on ■ every 
finger. 
Such are the remarks I have to make 
to every pupil at the start. 
t i t t t :  i t t l  
touch; the Weighty touch; the Clinging joggle your hand. Again, please 
touch. This tri-unity will develop a large, , i 
healthy tone, if persistently observed. 
9. One should not strike, but always 
press the finger down. 
10. If your fingers cannot lift freely (at 
a good angle) fold your hands and force Ex.2»Rig!] 
them back, first with one, then with the £ 
other hand. When practicing, lift them 
well. But if your fingers naturally lut 
easily, do not particularly try to lift them. 
The pressure touch, finally, is the more im¬ 
portant. 
11. As you drop a finger on the key, 
follow it with a deep pressure, and with 
this, pull the finger tip slightly toward 
you; at the same instant give a lifting 
pressure to the wrist, which should show 
“resistance” (weight)—then “relaxation. 
To acquire “wrist consciousness,” move 
the wrist up and down several times as you 
practice. A rich tone quality depends 
largely on this wrist consciousness. 
12. Always “listen,” and criticize the tone 
quality vou are producing. Teach your 
ears how to think. They will soon learn 
to be helpful teachers. 
The Eighteen Cardinal Exercises: 
Piano Technic can be narrowed down to Exerc;se No. 2 is one of several that 
Scale, Arpeggio and Wrist work- These ^ ^ weak 4th and 5th fingers. 
fundamentals, concisely applied, form t e P tant aim of every 
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ambitious piano student. Watch the which are essential for all of the exercises, 
thumb; keep it extended, and always well and which the student should re-read irom 
over the keys. Watch the legato in passing time to time, to impress them lastingly on 
from one group to the next. his memory. The next lesson will give the 
Necessarily this lesson is devoted largely sixteen other studies, and cover tne 
to general directions, and to “viewpoints,” structions for all. 
Self-test Questions on Mr. Lachmund's 
Article 
1. Where is the seat of Technicf 
2. What are the usual defects w 
dent’s playingf 
THEETVs i 
3. How may figurative speech be Usii 
in teaching? 
4. IVhat is the best bodily position f0, 
playing the piano f 
5. IVhat three styles of touch ore „ 
effective? 
THE ETUDE 
Little Life Stories of Great Masters 
Biographies in Catechism Form 
By Mary Schmitz 
{In Response to a Definite Demand, a Series of These Little Biographies Has Been Republished in 
1. Q. Tell something of Edward MacDowell’s an¬ 
cestry. 
A. Alexander MacDowell, his grandfather, and Sarah 
Thompson MacDowell, his grandmother, were both born 
in Ireland, of Scotch-Irish parents, but came to America 
early in the last century. His mother Frances M. Knapp, 
was an American lady of English descent; his father, a 
New York business inah. 
2. Q. Where and when was Edward MacDowell 
A. In New York City, December 18, 1861. 
3. Q. Was MacDowell encouraged by his parents in 
his study of music? 
A. MacDowell’s grandparents were Quakers; and 
when the composer’s father showed a fine talent for 
drawing it was repressed as much as possible. But Ed- 
U’ard was encouraged by both father and mother in his 
talent for drawing and music. 
4. Q. Tell something about Edward MacDowell’s abil¬ 
ity in poetry and drawing. 
A. MacDowell made many attempts at poetry when he 
was quite young; and in later years his poems were so 
numerous and melodious that they were collected and 
published after MacDowell’s death. He was very talented 
in drawing and often decorated his music books with 
clever sketches. One day in a music class he sketched 
the portrait of the instructor. He was caught at the 
work and the teacher carried the sketch to a famous 
teacher of art who begged MacDowell’s mother to let 
him give the boy three years’ instruction without cost to 
her. But the mother decided for a musical career for 
her son. 
5. Q. Who were MacDowell’s first teachers in music? 
A. Mr. Juan Buitrago, a South American pianist, ivas 
his first teacher. Afterwards he studied with the famous 
Venezuelan pianist, Teresa Carreno, who had gone to 
New York when she was a little girl. 
6. Q. When did MacDowell go to Europe to continue 
his musical studies? 
A. In 1876, when he was fifteen years old, he, accom¬ 
panied by his mother, went to Paris. He easily passed 
the examinations and was admitted to the conservatory 
and became the pupil of Marmontel, in piano, and Savard, 
in theory. 
7. Q. Whom did he have as classmate in the Paris 
Conservatoire? 
A. Claude Debussy, the eminent French composer. 
8. Q- Why did he leave the Paris Conservatoire? 
A. In 1878 MacDowell heard Nicholas Rubinstein play 
the Tscliaikowsky “Concerto in B-flat Minor." He was 
amazed at the performance and concluded that if he 
desired to reach similar results he would have to employ 
different methods than those in use at the Paris Con¬ 
servatoire at that time. 
9. Q. Where did he go after leaving Paris ? 
A. After a short time at the Stuttgart Conservatory 
he went to Frankfort-on-Main. 
Edward MacDowell 
(1861-1908) 
10. Q. With whom did MacDowell study at Frankfort? cMy.^tran 
A. Raff was his teacher in thetically, as 
mann in piano playing. Heymann was so impr.essea oy 
MacDowell’s greatness as a teacher that, when necessary 
that he resign, he recommended MacDowell 
cessor. But as MacDowell was very young a 
s denied the position. 
n alien, 
teachers who shall be competent to teach 
2. "To teach music historically and aes- 
n element of liberal culture." - 
18 q' What compositions were written while he was | 
teaching at Columbia University ? • 
A. The famous "Norse Sonata / the "Celtic 
Sonata" for piano solo, and the “Sea I res, which are 
11. Q. Wha/conservatory appointed MacDowell head the M Dowell country \ 
^T.ThtDarmstadt h°J «r ' Columbia Vm- 
farmland. On it were a fine old hour J some smaller j 
buildings. There in a log cabin •« nods he wr*i, \ 
Frankfort and rode daily -- 
long rides he studied German, French and English liter- 
A. In 1882 MacDowell visited Liszt and played his 
first piano concerto for him. Eugene D’Albert played 
the second primo part. This concerto was dedicated to 
Liszt in appreciation of Liszt’s kindness to MacDowell. 
13. Q. How did Liszt show his interest in MacDowell? 
A. Liszt insisted on having MacDowell’s “First Mod¬ 
ern Suite" given at the Allgemeiner'dcutchcr Verein Con- .. 
vention, held at Zurich. MacDowell played it with great tj,c s;gns 0f /he decay of the magnifi 
success. The following year Liszt again helped him by not{ced. In January of 1908, when just r 
securing the publication of both the "First Modern Suite" Edward MacDowell, beloved American 
and the “Second Modern Suite," by Breitkopf and Hartel 
of his later compositions. 
20. Q. What was the cause of the sad and tragic end of 
the greatest of American masters ? 
A. The great strain of work at ( 
with private teaching and composition, 
of the great brain. He resigned from 
but instead of resting he undertook — 
nubia, together 
, (/ the collapse j 
lumbia in 1 
.cork. Inim 
i intellect a 
king his prime, 
on poser, passed 
... Leipzig. 
14. Q. When and whom did MacDowell marry? 
A. In 1884 MacDowell returned to America and mar¬ 
ried Miss Marian Nevins, of Waterford, Conn. Miss 
Nevins had been a pupil of MacDowell in Europe. After 
a month in America MacDowell returned to Europe with 
his bride. 
15. Q. When did MacDowell return to America for 
a permanent residence? 
A. In 1888, after several years of residence in Wies¬ 
baden, where he wrote many of his less known works, 
he returned to Boston. Here pupils flocked to him in 
great numbers, and his orchestral works were performed 
by the leading orchestras. He made many appearances 
in recitals and with the Kncisel Quartette. 
16. Q. When did the New York public first realize 
the genius of our American master? 
A. In 1894 MacDowell played his “Second Concerto" 
for piano with the New York Philharmonic Orchestra, 
under Anton Seidl. All the critics were unanimous in 
their praise and found that at last America had a great 
master whose works were on a par with the great com¬ 
posers of other lands. 
17. Q. When did MacDowell accept the position at 
Columbia University and what did he set himself to do 
there for the cause of music" 
21. Q. Where is MacDowell buried 
A. At Petcrboro, New Hampshire. ( 
on the crest of the hill, not far from : 
where so many of his splendid mu<i 
written down, arc the lines he wrote u 
last composition, “From a Log Cabin. 
"A house of dreams untold 
It looks out over the whispering 
And faces the setting sun. ’ 
22. Q. How does MacDowell rank as "'lg writer? 
A. By many he is ranked with the •. test song Writ- 
ers—Schubert, Franz, and Grieg. “Ini Woods,” The 
Robin Sings in the Apple Tree:’ “The : ■ a." show great | 
inspiration and a highly cultivated taste 
ground for the poet's thought. 
23. Q. Name some of his shorter piano 
A. “Witches' Dance,” "Shadow Dance." 
Rose," "Scottish Tone Picture.” 
24 Q. What composition was inspired by the interes 
taken in Indian music? 
A. The “Indian Suite” for orchestra. 
25. Q. What is the object of the MacDowell Memo¬ 
rial Association? 
A. To perpetuate the memory of MacDowell. in 0 
helpful manner than i ' . — i« 
a bronze tablet 
little log cabin 
thoughts were 
a motto for his 
■ ■■ectaps 
musical back- I 
> pieces. 
Wild 
Why Every Child Should Have a Musical Training 
Prize Essay Contest. Prizes Aggregating $270.00 in Value 
club leader or to the This great prize contest open to all readers of “The Etude’’ closes 
on December thirty-first at five P. M. It is described briefly on 
page 794 of this issue. No subject is of greater interest to the musical 
home, to the conservatory, to the private teacher of music, to the music 
a great manv S,UpC™sors of our public schools. Already 
*» “The E,J, Music Mas 
Queer Notation 
By FRANCESCO BERGER 
Mrs. Elizabeth Mary Ludlow endowed the chair of Here'at TeUrbwo^peoplTTfTpproi rd uZ) may 9° f« I ■ at Columbia University with a fund of one hum- the 
dred and fifty thousand doVars. Edward MacDowell was stated period to carryout the ‘ “ideas " In MacDovdl 1 
offered the position as Professor of Music. He set him- from the brl7 " f "nar uteas. Mrs Jl« * 
self the task: 1. "To teach music scientifically and teehni- " 
MUSIC HAS BEEN described as 
the universal language of all civ¬ 
ilized nations. It is a question 
whether we should not include so-called 
Uncivilized ones as well, for ^ certainly 
have music of their own which appeals 
to them as much as ours does to us 
Though it is so universal, it is by no 
means uniform. Different composers, 
while employing identical musical sounds 
do not express themselves in identical 
terms any more than different authors do, 
who,’speaking the same language, say it 
differently from one another. Shakes¬ 
peare will not say “good day, its a hne 
morning,” in quite the same words as 
Dickens would, nor will Dickens say it 
quite like Longfellow. And so it comes 
about that, though Mozart may have in¬ 
tended to convey something very like 
what Bach had to say, he conveyed it in 
his own way, which was not Bachs; and 
Mendelssohn differs from Beethoven, 
though they both wrote symphonies, io 
speak of these personal methods as ‘man- 
ncri-ms” is using too strong a term, but 
that their slight peculiarities exist, is 
nevertheless true. 
Idiosyncrasies of Notation 
AND IT IS NOT only in their modes 
o£ expressing themselves that the 
masters differ—some of them carry their 
idiosyncrasies into their notation Schu¬ 
mann, for instance, is unmistakably Schu¬ 
mann when he marks “ped.” at the com¬ 
mencement of a piece. In other composers 
such a direction signifies “use the pedal 
here ” but it does not mean that with him. 
He means “use the pedal in the course of 
this piece,” which is quite a different thing, 
It ;5" a very vague and decidedly mislead¬ 
ing direction, and, moreover, quite un¬ 
necessary, for any pianist sufficiently ad¬ 
vanced to play Schumann at all, would 
use the pedal at his own discretion, with¬ 
out heeding the composer’s indication. 
Tf what is recorded of him be true, 
Schumann was unaccountably fond of the 
buzz and blur of the pedal, and did not 
wince as we do, at the muddle of conflict¬ 
ing harmonies which non-intermittent ped¬ 
alling produces. It is lucky for the world 
that, with this personal fad, he did not 
appear as a pianist in public; for, had he 
done so, his reputation as a composer might 
have set the fashion for this olla podrida 
of clashing discords, thereby adding an¬ 
other pennance to those which many a 
modern concert visitor already has to en¬ 
dure. His music has providentially 
reached us through the discerning hands 
of his wife, who knew better than to pre¬ 
sent it with his injudicious instructions. 
Schumann’s “Soft” Pedal 
SCHUMANN did not confine his affec¬ 
tions to the “loud” pedal. He appears 
to have had an equal penchant for the 
“soft” one. In no other composer of his 
eminence do we find such frequent use of 
una corda. In older masters its total 
absence is accounted for by the fact that 
it had not, in their days, been invented. 
(A happy age!) But Mendelssohn, 
Chopin and Liszt were his contemporaries, 
yet their pages are almost entirely free 
from it. One likes to think that Schu¬ 
mann’s ear may have been so constructed 
that he was unconscious of the ridiculous 
“snuff-box” effect that una corda creates. 
He may have simply desired the passage 
to be rendered extremely piano, without 
hearing the deteriorated tone-quality which 
enft nprlnl nroduceS. 
To the question: “What can be worse 
than a flute solo?” we have all heard the 
witty answer: “A piece for two flutes. 
Equally so is the miserable tinkle of una 
corda intensified by the addition of the 
other pedal. The two in combination add 
insult to injury, and we may be thankful 
that, with his constant direction to use one 
pedal or the other, Schumann mercifully 
spared us the additional ■ torture of both 
together. . • , 
Another peculiarity in Schumanns no¬ 
tation is his use, in many places, of the 
words Aus dcr Feme to describe a “from 
afar” effect. How a pianist playing in 
New York is to make his music have a 
Boston quality, would puzzle a Paderewski 
as much as it would the writer of these 
lines Probably the direction can be suf¬ 
ficiently followed by playing the passage 
with extra light touch, leaving the ques¬ 
tion of mileage to the imagination of the 
hearer. It is but one of several far¬ 
fetched expressions in which Schumann 
permitted himself to indulge-a good deal 
of that nonsense about the ‘Davids 
biindler” marching against the “Philistines” 
is easily explained as the exuberant ebul¬ 
lition of an unbalanced mind. 
Chopin’s “M. V.” 
/--i HO PIN has the habit of frequently 
L- marking "in. v.” in his music. He 
uses these letters as the abbreviation of the 
Italian words mezzo voce, which literally 
translated mean “half voice,” and stand 
for “in an undertone.” Applied to piano¬ 
forte music it is ludicrously out of place, 
though common enough in vocal music. 
Why he chose it as a substitute for the or¬ 
dinary ‘‘piano’’ would be difficult to tell. 
He is known to have been an admirer of 
Bellini, then the idol of Italian opera wor¬ 
shippers; so perhaps, as an indirect com¬ 
pliment to that composer and his nation¬ 
ality, he adopted it, thinking that piano 
was no longer Italian enough for his pur¬ 
pose, having become so international. Be 
this as it may, the Irish music teacher was 
not wanting in the national wit of his 
country, when, in explaining to a pupil 
that in. d. meant right hand, and in. s. 
PROFESSOR FRANCESCO BERGER 
Certainly one of the most astonishing personalities in the field of music 
is Professor Francesco Berger, of London, whose articles upon various 
phases of music continually appear in leading publications abroad and m 
‘‘The Etude Music Magazine.” Professor Berger was born m London 
over ninety-two years ago. Despite Ins generous years, he “J^ cwhvely 
engaged in teaching in London and is very vigorous, as the yougM 
of his articles indicates. Among his teachers were MoriE Hauptmann 
(1792-1868) and Louis Plaidy (1810-1874). He knew Moscheles David 
find Dreyschock well. He started teaching m London long before the 
Civil War in the United States. One of his most intimate friends was 
Charles Dickens for whom Professor Berger wrote much incidental music 
to accompany the dramatic events in which Dickens was always ^erf e^ 
In 1886 Professor Berger became a member of the faculty of the Royal 
College of Music and in 1887 also a member of the faculty’of the Guildhall 
College of Music. He has given numerous tours as a pianist, written num¬ 
bers 9of successful songs and pianoforte pieces, and has recently published 
an excellent set of Utile pieces for the left hand. Professor Berger looks 
out upon the world through optimistic eyes and with a warm heart. On 
the following pages we present one of his recent letters to the editor of 
“Thr Etude” AC on evidence of his virile penmanship. 
meant left, he added that m. v. meant 
whichever you please. 
Besides this fad, Chopin was guilty of a 
far more serious one in his notation; for 
when in the course of a piece he has 
wandered far from its original tonality, 
he does not remove the early signature 
and substitute the new one, but retains the 
old, and is thereby under the necessity of 
employing heaps of “accidentals” (mostly 
“naturals1’) which crowd the measure on 
paper, and whose multiplicity is bewilder¬ 
ing to the performer. Suppose the com¬ 
position to have begun in F-sharp major, 
and to have modulated into G minor, the 
quickest way to call attention to this 
would be to alter the signature from six 
sharps to two flats, and that is precisely 
what he does not do. Consequently every 
F, C, G, D, A, and E that occurs has to 
be separately contradicted by a “natural,” 
and every B and E has to be separately 
marked as flattened. It is a laborious 
process, responsible for many false tones 
and much bad language. 
Raff’s Invention 
RAFF HAS NOT inaptly been styled 
the Balfe of the pianoforte. His 
abundant facility and unvarying tuneful¬ 
ness justify the description. He could 
pour out music in any form almost as read¬ 
ily as Mozart, and had he been gifted with 
only an ounce more genius, his other 
qualities would have been sufficient to 
rank him among the great ones. Lacking 
this modicum of divine fire, he stands in 
the outskirts of, but not within, the temple 
of Apollo’s high priests. Of one merit, 
however, the world’s estimate cannot de¬ 
prive him. He invented a mark of his own 
to signify the sudden (not gradual) cessa¬ 
tion of crescendo, by drawing a little ver¬ 
tical line at the close of the foote of the 
usual sign, thus —=3 . My design resem¬ 
bles a slice of cake, not altogether out of 
keeping with what leads to forte (for 
tea!) 
He and von Billow, and a few others, 
employ the word quasi in a wrong sense. 
In its original Italian it means “almost,” 
not “like,” which they imply, and therefore 
it is difficult to realize how one can play 
quasi tromba (almost trumpet), or quasi 
timpani (almost kettle-drum). The mu¬ 
sic may imitate the notes of these instru¬ 
ments, but surely no pianist can be ex¬ 
pected to play like a trumpet or a drum. 
If it be desirable to tell the performer 
what his music is intended to represent, 
we shall soon find such annotations as 
“like the wind,” or “like a horse,” or j'like 
a cradle,” or “like a gondola,” or a “sun¬ 
stroke,” or an “aeroplane,” or a “cricket 
match.” 
On several occasions and in various 
places I have protested against the in¬ 
creasing practice in music notation of in¬ 
troducing other languages than Italian. 
Rightly or wrongly this language has for 
centuries been the accepted medium by 
which composers of all nationalities have 
communicated to performers how they 
wished their music to be rendered, so that 
music students had but to acquaint them¬ 
selves with a few Italian words to know 
what to do. My own “vocabulary in 
four languages” gives the equivalent of 
Italian expressions in English, French, 
and German. But if the music student, 
in addition to these, has to be familiar 
with Dutch, Spanish, Russian and Scandi¬ 
navian, he will have but little time left n n n u i — *
for his music, and will probably end by 
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The Careless Old Masters 
T N THE OLDER editions of the classic 
masters we often find that they were 
very careless in their notation. They did 
r.ot trouble to show by up or down turned 
stems whether the right or the left hand 
should ,be employed; their “ornaments’’ 
were frequently incorrectly given; and re¬ 
peats, and "da capos" were left to the 
discretion of the player, instead of being 
determined by the composer. Modern 
editions of the older masters are in most 
cases far superior when supplied by ac¬ 
credited editors. But I am sorry to note 
in them a tendency to extend the value of 
an “accidental’’ into the following meas¬ 
ure or even beyond. This is in direct oppo¬ 
sition to an elementary rule in musical 
notation,, which distinctly lays it down that 
the influence of an accidental is limited to 
the measure in which it occurs. If a piece 
is iii G-major, and a strong C-sharp oc¬ 
curs in the fifth measure, you have no 
right to play. C-sharp in measure six un¬ 
less the sharp is again marked. If this 
has not l-?en done the note C has reverted 
to its original natural condition. The in¬ 
sertion .of-'.a “natural” to mark this re¬ 
version is' a precautionary measure which 
every careful player should resent. 
It is well for us that so much of what 
the older masters wrote was so lastingly 
good when created that it has survived 
mis-interpretation, mis-printing, and mis¬ 
naming, to this day. And it is fortunate, 
too, that, though an inferior composition 
needs exquisite rendering to make it at all 
acceptable, a true masterpiece will bear 
inferior performance and yet charm and 
delight. The law of compensation is a 
blessed one. 
Self-test Questions on Mr. Berger’s Article 
1. In u’hat zmy did Schumann make 
unusual use of the pedals? 
2.. What peculiar marking did Chopin 
favor-, and teas he'apt in its use? 
3. What limitation kept -Raff from 
being "one of the elect?" 
4. What general rule should be ap¬ 
plied in the writing and application of ac¬ 
cidentals? 
5. In what particular ways were the 
older masters careless in their notation? 
Aids to Sight Reading 
By Dorothy Bushel! 
When a student is undertaking the study 
of a fresh composition, instead of letting 
him try over the right hand first and then 
the left, as is the usual manner, try letting 
him play the left hand at sight while the 
right-hand melody is being played by the 
teacher who also counts the time for him. 
It will be found that he reads much more 
quickly in his anxiety to keep up with the 
right-hand part. Moreover he grasps the 
whole meaning of the piece, and gets the 
rhythm at once. 
This “duet” form of practicing a new 
piece is very appealing to young students. 
A new piece is always welcomed for the 
chance it gives to play duets. It is espe¬ 
cially valuable to more advanced pupils 
who take a pride in quick sight-reading. 
With these it is well for the teacher to 
keep going, disregarding the pupils mis¬ 
takes, and, by counting aloud, compel him 
to follow every note'. Where he stumbles 
or misses a beat, let him pick it up as soon 
as he can, the object being to focus the 
pupil’s attention. This method develops 
concentration better than anything else and 
also creates a desire on the part of the 
student to be able to read quickly. 
It has teen said that “the study of music 
is four-fifths brains and one-fiith fingers;’’ 
there is no greater proof of this than the 
cultivation of sight reading in this manner. 
Well Done 
By Patricia Rayburn 
"Even zvhen a thing seems to be zvcll 
done, it can always be improved upon." 
A teacher remarked the other day— 
“Have you been playing your Prelude very 
often ?’’ 
Her pupil glanced up; “Oh, yes, several 
“Have you practiced it lately?” 
“Practiced it? Why, no. I know it. 
That isn’t necessary.” 
“My dear, it is necessary. Your Prelude 
is one of the best pieces of music in its 
class and is therefore worthy of a perfect 
performance. It is a number into which you 
must grow. I expect you to continue prac¬ 
ticing and working on sel“ °°J 
stipulating any time when you may 
- 
“B* may practice, now and then that 
Prelude for ten years, and still not play it 
as well as it can be played. . 
“Dig out the best of your old numbers 
every now and then, and practice them 
again, using the big tone, and trying new 
effects. And remember this: never drop a 
worth-while composition, for its interpre¬ 
tation can always be improved. ^No artist 
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An Autograph Letter Recently Received from Professor Berger 
V 
The Saxophone Family 
“The saxophone is no youth,” remarks you see ordinarily when there are thr 
Henry Osgood in The American Mercury, players are two alto saxophones and 
Ingenious Adolfe Sax invented it about tenor; if there is a nnartot tu c • 
1840; in 1844 a forgotten Parisian com- baritone. They all have bent-baSmouti 
orhisnaioneg-fo?gottennorp°eras; in ‘lMS* ou^5Whe^oL^mfre3^ T* Uf 31 
was officially adopted for French military suddenly changes to a straight P'aye 
ba„*. I. was ,he„ „™. i, i,, 
a brass instrument played with a reed, one about half as lono- a, A„ aif 
Before that all reed instruments were of is little sopranino. They are all lT' * 
wood. There are- seven members of the ing instruments; that is thev soLh P° 
family ranging from the sopranino down quite different from tbo * “ 1,0 
to the contrabass, though very few of the written. °ne actual 
latter are now in existence, owing to their “Until the days of iazz tW 
unwieldiness and the necessity of having a iically no virtuoso savnM, ",as pra 
superhuman pair of lungs to play one. cause none was called f b 
“The sopranino can climb up to the bands (Sousa has carr!,^' ° milita: 
second G-flat above the treble clef; the years), they wander rmJtl * q!'artet fl 
baritone (the average orchestra has no sively about filling T an1 u.nol)tr: 
lower bass) can drop down to D below the harmonic background m en,nchinS 
bass clef. There is plenty of room to Massenet and Thomt Biz’ 
write for them. They grow bigger accord- as solo instruments it, C?P °yed the 
ing » the depth of «, vote,,. Who. ' 
“It is a poor use of liberty which sub- "Try to make some r i 
shtutes for art a new form of sulphuret- the registration of 1 l , variati°>' 
ted hydrogen.” —Sir W. H. Hadow. service.”— G. B. NevinC” duri'W 
T^mk 
Simple Suggestions to the\P 
Teacher of Small Children 
By Helen Tyler Cope 
I. Do not neglect developing , 
band along with the right! Many teJ; 
make this mistake, although we H,0,v !; 
left muscles are harder to control and * 
urally weaker. 
II. Study each child’s nature to W, 
its special likes and interests. %a 
the first pieces, be guided by this W? 
edge. The title means much to little ones- 
and pieces of technical limits to suit a|i 
can usually be found. 
III. Do not make the learning 0f the 
notes dry and too ’ hool-like.’’ fit 
black-board and class work once a week 
are more satisfactory and save time forth, 
busy teacher. 
IV. Use the followin. itelling gameanj 
see how many word- . li can find that 
can be formed by the i AT letters—at the 
same time placing the letters for notes on 
the proper lines and spa s, i.e., 
V. Never discourage hild! Sarcastic 
correction, impatience, never praising 
its efforts will utterly ri the most capable . 
teacher with a child. 
VI. I)o not give to< • 1 mg lessons. A j 
tired child will not a> miplish anything, i 
Frequent lessons of shoi In ration are best 
for beginners. 
VII. Strive to help ’ pupils to gain 
such poise, that they \ never grow up 
to know “stage-fright!’’ i rain them to use 
every opportunity to play in public, there¬ 
by gaining ease and ncr\. .ntroL 
VIII. Use -omc syn of rewarding 
them for promptness gular practice 
hours, clean hands and well-kept music 
as well as for good lc- is. 
IX. Make it a point : nect personally 
the parents, and to communicate by note, 
’phone or, if possible, a v visit, at some 
time duripg the term \ visit into a 
child’s home may chatig >ur entire atti¬ 
tude to that pupil; and "handle” chil¬ 
dren of this day a teacher must be some- , 
tiring of psychologist. 
X. See that a child ! nifortablc be¬ 
fore starting a lesson. Gold fee: and 
hands, a tight collar or .e. may worry 
cne and make a good ! son impossible. 
XI. If teaching at home plan the work 
where it will not lx- interrupted. The 
least confusion distracts a child’s attention, 
and before it can concentrate again much 
of the lesson time is wasted. 
The Long Vacation 
By Florence Belle Soule 
When the beginner in music st< 
studying for three or four months al 
stretch he forgets practically all that 
has learned. Likewise the pupil who 
moderately advanced loses ground v 
rapidly. Even a fully matured music 
notices the difference when he stops 
for that length of time. 
The difficult work of a teacher in trs 
■ng hands to play and in teaching !>ra 
to think and ears to hear seems entii 
wasted in many cases. 1 f parents and s 
dents would only realize that it is the r 
mar practice that counts, the activi 
engaged in day after day that mold 1? 
they would arrange their vacation t 
differently. 
We a'l need vacations. A change 
an-, new faces, new scenes and a i 
are essential; but the long, long vacal 
ooes more harm than good. 
THE ETUDE 
The Drum Major 
The First o, a Series ot TV,o Articles on the Drum Motor in the Military Band 
By J. BEACH CRAGUN, A.B., MUS.B. 
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FOREWORD 
The various signals to he used tejjUte drw are 
the regulation and, as might he “pcote^^ce 
tLtx: rs? sssf 
s,'°uU le Uvt 
in mind: 
The drawings (with a lew exceptions) show the drum major as the hand members s 
him. they being the ones to interpret hts signals. 
serving as “warning" and dotted lines the command of execution. 
t ne>j vniinhlu in the order of their probable appearance The signal commands are arranged rouohiy in ine ciuc/ uj 
i.d/xo y. n hnnfl far n. THiradC. 
1. ASSEMBLE 
THIS signal is given to assemble the 
band. The drum major goes to the 
spot selected, blows his whistle and 
waves the baton, as illustrated, to call ' 
together the musicians. The band falls 
in as follows: 
D. M. repre- D-M. 
sents the drum □ 0 □ □ □ ’T',7-°- 
stands facing the □ □ □ □ □ 
band; W. O., □□□□□ 
the warrant of¬ 
ficer bandmas- □.□□□□ 
ter and each n □ a bandsman. ,□ □ □ □ Lj 
The exact plac¬ 
ing of the various instruments is some¬ 
what a matter of choice; The band-, 
master stands on a line with the front 
“rank,” or line of men placed side by 
side. In a band with five in a rank 
the drum major marches directly m 
the line of the middle “file” or line of 
men ranged one behind the other. The 
space between ranks (from back to 
breast) is two paces, or 60 inches. The 
space between files (arm to arm) is 
one pace. 
When players are assembled, the drum 
maj or orders "Right-Dress.” He then 
corrects the alignment of the band (if 
neccssarv) by each rank and file sep¬ 
arately.' After this-is done, he takes 
his place at the head of the band, stand¬ 
ing at attention, facing forward, as 
shown in Fig. 2. 
2. STANDING AT ATTENTION 
A FRONT instead of back view is 
shown, since the signal involves no 
command of execution and concerns 
only the drum major. The ferrule rests 
on the ground about one inch from the 
toe of the right foot. The left hand 
rests on the hip, with the thumb to 
the rear. This position is used mostly; 
(1) while the hand is standing at at¬ 
tention, ready to play or move forward 
on order; (2) while the band is play¬ 
ing, standing in march formation, un¬ 
der the baton of the baud leader; (3) 
while the band is being inspected. 
The decorative tassels of the cord on 
the baton should be so fastened that 
they do not drag on the ground when 
the drum major assumes this position. 
The military drum major is not made 
so decorative as is the case, often, in 
non-military organizations. In the lat¬ 
ter he may be uniformed exactly as the 
other members of the hand, while some 
change the uniform cap to the bear¬ 
skin “shako” shown in this picture. 
Other band ieaders or organizations 
prefer to add to the gay appearance of 
the band by the use of a complete drum 
major’s outfit such as is-shewn here. 
There is no preparatory command, and 
no command of execution. The'wnis^tie u 
to be used as little as possible. It is a 
warning necessary in 
semble” Ind "Countermarch,” but to bo 
used as infrequently as Possible at a 
S2T «STm^r^°dr Mit?yVna Fort 
sh r 1 to 1 o the ai 1 ' 0 '‘t’r<‘ss 
appreciation for suggestions.) 
There is no preparatory command, 
onri nn command of execution. Heels to¬ 
gether feet forming an angle of ^orty" 
five degrees. Body erect, chest lifted and 
front!16 (Wnllace^Meidell, drum major of Bloom 
Township High School, posed for pictures in this 
ifiSStSSS nine years ins tractor in Oragun 
\Z^rndasaaa<Mmtof^%ispnWshed ivories in- 
many recital pieces in the smaller forms. 
The military band is one of the fleldit in 
following ’are "some l^the bands*of which lie is 
or^has'been’bandmaster: Ohefdin College, Spear- 
/ c* n \ fitntp Normal, North Central voi 
feae University of Chicago, 122nd Field Artillery, 
With Field Artillery, Mountjoic Commandery, 
Englewood Commandery. Bloom Township. High 
School and Chicago Heights Elementary Schools. 
—Editor's Noth. 
3. FLAY (Standing, without moving 
forward) THE drum major faces the band, 
right arm and baton extended high 
enough for the back ranks to under¬ 
stand the order. He now is in the 
position which issues the preparatory 
command, “Play.” It is by all means 
advisable to observe the “warning in¬ 
dicated by the arrows in the illustra¬ 
tion. Some such “warning” is essential 
to any good conducting, especially in 
the playing of the first note of a com¬ 
position. This “warning” is not called 
for in army regulations, but is extreme¬ 
ly practical. No conductor starts off an 
orchestra without some slight motion of 
the baton serving in this direction. It 
is equally necessary in the case of the 
drum major. 
The drum, major then beats time for 
the band alternating the two positions 
illustrated, the dotted line position co- 
inciding with the main pulses of the 
music (or the first of each measure in 
. ordinary marches in quickstep time.) 
The motions used must be definite 
ones, especially the “down beats, ’ and 
must come to a definite “stop” at the 
bottom of the motion, at which exact 
point is to come the pulse in the music. 
Musicians find it almost impossible to 
follow any conductor without a definite 
down beat. 
4. CEASE PLAYING (Band 
standing still) DO NOT use the whistle unless nec¬ 
essary. The left and right swings 
of the baton should serve as sufficient 
warning to make possible an effective 
stopping of the music either at the end 
of the composition or at any time called 
for by the situation at hand. Only the 
well trained band is able to step in 
clean cut fashion with, possibly, a little 
extra “punch” on the last note, and at 
any time the drum major may desire. 
The somewhat elaborate warning sig¬ 
nals shown in thp illustration will prove 
a tremendous help in this direction. 
They are not called for by the training 
regulations of the United Stales Gov¬ 
ernment, but are traditional and in wide 
spread use among army and civilian 
bands. 
When the band does not play to the 
end of the composition, the musical ef¬ 
fect is far better if the drum major 
stops the band on the first or mam 
pulse of some measure in the music. If 
his musical training be insufficient to 
insure this, he may be given the cue 
at the proper place by the band leader. 
Many marches end on the first pulse, 
or beat, of the last measure. The drum 
major must familiarize himself with 
all marches to be used by the band, or 
his signals may not coincide with the 
music. 
J. BEACH CRAGUN 
3 ot the music. 
in Hotted lines. 
(Continued on page 732) 
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A NEW DEPARTMENT OF PUBLIC SCHOOL MUSIC 
Conducted Monthly 
By GEORGE L. LINDSAY, Superintendent of Music, Philadelphia Public Sc oo s 
The Junior High School Chorus 
Part I THE JUNIOR High School idea has The music teacher can make a happy There are many theories advanced for 
long been in the minds of educators compromise in the choral program by the care and treatment of the c ang g 
with a vision. Experiments were meeting the individual classes of a choral voice of the boy. Many of these tneorie 
made to supply the need of a type of group separately once a week in the music fail to consider that we are dealing 
education which would bridge over the class-room, and later meeting the entire school with just the average boy w o 
gap between elementary and higher educa- group in the auditorium. This plan is enjoys a lot of shouting in his play with 
tion. The pupil is going from the elemen- ideal as it permits both types of work in consequent detriment to his voice. We are 
tary school to the high school was faced music to be carried on. It is not neces- not dealing with boy choir ^ singers who 
with the problem of adjusting himself to sary to teach all of the vocal parts to the have been trained to sing “treble. The 
an academic atmosphere which was not small class group. Certain classes can be occasional choir singer or the exceptional 
altogether sympathetic to his needs. In prepared on one or two parts and the boy-voice can be easily discovered and 
so doing he was often the unfortunate real part work presented in the auditorium given a suitable voice part, 
victim of the clashing ideas of elemen- by merely combining the classes. In the seventh grade the voice of the 
tary and higher education. Many schools do not provide two average boy has not changed, though a 
The pupil who could not quickly adjust periods of forty-five minutes each in the thickening of the lower tones is in evi- 
himself to his new environment soon fell weekly schedule. Because of housing dence. This can be easily detected in the 
behind in his studies and quit in disgust conditions the chorus music often has to singing of the school assembly. In unison 
at the end of the ninth or Freshman year, be presented in the auditorium. Let us selections of a range from middle “C” to 
as it was called. The same pupil may consider a plan which has proven sue- two-line “C" the massed effect is rich 
have had a good record in the elementary cessful in presenting choral music to large and full and the singing of the boys is 
school. Educators tried to solve the prob- groups massed in the auditorium. quite prominent. When the range goes 
lem from an academic point of view by beyond the upper. “C” the boys drop out 
placing the teaching of subjects in the The Progressive Program 0r “scoop” down an octave lower. This 
upper grades of the elementary schools HP HE MODERN Junior High School gives the grotesque effect of the average 
on a departmental basis. This was a big -*■ contains classes of mixed pupils in upper grade assembly singing. The corn- 
move in the right direction, but it did not the seventh, eighth and ninth years of fortable range for the changing voices of 
change the attitude of the high schools school. There are six terms of work the boys in the Junior High School lies 
toward the individual needs of the grow- presented and the grades are numbered, well below two-line “C.” 
ing boys and girls under their care. 7a, 7b, 8a, 8b, 9a, 9b. This calls for six The boys therefore should be assigned 
The complexity of modern life has chal- programs of music on the basis of one the alto part in three-part selections for 
lenged educators to meet modern issues in for each term of work. The choral groups unchanged voices and the boys of the 
life-work and its preparation. They are should be kept separate in grade so as to eighth and ninth years with unchanged 
being met by the Junior High School idea, maintain a general program of music of and changing voices which are alto-tenor 
I call it an idea because it is not confined progressive difficulty. This is not dif- should sing a part which is similar to a 
to the actual work that goes on in the ficult to do in a large school of one thou- tenor part of alto range. Music of corn- 
school building dignified by the name sand pupils or more, but in the smaller fortable vocal range must be provided for 
“Junior High School,” but reaches out school it is necessary to have two periods all of the pupils, girls and boys We 
to the broader aspects of the modern needs of chorus or more weekly in order to must not forget that the girls’ voices are 
for training for better citizenship, in all keep a progressive program in operation maturing and must be protected from 
school life. It gives not only ethical and for each term of work and still maintain extremes in range. About fifty per cent 
vocational preparation but also provides a the large mass chorus work. of the boys’ voices are changed in th' 
background of-actual experience in the In the small school a different general upper eighth and ninth grades * 
right use of leisure time. program would have to be presented each 
. • tI. , „ , , „ term for the mass work. The regular Types of Music 
The Junior High School Chorus program could be carried on in part in 'T'HREE and four part music for 
p'DUCATORS appreciate the fact that the single class lessons. The average ^ soprano, alto and baritone or soprano 
music can and does play an important Junior High School chorus schedule calls second soprano, alto-tenor (or alto) and 
part in developing a happy social school for two periods weekly for the seventh baritone of limited range should be 
life and spirit. The value of chorus or :u'd eight grade pupils and one period for vided for the upper grades The sel 
massed singing in the assembly and choral the ninth. The ninth grade pupils who tions should be of short or moderat' 
periods is well recognized in the Junior are musical and sufficiently interested length, fairly easy and melodious It •*' 
High School. There is no doubt of the should be given an elective chorus of four only in recent years that the need of m 'S 
fact that choral work in large groups is Periods weekly. This should count toward suitable for Junior High School us 
most acceptable to the pupils and the high school graduation on a laboratory received consideration. This need '6 
school principal because of the reaction Basis of two semester hours or points of Being supplied and literature rm,Pr;l 'Iu-V 
m school spirit and camaraderie. credit. field is available. ® tllIS 
The handling of large choral groups The glee club can take care of the It is impossible to sing standard c 
which do not meet daily creates a prob- seventh and eighth gradd pupils who wish Part choruses in their original form rniT 
lem for the music teacher to solve. It to have special work in choral music. The tenor parts are of too extended ^ 
can be solved and large groups can be S‘ee club should meet in the club periods and must be revised This is T’86 
handled successfully provided that suf- or seventh periods. This is on an extra- °f the bass parts. There are , , tn’e 
ficient help is given to the music teachers, curricular basis with no credit. The spe- °f music to consider, namelv that'™ t{?es 
The music teacher can reach the individual c'al chorus or vocal ensemble could com- the vocal parts can be nrese t -®.w“,ch 
pupils best in small groups, and the organ- Bine with the glee club for regular or with the words in a rote read'" 7r(;C.tly 
ization problem is comparable to any other special work. and that which must be stndi d-g fashlon 
class room activity, but the music teacher because of the peculiarities nf 1I’tensive,7 
must consider the larger usefulness of Music of Suitable Vocal Range leading of the parts C V01ce' 
chorus ringing in the life of the school, tj'VERY PUPIL should take chorus The first type is of a ™ , 
ana he must sacrifice some of the more ^ whether he is musical or not. The nat.l!rc and each- voice nart • nt.raPUntaI 
ZTfi,Ve teachi"S ,of ®usic t0 the rank music selected should suit the grade and a melody. The second type 'is oiVu ^ 
and file of the Junior High School pupils, average age of the pupil. The pupils are monlc nature which has the main i c 
Elective courses are provided for ninth in the early adolescent years and the "ionised, whether it lies in thPt hSr" 
year pupils who are especially interested changing voice of the boy presents a real paT °r not Both types should be^ld 
m music; and music clubs are provided problem in planning a program of music “d twoT? accordinS!y- Unison song 
for all of the pupils who are interested material. This fact alone presents a strong S? .Satenal Sh°uld Be used fa 
m glee club orchestra operetta, appre- argument for a progressive program of chafed voJ sh'^d1 ,S°ngS for «n- 
ciation and other music clubs. material. gradfs 7aJ 7b anj0^ ^ Presented in 
part songs in which one part is in the 
baritone range should lx- presented in 
grades 8b, 9a and 9b. Songs of three 
parts with an optional baritone part should 
be presented in grade 8a, since the boys 
with changed voices are in i dence here. 
Division of Vocal Parts in the l ower Terms THERE IS a popular i that the 
singing of children should be up¬ 
roarious. An advertisement appeared re¬ 
cently stating the fact that rtain Sun¬ 
day School had “uproar; singing,” 
Secular educators also hold this false 
opinion of “hearty singing.” tivone who 
has had experience with immature voices 
knows that “it takes nine tail a- to make 
a rpan” and that it takes ma: immature 
singers, singing easily and naturally, to 
carry a part in the average cliool au¬ 
ditorium. 
Much valuable time can be used up in 
“trying” voices individually. Very little 
singing will be accomplished during the 
first four weeks if this is a'tempted on 
a large scale and much commotion will 
result from the process. 
Decide on a standard scheme of seat¬ 
ing; that is, one in which all of the pupils 
can hear at least two otlu i important 
vocal parts beside the one ing sung. 
Seat the boys together, cither i: die middle 
seats of the auditorium when they can 
be observed easily, or on the omductor’s 
right hand. It is well to alternate the 
first and second division of the girls’ 
voices in order to give all of ; girls an 
opportunity of singing first mid second 
soprano respectively on certain -elections. 
No girl is called "contralto and as¬ 
signed definitely to that part. Much 
trouble and complaint from : rents and 
pupils will be avoided by as uring the 
girls that the second part is " ccond so¬ 
prano” and in the lower soprano range. 
The music selected should confirm the 
fact, of course. In the 7a, 7b and 8a 
grades the boys should carry the third or 
alto-tenor part. This means that one-half 
of the group is assigned the lowest part. 
I he boys will do well with one part. 
Division of Vocal Parts in the Upper Terms 
I N grades 8b, 9a and 9b. enough of the 
boys’ voices have changed to supply 
a baritone part. The boys with unchanged 
voices should be seated to the left of the 
boys with the changed voices. Much 
three-part music for mixed voices has been 
"T® whlch permits the boys to sing 
8C. cr "'octaves without disturbing the 
.! S!cal cffect by an undue crossing of 
the inner vocal parts. This maintains the 
P inciple of keeping one part for the boys, 
shn, u i t lls type of three-part music 
barb d \ used- at least until the new 
haritimes have found themselves vocally. 
chamJ? d‘fficu,t to separate the boys with 
W £ -r °'Ces from *he rest. By sing- 
icf ” Un,son so"gs, such as “Amer- 
Voi’ces a he key °f F’the Boys with changed 
shoi.M 6 eas,ly de,ected. All of the boys 
or low r?g t08Cther °" songs of limited 
If the k°ge "B'lc the girls remain silent, 
will feel “elf ,aken individually they 
unnaturally f °us and often respond 
(.Continued on page 771) 
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The Tremolo—Accompaniment Chords 
n , T have an adult pupil who finds It very ttr- 
tTheWrBamet°pSpiiy has^Sffleulty InmoWnK 
le^^and jumps from a singl^note or^ctav^t ^ 
especially* the "'case^hen reading the music. ^ 
. nv wiu subscribe to Dr. JoBn- 
haps, for instance, man -‘music is the least dis- 
son’s celebrated bon m , eighteenth- century, the 
agreeable of all noises. Jn theJJ ^ as ^ art 
philosopher manner agreeable to the ear - 
of combining tones n ^ when musics chief 
. and“ 
(1) The best conditions for tremolo playing are 
applied to the right. 
for e’ach high note. Art 
make them forget their troubles.^^ ^ ^ ^ fiye 
Of course, as you sugge , nainting, sculpture, 
fine arts, of wBichffie other fo P _ definition must 
architecture and poetry. Any with in the way 
take into account wha . j managed, and 
of materials, how ^“f ^termls demands in 
How to Teach Chording 
E. L. G.: 
PROF. CLARENCE G. HAMILTON 
Professional Possibilities 
I am a young man of twenty-one, and^commenced 
1 prac' 
°to forget my ambitions and 
e substantial, so that i am 
•annot take more lessons at 
nv popular piece after rend- 
I have mastered a number 
of” the classics, ^asBP,thoven'sOpy 
Chopin's Waltzes. 1 “f/ving? and that a music ■*’£• jfsr 
My peopie “tell" nu 
to something n: 
present, t 
Ex.2 D u _D D U^j j ° 
.ri« falls <D) m sounding «h “•> 
rises (U) for each black key. 
Combine the motions de^”Be ^ “Awhile the wrist 
by rotating very slightly x ^ tr’em0io should be 
fi™“' ,h0”“ ri“ 
‘'StoTpracHco j* j-fSAt 
surest panacea for this trou accuraCy is depend- 
focusing of the hand over the 
sanAi a o. a.-sm'saa 
with the fifth hnger which shoM, 
with the upper chords unless it is absoiure 
as in Measure 4. 
I was much Interested In the- 
about chording, m tbe^ July - • 
been asked to t g ^ cChord8 and arpeggios 
Because I believe , piano. I gi'e 
ficciirs. Next I take som them glng ,t, play- 
such as Silent uu Here is where the "gift 
ing the pr<’p„'Ir inh f0r whlle everyone can play the 
“L^s aml arpjggio^'not all can fit tbe efiords to 
^However, they 
with keys and tones After ^au, ^ 
with a beginner is ^ a chord and Its 
and what is L“aJv the way, teach them to 
cS^ngf a maJor achordb to minor and the reverse. 
Mr” F G. will try my plan. 
In the second letter, note that the 
begins to teach chording only when the pup 
ten years old. She says; 
Tour questions anent chording 
1 TI) thBeeTa«sTtb1y MearTze°SeStudent with 
the(2k)eyB°e“aiise they teach to play chords more effl- 
Cl<?!)y- Because a a‘«fnt ‘hereafter d-^oV" 
come confused when be sees^a ^ro Plrerfd has had 
ThrTeerno?es,flrtbat0 tbe other two will be easily 
recognize 
After -SST/Wng tbee C8bordst 
theSnUthe right hand plays the chords on beats 3 
and 4, as follows: 
I should say that you undoubtedly have mmtal tMent, 
and that you have accomplished much m so short a time 
iut whether, under the circumstances, ypff cmild become 
a oroficient or a professional pianist is another que 
tion for the road to this goal is a long and steep one 
and’to traverse it one must be prepared to expend much 
“ aTS position in som^e^ 
W°rkclat.de to°UseTf "sSdy N’n^music. Then, if your 
enthusiasm still continues, Perhapsthe ^rw.ll Uter 
open for more intensive musnfal work. You 
young, so don’t give up hope 1 
Developing Speed 
do to develop speed? I am taking 
' My .teacher says that 1 . talent -goo& 
fast and fingers seem stiff and I cannot ni») 
clearly enough. . Bettv. What grade am I In ( 
Your lack of speed, I should say comes not from 
stiff finger? but from stiff wrists. If you have ac- 
SLe“toned , composition “ 
next thins to do is to give your attention to a penect 
»ri.t relaxation. When this condition ,a atOmed speed 
e„rci«. hone been 
giSn"n this department of T„. Emni Imok them 
”V.ndr^rm"S as — ^ 
and fifth grades. 
Let the hand move in a straight lme ^TuffloudsTes. 
to the chord position dbect y from the last note of 
Similarly, let it move mrec y 
each measure to the first note of the next. 
What is Music? 
I have had a mneh-disputed a^^ent ^ov^ tee 
definition of n'”s\c ..mTsic Vs one of the five beauti- 
f°„nilyaar?sf"r ^r/ou^Te 'me° a eleare^and more 
specific definition? 
In hi. book: Mto, ** Art mi* Oww. 
!in'.h. usnal sense of the. ton d*i,»n 
nrhJ ntnsie teafl, h - oto 
fact indeed that music-hke love aelectnci „ 
elemental forces—cannot be d > mcrclv the 
Attempts at defining music oh<*t expr«s mere y 
attitude of an individual or an epoch toward it. 
jz&i si. 
first in the kev o C, and eventually in all other major 
£ . MeaiShile, to’o, the pupil’s growing amiharRy 
Wffh fundamentals, such as the ^’^ .Td to^enUch 
sixths major and minor chords, is applied to enr cn 
the extemporized accompaniments. From the outeet, th 
use of the pedal is taught. If the child is not tau 
enough to reach it, he is taught to press with his foot 
on a stool, so that he may acquire the right technic. 
Exercises and Pieces 
I have a pupil whose mother thinks that he has 
lost tnteregtf'and teat 
exercises. She asks >"e vte?" 1 satisfle(i 
wnhtelnpdupTs work. What would you answer her . 
ercises, and then by applymg these exercises to pieces 
severity of 
4. wnrlv bv giving an occasional piece that will 
l'"e ,toe m£iP>£ ami Sm »«! ea«e Mb 
the pupil aud B's mother. 
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SCHUMANN’S EARLY 
SHORTCOMINGS 
Robert Schumann became one of the 
greatest of men, as he was one of the 
greatest of composers; but he was no 
plaster saint, and at the University 
occasionally got into financial scrapes, that 
led him to reveal some human weaknesses. 
‘‘Schumann’s frequent financial statements 
cannot be trusted/’ observes Frederick 
Niecks, in his newly published biography 
of Schumann. “The demands, trying in 
their amount and frequency, now and then 
embitter the life of the Schumann family, 
generally so loving and so mutually 
appreciative, and lead to interruptions of 
the letters and disturbance of the usual 
sweet concord. . . . 
..“Often the demands 
a matter of a hundred thalers _ 
Sometimes they border on the dishonest. 
Thus he writes to a brother to send him a 
bill of exchange, ‘but don’t tell Mother.’ 
And to his mother he writes not to tell 
The Musical Scrap Book 
Anything and Everything, as Long as it is Instructive 
and Interesting 
Conducted by A. S. GARBETT 
PEACE—BOUGHT AND PAID 
Puccini, composer of “Madame Butter- gation of Charity at Rome, arrived ... _ ns 
fly” and others of the most successful registered package their landlord always ^vVhen 1 
trifles but 0peras of modern times> !)ad the usual managed to be present and extracted 
A characteristic story of Verdi js... 
in "Memories of a Musician” by Win, | 
Ganz, showing how the composer ? 
“Trovatore” and “Rigoletto” was forced t 
seek respite from the consequences of h° 
own tunefulness. 
“A friend of mine who went to 
Verdi when he was staying in a vj]ja e 
Moncalieri found him in a room which 
Verdi said, was his drawing-room—and 
bedroom combined, adding, T have two 
other large rooms—but they are full 0f 
things that I have hired for the season.’ 
"Verdi threw open the doors and showed 
- - collection of several dozen piano. 
experiences of poverty in his student days 
in Milan. In the new edition of Nathan 
Haskell Dole’s “Famous Composers,” an 
admirable condensed account of his life is 
'He seems to have lived a very regular 
arrived here.’ he said, ‘all 
“ ■ these organs were playing airs from Rio. before he would let them have the Trovatore and nlv other 9 
rest of it, and that was generally mort- from morning t0 night; 
gaged to their provision-dealer. - was so annoyed that I hired the 
“Occasionally they ran out £>f coals and wboie lot for the season. 1  has cost me 
order to hide their impecuniosity and about a thousand francs, but at all events 
his brothers of his application to her. and abstemious lif? says Mr.Tole^He cloak their pride, Michele would pretend I am left in peace. 
Wnrsp are. his requests to her *•***'» - 
wrote home that he ri -e . . , ... , . ... vviui iiu c ma.1
money for him to tide over the tune till and , d the ; 
his coming of age. As I said, his state-. 
.t half-past eight ne was g°in? off for a journey and his 
a while. At ten- friends would come down to the door ti 
thirty he had his breakfast and took a bid him farewell. He would return under *l,C l,llJ '' 
"V” = ^••umuL.uc walk, studied from one until three, played cover of the evening with his traveling- ,1T>B^LFE. and. 111,1 melodious 
trusted-for instance, the amounts of Uni- the piano again from three until fi when bag full of the needed fuel. Their land- Bohemian Girl are no. forgotten 
yers.ty fees, payments for language lessons, he took his dinner of cheese and lord objected t0 any cooking in his house, even m ,hcrsc davs "f t0"a d'ncss and 
tradesmen s bills, and so forth By the way, half a Iiter of wine; then before retir- but it was rather cheaper than to go to a strep,tous Russ,an Ballets Ihelm Ganz 
t for another walk. restaurant and they were put t a his “Memories of a an" tells u 
money wherewith to buy music paper, and used *° keep him awake 
this throwing it away, was a pitiable (about $20,001), furni'shed by the Congre- paper? 
trait in him. He admitted the carelessness erg 
that made him throw his money out of 
the window. But his self-reproaches and 
good resolutions never had any result— 
they were forgotten as soon as uttered.” 
“How many persons try to become musi- 
cisfhs without the first essential of musician- 
ship—mental application \”—Leschetiskv. 
THE AUTHOR OF '‘LA VIE DE 
BOHEME" 
In “My Recollections,” Massenet tells Us 
that he might have been commissioned to 
write the opera “La Boheme” which Puc¬ 
cini ultimately wrote, but that his pub¬ 
lisher refused to let him, on the grounds 
that he was too intimately acquainted with 
personalities involved. “I would have been 
’greatly tempted to do the thing,” says Mas¬ 
senet. Of Henry Murger, author of the 
novel on which the opera is founded, Mas¬ 
senet says : “Like Alfred de Musset—one 
of his masters—he had grace and style, 
ineffable tenderness, gladsome smiles, the 
cry of the heart, emotion. He sang songs 
dear to the hearts of lovers and they 
charm us all. His fiddle was not a Stradi- 
varius, they said, but he had a soul like 
Hoffman’s and he knew how to play so as 
to bring tears. 
“I knew Murger personally; in fact, so 
well, that I even saw him the night of his 
death. I was present at a most affecting 
interview while I was there, but even that 
did not lack a comic note. It could not 
have been otherwise with Murger. 
“I was at his bedside when they brought 
in M. Schaune (the Schaunard of La Vie 
de Boheme). Murger was eating magnifi¬ 
cent grapes he had bought with his last 
louis and Schaune said, laughing,‘How silly 
of you to drink your wine in pills I’ 
. “As I knew not only Murger but also 
Schaunard and Musetta it seemed to me 
that there was no one better qualified than 
I to be the musician of La Vie de Boheme. 
But all these heroes were my friends and 
I saw them every day, so that I understood 
why Hartmann thought the moment had 
not come to write that so distinctly Parisian 
work, to sing the romance that had been so 
great a part of my life.” 
RACHMANINOFF IN CALIFORNIA 
ir proud young gentleman failed to pay his . 
S T1 wafrthre?t«??i “His room which he shared with his of'ThTftT'to“throw the’ waTchful "padrone something about him of hui. - interest: ' 
with imprisonment and fine. How is this brother Michele and two other young fel- off the scent.” "Balfc used to sit up night com- 
s to be lows; was on an upper floor in a house in Like another Schubert, Puccini lacked posi"kr'" sa>'s Ganz, “a»d his de voted wife 
iving him 
dishonorable conduct of Schumann’s 
reconciled with his indubitable gentleman- Solferino. Often the luxury of a 
ntf ‘?y°f charactcr? He him- herring sufficed the four of them for sup- wrote his first published composition on stronK coffec- ' believe he e a thousand 
thL ftLj? ? f S pen When h month’s stipend of 100 lire odd scraps and tatters and torn ends of P0l’”ds <>» each opera from dessrs. Boo- 
|MP~ ' ' .~ sey & Co., but'he generally spent his money 
pretty freely, and 1 retneml r lie bought 
himself a carriage and lam. • d out into 
other extravagances; and he v.as about the 
yily operatic composer I ev. r aw riding 
about on horseback. Unfortunately he did 
not save for a rainy day. 
“He was a very pleasant and cheerful- 
looking man. In bis early 'ays he had 
studied singing in Italy and h : ,ung there 
on the stage; so he spoke It inn fluently, 
which came in very useful win a he became 
the conductor of the Italian Opera at 
Her Majesty’s Theatre. He v. as a first- 
rate conductor, and did tu t only beat 
strict t.me, as some conduct do (and 
their beat is like the pendulum f a clock!) 
but also showed sympathy with the singers 
by allowing them tempo nil and also 
ritardandos and accelerandos : they did 
not overstep the rules of nn: ic or sing 
out of tune. Being a singer himself, he 
knew exactly where to give wa\ to singers. 
Composing gave him no trouble; it 
came fluently to him, and he had the gift 
of melody, which, by the way. does not 
count for so much in the present day.” 
USING ETUDE DEPARTMENTS 
The idea of using Etude departments 
may be developed by introducing them into 
in Current Topics” discussion of musical 
cubs. This will be found especially bene- 
nctal to normal classes where the members 
are preparing to teach. The questions 
should be introduced as debates, each mem- 
oer expressing ideas that he would carry 
out if he should need to overcome an ohsta- 
c t o such a nature in a pupil of his own. 
o overcome the possibility of any of 
o,Lmember! readin8 the answers to the 
,'°ns asl<ed in their own Etudes, I 
-hould suggest that the questions be taken 
back* !fCk n,umbe!'s- ^ five or eight years 
forth SUC^ coP'es are obtainable. As a 
mem!?! suffgestion, you might have one 
one m u* tke! society obtain questions for 
fnr ti66 mg’ anodler obtain other questions 
tfie ‘t?eXt Teeti"K- and so on. After 
Tins remarkable portrait of the musical giant of Modern Ruvtin «>■> , , cussed tbH* have 1>een thoroughly dis- 
standmg m front of one of the giant Sequoia trees in the Golden CnT cf*1* should 'rid 11°"'’ °ffcring ,hc <|uestIonS 
Rachmaninoff is becoming, more and more endeared to Americans ^ poss,'bly opif up"^^' £,vc"’ 'v,’ich df7 
Master Lesson Upon Beethoven’s Sonata 
Prepared E^s.y for THE ETUDE by 
WILHELM BACHAUS 
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Pathetique 
Wilhelm ^Mortvim teacher q fessor 0fpnmoforte 
Alois Reckcndorf, a Moravian teacner r ^ This unusual 
jgffi f ^ he a\,e„a p.,m„ am. 
age of eight, his real debut itd not 0f‘the"pllnistic world. 
Rubinstein Prize at P^rtf °"e^p revealed intellectual and emotional poiver 
His public appearances m Europe revea astonishing technical 
of the loftiest order tours in America have, been 
equipments ever Pressed by P . Beethoven has brought him m- 
extraordmanly successful His ptaying. j 0/ the most 
ternational fame of the marks of the 
e TTJr yi i Si November issue Mark Hambourg will present a 
ZidZIZi Mi,i,ary Polonaise. 
urr\HE SONATAS of Ludwig yon 
I Beethoven, standing as classical 
A pillars in the great art of music, 
continually afford new opportumt.es for 
study investigation and admiration. 
“Beethoven was born at Bonn, m 
December 1770. The most careful savants 
teve tmd that a great deal of the early 
Hfe of Beethoven is surrounded by ob- 
I„ .her, i. 
as to the actual date of his b rth. lt 
may have been the 15th or the 16th. 
All that is known is that he was bapt.zed 
on flic 17th of December, 1770. His 
£Ur.h«r. Loui. vonB,,.h.v« (a»»rd- 
intr to the German authority, Paul Bekker) 
came from Holland to Bonn as a young 
singer. Alexander Wheelock Thayer, thg 
American biographer of Beethoven ha 
traced the orgin of the family to Belgium, 
coin" back as far as 1650. .... • 
“The grandfather, Louis (Ludwig 
German) von Beethoven, was clearly a 
very gifted singer and a musician of parts, 
because he became dhe Hof kapellmeister 
of the Elector of Bonn. From all ac 
L ! he was a man of great ability 
and high standing. This is noted partic¬ 
ularly here, because m most of the short 
biographies of Beethoven major attention 
is given to the son of Louis, Johann von 
Beethoven, famed in history for his 
dissolute habits and his cruelty to his son, 
the "rent Master, Ludwig von Beethoven. 
Students of heredity may be 'nterest^ 
in noting that the mother of Johann was 
addicted to strong drink, was separated 
from her worthy husband and died An a 
religious refuge. Ludwig von Beethovens 
mother’s maiden name was Daubacli 
(Thaver). She is reported to have been 
a handsome, serious woman, who attended 
to her household duties with great care. 
Beethoven was devoted to her and spoke 
of his 'excellent mother. She died 
consumption at the age of forty. 
Beethoven’s First Teacher 
un SETHOVEN himself reported that 
O he had given the major part of his 
life to music since the age of four His 
father literally persecuted the child witl 
study. * His first teacher (apart from 
family influences) was the old orgamsh 
Van der Eeden. He was succeeded by 
a young and good-for-nothing associate 
of the father. Tobias Friedrich Pfelf£er’ 
who because of his loose character had 
been banished from city ?^er C1 ^ 
Bekker states that Johann yon Beethoven 
would return home from wild sprees wi 
Pfeiffer and at midnight ‘drag the weep¬ 
ing Beethoven from his bed and begin 
a lesson which often lasted until morning. 
Tn this way Ludwig’s art was made a 
misery to him under the very eyes of his 
^“Beethoven’s next teacher was Brother 
Willibald Koch, a Franciscan organ s!. 
He then studied with Christian Gottlob 
Neefe, who was possibly the Sreates‘ 
influence in the life of this amazing child 
genius. 
He Visits Vienna 
i 4T T TE must now pass rapidly over the 
VV events of his youth; his first visit 
to Vienna at the age of seventeen, where he 
excited the admiration of Mozart, the 
beneficent influence of the von Bre"“ng 
family upon his general culture; the patron¬ 
age of the refined Count Waldstein, his 
early compositions seme of which were 
lauded by Haydn; his second journey to 
Vienna in 1792; his studies in Vienna with 
Haydn and Schenk and the severe Al- 
brechtsberger. In Vienna, his strong per¬ 
sonality and his great genius soon made 
him a lion of many notable social events. 
“Beethoven’s compositions when they 
first appeared were regarded as extreme y 
modernistic, almost as many in this day 
might look upon the compositions of Stra¬ 
vinsky, Bartok or Scriabine. For instance, 
Ignaze Moscheles describes his first ac¬ 
quaintance with the Sonata Pathetique. 
“About this time I heard from some 
fellow-students that there was a composer 
recently come to the fore in Vienna who 
wrote the most curious stuff in the world 
a baroque type of music, contrary to all 
rules, which no one could play and no one 
could understand; the composers name 
was Beethoven. To satisfy my curiosity 
as to this eccentric genius, I betook myselt 
to the lending library and procured a copy 
of Beethoven’s Sonata Pathetique. I had 
not enough money to buy the work, but 
I secretly copied it out. I found the novel 
style so attractive, and my admiration was 
so enthusiastic, that I so far forgot myself 
as to mention my new discovery to my 
teacher. He thereupon reminded me ot 
his precepts, and warned me not to play 
or study eccentric productions until my 
style was formed on more reliable ex¬ 
amples. I disregarded this advice and 
acquired Beethoven’s works one by one 
as they appeared, finding in them such 
consolation and delight as no other com¬ 
poser was able to give me- 
He Named but Two 
4 4TT IS said that the Pathetique and the 
1 Lebcvoohl (Farewell) are the only 
two of his sonatas to which Beethoven him¬ 
self gave titles* The sonata itself which 
was published as the Grand Sonata Pathe¬ 
tique for the Clavier or Pianoforte m C 
Minor was issued by the house of Eder in 
Vienna in 1799. It was dedicated to 
Beethoven’s important patron Pn™* 
Carl Lichnowsky. Unlike most of the 
classical compositions of that day, it was 
in minor instead of major. Of Beethovens 
thirty-six sonatas, for instance, twenty- 
six are in major and ten in minor. Of bis 
nine symphonies, seven are in major and 
“The brilliant French critic and novel¬ 
ist, Remain Rolland (author of Jean 
Christophe), finds it difficult to see wjiy 
Beethoven called this sonata the^ Sonata 
Pathetique, except for the ‘sad and dramatic 
introduction theme.' The same author, 
however, draws our attention to the fact 











that in 1799, when the sonata was pro¬ 
duced, Beethoven was just liecoming con- 
scious of the great tragedy of his bfe-bf. 
approaching deafness. Rolland quotes from 
a significant letter of Beethoven to one ot 
his friends: 
Beethoven’s Deafness 
4 4 4T LEAD a miserable life indeed. For 
1 the last two years I have complete y 
avoided all society, for I cannot talk with 
my fellow-men. I am deaf. Had my pro¬ 
fession been any other, things might still 
be bearable; but as it is, my ^nation s 
terrible. What will my enemies say . And 
they are not few! At the theater I al¬ 
ways have to lie quite near the orcbes‘Fa 
in order to understand the actors. I can 
not hear the high notes of the instruments 
or the voices, if I am but a little distance 
off. When anyone speaks quietly I hear 
only with difficulty. On the other hand 
I find it unbearable when people shout to 
me Often I have cursed my very exist¬ 
ence. Plutarch has guided me to a spirit 
of resignation. If it be P«ible ^U, 
will courageously bear with my fate bu 
there are moments in my life when 1 feel 
the most miserable of all God’s creatures^ 
Resignation! What a sorry refuge! And 
yet it is the only one left to me. 
“In this sonata, Beethoven saw fit to 
omit the conventional minuet (as he did 
also in Opus 10, No. 1). The work is dis¬ 
tinctly different in type from Beethovens 
later work. One writer points out that it 
is more the prelude to an oncoming tragedy 
than the tragedy itself. Beethoven s em¬ 
ployment of diminished-seventh chords m 
the introduction is in keeping w.th h.s 
apparent practice of using these chords to 
express sadness and pain. 
Interpreting Beethoven 
4 4T) EFORE making a detailed analysis 
D 0f the sonata Pathetique, I would 
like to make a few remarks concerning the 
interpretation of the works of Beethoven, 
in general. You will discover m the com¬ 
positions of Beethoven, even in his earliest 
■ works, occasional temperamental outbursts 
as are not to be found in the music 
of anv composer prior to his time. This, 
in combination with many stones cur¬ 
rent about Beethoven’s proverbial bad tem . 
per—which according to reports was sup¬ 
posed to have manifested itself in such 
incidents as throwing a chair or a plate or 
a cup at his servants, and other displays of 
uncontrollable anger-leads some mistaken 
students to the belief that they will catch 
the right spirit in which to interpret the 
masterpieces of the great romantic com¬ 
poser by playing certain passages with 
violent shakings of the head, throwing the 
arms about or otherwise punishing the 
recent edition o 
tonic!'and slioiiVd 'figure ‘neither in ‘ the e.lL 
’ r ;n the program. The only sonata tne 
title of which is attributed to BeethoyeTi Is 
i(nitnrnotc,ristxc Sonata” Opus $1, ti;auieu, 
Fabsence et le retour). The PathMque Son¬ 
ata was so called by the editor, with the tacit 
consent o£ Beethoven. 
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l comparabfe S wkh ^ thafh ol ^r^°rra®.nce nePhew- in which he dwelt upon the 'im- measures, to Beethoven’s quite evident pur- 
growling latdqg ShSr ^a truT£: °f 3Cale Study‘ pose to have the dynamic force develop 
pretation of the real power and majesty The Printed Plan with increasing intensity, reaching 
of the Titan Beethoven. *4tT IS this whirl. = u ■ a ■, . of the wave upon the first chord of measure 
.“It Sh0U'lbe, Understood tha‘ Beethoven I the aft of musicafper f 0^'^ The f°Ur’ Tf*? “T- v A 
did not make Ins art the playground for Pointed music is nothing ™^an the b™ader1.*nd broader’ 3A 
any exhibitions of his bad humors. We composer’s design. It resemhL T Jt Sti" further dlmaX m the middle of the 
cannot >n; this age divine whattnay have tant manner, the architect’s plans Lent' 0" the S°htary A'flat “ ‘ 6 "g 
gone on in Beethoven's mind and soulin that the architect mu^buMinstonested a"d 
meeting the obstacles, provocations and brick or marble, while the musical * artist "In measure three, the student shou,d 
brought t0 him, by his servants mu^t erect with each performance a fairy take Particular care to preserve the tempo 
of tones which dissolve into the accurate,y> and not be deceived into exag- 
memnnVc _* ^_ _ geratiner the thirtv-second rest. Comoara- 
10 ni oy his ser a ts ust ere< _ 
and acquaintances, to say nothing of his structure f t s i iss l i t t r t i ’  t e i i t j 
f -therefore, it is not fair for us listener’s ories the moment thev are ting t t irty- r t. rap r - 
tn arlmAVtA grea‘.™as,cr- We have only played. The only way in which thev mav tlvely few studellts PIay lhis measure quite 
o admire the magnificent manner in which be preserved is by some of the olavine- d/ correctIy. as there is an aural deception. he emerged soirituallv _“ lc Playing de- * 
I he dot over the fourth chord (F 
minor triad), in the fourth measure, does 
t f T ser^ ' "thT^lavW X. 
e emerged spiritually and with greater v‘ces, such as the Duo-Art the Weite 
^ Mignon, or the Ajnpica° NcArtist plays^ 
TBEETULi 
as in those cases it is almost impossihi 
bring the first on the black key- with to 
feet elegance, and therefore the fi Per' 
must be 3, 4, 3, with the second I&A* 
the followmg quarter note Tu . 0,1 
phrase ' he 
mst at all times be staccato all four note, 
s also the three notes oteS| 
' ~tuuu wnicn tn mpico. o a ti t l  a - -„ ... ... ..
ie torrent nf Z?* St°r? °f p°nip?sitl°a precisely alike each time. not mean staccato. The chord should be 
-e of some nfSh-raay have AA d° the mterpretations of two heId just long enough to take the pedal, 
-e ot some of his mspira- artists more than . , .. . 
befell him. 
been°tli^source Tflome oTAAmsTiL S' mor Zt Jnterpretations of ‘ o feld just long enough to take the pedal 
lions. These were not mnnlfeA A • P ^ • "lore than approximate in their then both right and left hands should b. 
works, because of Ws *££&*£ SsTf t°h C°mp°SU’s notes his reIeaSed; In the nine-note group, termi- 
cess of laboring to refine and mould®** ioZ X ° ■ A® Same imposition. There- gating the run in measure four, the first 
ideas into the great works of art wv l is so T ^ T !“ musical interpretation four notes should be played in strict time 
will forever remain in their finalTeT does noT ml f 13 Undying’ Yet this ? 128th n0tes folIowed by the gr°«P °{ 
fected form, among the treasured posses ever seek to 3ny gr,eat mterpreters bve at a proportionately accelerated speed, 
sions of cultured mankind P ZZ n 1 exaggerate their mterpreta- The run should not be hurried 
. ns* un the other hand, they are con- 
Hurried Writing T 
4 EETHOVEN did not throw his to the composer’s meaning Notwithstand6 
compositions upon paper in a rage this, the variations in he human mtod’ 
or m a hurry. On the other hand he a"d the human soul toll. T Zlu* !no~t lf"Poraruy t0 “ajor, seem- 
labortously kept note books m which he lot- nervous and musculalvstl * g °f Hc Z ‘° Iose/or the tlme being its forbidding 
Ud down his ideas. He kept remoulding and tha‘ ^ N d’“ gr£3t aC‘er’ f0r ‘hc first th«e-fourths of the 
improving the themes and theTdevetep- '"‘pretation is different. measure but this is harshly contradicted 
ment painstakingly ridding them of all The Sonata’s Character immediatelv*dim“ished-seventh chords 
ignoble and superficial ingredients so that “AS ALREADY ,, „ , immediately following. Again, let me 
ln the end they become the very quintes- A acter of Son^ pZlZ^' tbe,char- , ge’ do not pumshHlie keyboard with vio- 
sence the most intense and exalted expres- bere' . The chords should be sombre 
InthiSya“ tHe ,ntr°dUCti011’ which. though onTylen anger ^ * WIth°Ut ^ SUggeStion of 
aloofness, a firm and grim dSSS STSc’Sp^ £*%£?% t£ “ing of the Allegro di molto 
metr~ ' This is E.H nr 2^5? 
nrhtlv 3... 1...... Maelzel. (hp ini...- . 
) . 
Beethoven’s Diminished-Sevenths 
“TN MEASURE five the composition 
1 changes temporarily to major, seem- 
m measures 52, 60, and others. There 
seems to be a temptation for some pupils 
to slur the F with the G-flat in the follow- 
ZET* v'"ic" mm '* *b”'“w> 
, . -v, “““ 111 ms worn will as- -- m-uuiu as r ~ob. Bee- 7, , 15 a wrong idea. There 
where Beethown^ *5 ,lofty PIane d’oven was for years an intimate friend of at°the ^ som?thing mysterious about it; 
wnere Beethovens works rightly belong. Maelzel, the inventor of the metronome i h Same tlme- if must be absolutelv 
p thf,-rda of my famous teacher, He labored to help Maelzel introduce his C ^ 3nd cnsp in touch> an even Piano 
thoveneC ?r hiS “°teS t0 the Bee‘ inVention’ but aftcr the two friends had perfec‘ rhythm (neither accellemndo' 
thoven G Major Concerto, One must seek quarrelled, Beethoven said ffWr i . 'lor crescendo in measure 141 
meat^mf.Ster works Mmself with the have any metronome. He that hath^rue A?1 Ch°rd “ measure 15 is still piano 
great spirituality of the c^nposer, suf>- f^mg will not require handf! Am u A'WayS remember Hans von kfl 
sap °’n’ f" '■ - - s ifXt?" ^ ™ sl. “r. 
1*2* W »pe*»p, mention tha, f^SSTS STSL t? T! ^S£T« fr „ 
anyemusicMaStery °-f-the technical side of sbouId be struck at once. Any sugg^stS experience m teaching pupiAtoAh61110'!,’8 
taTcondbin Ct0mp°Slt,on 1S the fundamen- oi raggedness here would desfroy the ’n Slgn ^escendo meant loud inAa r 
sr®“k i,s tet SL-ssf?!*' t xt trmr“ •» 
watch the pedal marks m this edition very decresce»do. It jg advisable tZLZ 
Outdoing the Player-Piano catodAervAa^fA"13^ haV® been indi‘ 12* Th f°r measures 11 and 
* *T E- SEEMS to be a popuiar idea “Z2^’ »"“• L^ " T” 4“ 
h. , ‘h smce *e Player-pianos of the' than marked The vlA pe<W. m0re however have a exaggerated. should, 
‘HT?houlfexicTsralIhakAdsaof liberties S**n insAnAtivefy measAfsiHo not At the° kfAr'd 
and distort his interpretations into wha 1 ed tion h W°Uld !.h'S be desirabl« ‘he over ‘he right and th right L g° 
“Of course, this is a fatal er^e , " or experiment under the teacher. I„ B-flat in measure 51 A faCh of th= 
mistake in the constrnrtinr. „ h d. be a ‘one blender; its employment is infinite w measure 57 all the P yed’ asmarked 
dent support anywhere the 1™^*“ ** a”d Sh°Ur'd be a subject for l;fe- should never ’be allowed^ thr,°ugh and 
hkely to collapse.^ Inl'mt mann "Any Penment °f ^ Seri°US ^ ^ tripIetS’ which “odd ml S***6 
wrong note ; th£ interpretationAf a piece! Use of Pedal TAT XT? ^ 
“THafterPfhDArL ^ h rdea8ed ^ ^ f 
pretatio0neofWa SApaTfro'mthe Tech-' g'AplA Pext PhrasT'which be! ""the followl’nl'noLATwimAbe'eAc A ^ 
meal mastery. The two form - • _>• ■ glns piano and ascends to an effective rr> ° 6 exceP‘'on of 
ible whole. Aeethoveds own"veA'strone TA f0"°Wed by 3 ^rcZdT The' 
v>ews upon this are indicated in hTs letter! Amt A" the same cxpressional 
° wh0 w“ ,each"' “""“""'s *4l™ m h aJfcXt'CS 
“There should also be no ncscend* i„ 
‘hose three notes, as it w‘, 11. 
weaken the significance of the expressive 
st da tones S3’ 54 a”d other 
nmlar ones The appoggiatm;, B-flat in 
measure 53 (and similar measures) comes 
°» tbe,bcat* "ot before. The whole passage 
s ould be played espressivo and cantabile 
not hurried; M. M. J = 138. The second 
s^‘M0f. the theme (measures 56 to 59) 
should be given with more tone and sig- 
ific^ice in the repetition of measure 76. 
from 8a'MVCn m°re so ia measure 80, 
brtL ! P0im the theme should 
broaden and become more tranquil in 
itAito rf"°!r ? n,Uch’ howcVt' ■ as to call 
Lu l da"d0) and diminish in tone to a 
next A0"'"'"'0 In measure 88. Now the 
ZZ f measurcs should be played 
pZo mCaSUre 93 ("«"»* means 
not / 'ery gradual crescendo, as it is 
The phrasing & ^ Until measure "Y 
Bx.« 
tohbehu!0rf0kS/a‘hcr ‘ocb'dding at first, is 
and mav it °?d more ,in a spiritual sense 
of the ha«aVC befn inspired by the thought 
the nhrl' agC P ayed on the violin, where 
as indS W°Uld bc actuaIIy carried out 
fectlv not ?nd would result in that per- 
of each A™ emphasis of the first note 
rU^ ArUVith-°Ut 3,,y ,h0Ught °f 3 
thoven seem» fThlS ls cxact,y what Bce- 
°f each o *° W3nt here; the first note 
a"d not tUp !obc struck with decision 
four mLAA held’ .in contrast with the 
a more * 3 lfecedlng, which still have 
the wholeH u character, indicated by 
be careful! d ba ^ no‘es which should 
“iA me"A A'T" their full value. 
on the seconH 3' there is a sudden Pian0 
passage hlrT u^Z^ The righ‘ hand 
Perfection and eve “ ^ practiced *° great 
like a ball mlA enness’ and should appear 
own welghA Tid0'Vn the bdlsldc, of its 
and B-flaf „U bass notes, C, A-flat, 
in measures 114 tn^ 116^*^ accentU3tA 
measures ll8 and , A Md stronger ” 
ers to put in ,u useful lesson for my read- 
ZclZZa marks themse,ves h 
THE ETUDE 
COULD I FORGET? 
To be played in tempo.rubato, 
with grace and expression. Grade 4. AIR DE BALLET 
Moderate* grazioso M.M.J=126 
OCTOBER 1926 Rage 13 7 
GEORGES BERNARD 
Page 738 OCTOBER i926 Dedicated to Prince von Lichnowsky the 
SONATA PATHETIQUE 
See a Master Lesson on. this movement, by the eminent Piano Virtuoso, Wilhelm Bachaus, on another page of this issue 
Abbreviations: Intro, signifies Introduction,R S. Principal Subject, S.S. Secopd Subject,C. Coda, Ret. Return, Mod. Modulation, Dev. Development. 
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THREE DANCES 
FOR FOUR HANDS 
No. HI UVT1TT 
SECONDO IL SC0TT 
A gay little *cher,o, in modern style, with a charm all its own. A perfection of ensemble must be sought. 
International Copyright secured 
the etcde OCTOBER 1926 Page 745 
THREE DANCES 
FOR FOUR HANDS 
No. Ill CYRIL SCOTT 
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GALOP CHROMATIQUE PUP ETULf; THE ETUDE 
. J# SECONDO 
Arranged from a famous solo piece. Not.difficult to play when once the hands are set. 
Presto M.M.# = 126 3 3 
FRANZ LISZT 
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GALOP CHROMATIQUE F“AomZop!.2ZT 
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BY THE GYPSY CAMPFIRE 
In characteristic vein. An excellent study in chords and“double notes’.’ Grade 3. m.l.preston 
British Copyright secured 
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CHOOSE YOUR PIANO AS THE ARTISTS DO 
CARRERAS USES ONLY THE 
IN THE loveliness and purity of Baldwin 
tone, Maria Carreras finds full range for 
the expression of her art. 
The greatest of Italian pianists writes, 
“There is something particularly beautiful 
in the quality of Baldwin tone; a quality 
which corresponds entirely with my inten¬ 
tions and desires.” 
For its enduring purity and resonance, for 
its perfect concord of tone and action, the 
Baldwin is the choice of exacting musi¬ 
cians the world over—on the concert 
stage and in the home. In any Baldwin 
you will find a new revelation of your 
musical dreams. Visit the Baldwin 
dealer near you. 
BALDWIN Uprights, $850 and up; 
Grands, $14.00 and up; Reproducing 
Models, $1850 and up. Convenient 
payments if desired. 
A SUGGESTION 
Choose YOUR piano as the artists do. The book, 
“How Artists Choose Their Pianos," will help 
you in selecting the instrument for your home. 
We will gladly send you a copy free. Address: 
THE BALDWIN PIANO COMPANY, CINCINNATI, OHIO 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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World’s first purely electrical 
reproducing musical instrument 
THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO., GENERAL OFFICES; 623 SOUTH WABASH 
- _ M WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO 
astounded at the unbelievably life-like 
music attained by this new method of 
reproduction. 
Demonstrations of the Panatrope have 
continued in schools, colleges, and be¬ 
fore public gatherings, until now more 
than four million persons have heard it. 
No musical event of its kind ever met 
such enthusiastic response and approval 
as have these demonstrations. 
The Brunswick Panatrope offers possi¬ 
bilities for home entertainment unlike 
anything before it. 
It has been called the greatest musical 
invention since the piano. 
For radio, too 
The Brunswick Panatrope may be had 
either alone or in combination, in one 
cabinet, with the Radiola Super-hetero¬ 
dyne. Thus it puts at your finger-tips 
all recorded music and the entertaining, 
To find a suitable name for Brunswick's „ ■ , . 
opposite page, we offer prizes wealing $5000 (ms“ument described on 
3rd prize, $500) for the best name submitted fr'2':$3000; 2nd P^e,$i; 
words, describing its music. In the event of a tie a nr—!? 001 exceedin« 
for will be awarded each tying contestant r„’ ! P ,ldent,cal w,th t 
midnight. Write fbr free booklet givi^^S 
qpHEBmnswick «** ^ 
'X'SlZitiSZtiZ 1 jnvenB°B which gives electricaltepro- 
certainly 'musical photographs. ’ duction to the new electrical records. 
The lifelikeness of this music 
Four institutions whose names are 
household words united in the 
development of the Brunswick 
Panatrope. They are Radio Cor¬ 
poration of America, General 
Electric Company, Westinghouse 
Electric and Manufacturing Com¬ 
pany, and The Brunswick-Balke- 
Collender Company. 
When this remarkable electrical 
reproducing musical instrument 
was first demonstrated in New 
York City and other music centers, 
it attracted more attention and 
comment than probably any other 
musical invention in history. The 
great metropolitan newspapers re¬ 
ported the first Panatrope demon¬ 
strations in front-page space. 
Critics as well as laymen were 
Brunswick tranairope & Radiola. Panatrope combine 
'with either 6- or 8-tube Radiola Super-heterodyn 
Finished in American Walnut. 
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Musical Achievement of the Age 
PANATROPES * PHONOGRAPHS * RADIOLAS « RECORDS 
New Brunswick Records by the ”Light-Ray” 
electrical method (music by photography) 
are now on sale every Thursday 
records. In tone quality and its ability 
to reproduce the entire musical scale, 
we believe this musical instrument 
represents a very great advance over 
anything in existence, save the Panatrope. 
It does not utilize the electrical equip¬ 
ment of the Panatrope, and its prices are 
lower, ranging from only $115 to $300 
(slightly higher west of Rockies). 
Before you buy any musical reproducing 
instrument of any kind, or radio, hear 
the Brunswick Panatrope, the Brunswick 
Panatrope & Radiola, and the new 
Brunswick musical instrument as yet 
unnamed.* 
Brunswick dealers will gladly demon¬ 
strate these instruments. If there is no 
Brunswick store near you, write us. 
newsy programs of radio as well. The 
Panatrope may also be used as a loud 
speaker for your present radio set, with 
musical results equally superior to what 
you are accustomed. 
This marvelous instrument is now 
offered in a variety of beautiful cabinets. 
It operates entirely from the light 
socket; no batteries or outside wires 
needed. 
Another triumph 
Brunswick has also developed another 
musical instrument, as yet unnamed,* 
for bringing out the music of the new 
Great Artists of the 
New Hall of Fame 
—those whom the present-day public 
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METROPOLITAN OPERA HOUSE 
ORCHESTRA 
Gennaro Papi, Conductor 
MINNEAPOLIS SYMPHONY 
ORCHESTRA 
Henri Verbrugghen, Conductor 
MARIE MORRISEY 
ELLY NEY 
NEW YORK PHILHARMONIC 
ORCHESTRA 







JOHN CHARLES THOMAS 
WILLEM WILLEKE 
—these artists find in Brunswick’s "Light 
Ray" electrical recording (music by photog¬ 
raphy) reproduced on the Brunswick 
Panatrope, the perfect medium for their art. 
THE BRUNSWICK-BALKE-COLLENDER CO., GENERAL OFFICES: 623 SOUTH WABASH AVENUE, CHICAGO 
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the superiority of any 
reproducing piano 
is assured if it 
contains the 





_TH[E MASTER'S FINGERS ON Ynnp ptamo 
L-. ,w -—-——_ Please mention THE tniian ~aa  
THE ETUDE OCTOBER 1926 MOUNTAIN ZEPHYRS 
A melodious drawing-room piece, in Tyrolean style. Grade 4. 
Page 753 
GEORG EGGELING 
Page 754 OCTOBER 1926 
s UNE PENSEE ROMANTIQUE 
q at.old-world flavor. A strict iegafo is required. Grade 3. EDOUAR D SAINT 
Andante cantabile m.m. J=7g 
t***to>, 
Copyright 1925 by Co. P, 
^ STATELY MEASURE ’ 
A.E.UJMLEY holmes 
Copyright 1926 by Theodore Presser Co. British Copyright secured 
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MARCHING SONG 
A vocal or instrumental number, (rood for indoor marching. Grade 2. 
1. 
Left, right—left, right, 
Not too fast nor slow, 
Left, right— left, right, 
Singing as we go; 
Chest held out above the toes, 
All the tricks a soldier knows, 
If we march in perfect rows 
We learn to walk just so! 
Refrain 
Left, right,— left, right, 
Shoulders straight and true, 
Left, right,— left, right. 
But with motions few. 
If we practice ev’ry day 
We’ll learn to walk the proper way, 
As we sing this roundelay 
Of left, right — left! 
THEODORA DUTTON 
2. 
Left, right,— left, right, 
Eyes held straight ahead, 
Left, right,— left, right, 
With an easy tread; 
Lips clos’d tightly, nostrils wide, 
Lots of breath to take inside, 
Always marching with a pride 
To do as our Captain said. 
Refrain. Etc. 
P 'V *6r,“,u1' r’P!,Ii”g »• HERBERT RALPH WARD 
Copyright 1926 by Theodore Presser Co. 
British Copyright secured 
One of the best “Cuckoo” pieces that we have ever seen. Grade 2$ 
Grazioso _ 
ARTHUR FOOTE 
Copyright 1926 by Theodore Presser Co. 
molto rit. 
British Copyright secured 
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THE FAIRIES’JUBILEE 
Good alike for teaching or for entertainment. Grade 2i. 
G- N. BENSON 
the etude OCTOBER 1926 Page 759 
the ETriDi 
Page 760 OCTOBER 1926 
By a favorite modern composer. A true cantilena. 
Andante maestoso 
To the memory of Theodore Preeser 
ELEGY 
R- DRIGO 
Copyright 1926 by Theodore Presser Co. 
International Copyright secured 
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song In lone-ly spot a-mid the throng: ’Twill make the way less hard and long, ’Twill make the way Ie 3 hard and 
long, God cares, 0 singthe song, God cares! God cares, Our Fa-ther cares! ] j Js I J J h. , J J Nr. k. adlibs 
Copyright 1925 by Theodore Presser Co. 
British Copyrght secured 
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bur-dens all left at His 
rtt 
feet, God < :ares, God c 
rr\ 
sares, He al-ways cares.— 









PERRY W REED 
When twi-light still-nesscalls you home X-gain, Whenthoughts of hap py yes - ter- days, be-fore you, 
With halt-ing step you lin- ger on the way; When weak with wea - ri ness your thoughts mglore. you 
rows,Each lit-tie care I’d glad-ly share with you; 
lv, And though it seems there’s noth-ing good norjtrue, 
I’d bring you glad to-days and bright to¬ 
rn still be true to you and to you 
mor - rows _ Re - number, dear, I l6ve you, love you,_ 
ly_ Re - mem-ber. dear, I ^love you, love  you,_ 
Yes, I do_ 
r 
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LAND OF MY HEART’S DESIRE 
JRoyden Barrie ROBERT COVERLEY 
Valee lent 
E E ^ r. r i 
Oi ^ 
f C lL - uu ♦ 1 * 1-:-—----=-m-i> hf -«---- 
The Singer’s Etude 
Edited for October by Well Known Specialists 
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to Make This Voice Department 
“A Vocalist’s Magazine Complete in Itself” 
Practical Singing 
By Homer Henley 
Page 766 OCTOBER 1926 
SINGING HAS a practical technic 
which cannot be ignored. Lately I 
read a review of a new book on sing¬ 
ing, written by a famous throat specialist. 
The review stated that the writer an¬ 
nounces what he evidently believes to be 
an entirely new departure in the field of 
vocal art. The principles of the de¬ 
parture are contained in the following quo¬ 
tations : “Real art lies in the true expres¬ 
sion of the meaning of the words made 
vital by psychological power, not by vo«al 
effort.” “The word and not the tone 
must be the leading factor in artistic sing¬ 
ing.” The book has chapters on “Correct 
speaking as the logical ground for correct 
singing,’’ and “The cause justifies the 
means.” 
The worthy medico adduces the voices - 
and singing of Caruso and Chaliapin as 
proofs of his contentions, referring to the ' „ ‘ ’ 
latter as one who has almost completely the .old school and the wild over-sliooting this seem difficult at first, the difficulty' will 
abolished concern for tonal effects.” The of the mark by the too extreme enthusiasts pass with but a small amount of practice, 
word almost’ in the last quotation opens- of the new. It will also be noted by the experimenter 
the door for much speculation. It must Psychology is too powerful a force to that the sustained “L” or “UL” between 
be allowed that Chaliapin is not alone in be left out of the reckoning by thinking the “AH’s” will sound greatly like the 
an almost completely abolished concern teachers. That tone-color and tone-qual- pulsing overtones of a bell between strokes, 
for tonal effects,” for any real artist, by ity reflect, to some extent, the mental re- The jaw will now not only be deprived 
the force of the urge of his art, must action to the sentiment of the words of the of its power to interfere with the tone, but 
iise above tonal technic in the white heat song is readily acknowledged by those it will also be found that the throat is in 
o interpretation. same teachers. But it is scarcely reason- a condition of perfect freedom and open- 
However, the foundation of technic able to suppose, by any of the laws of logic ness, provided that the “AH" which the 
or even of common sense, that any sing- singer is attempting prove to be a true 
ing worthy of the name can be done with- “AH” (the rarest and most beautiful 
out the preliminary foundation of training vowel to be heard in song) for this cannot 
of the physical units which are called upon be sounded without the throat being per- 
to produce the voice. In other words, fectly free, 
singing has a practical technic which —' ' 
THE ETUDE 
This exercise should progress by semi¬ 
tones from middle G to the G above, for 
sopranos and tenors; and from middle C 
to the D above for contraltos and bari- 
After the “AH" has been freed, four 
vowels should be sung on the same note 
must be there! Chaliapin’s technic 
surely under his every interpretation, as 
his public statements in an autobiographic 
story of his life attest; and Caruso was a 
life-long and consistent student of his own 
anatomy in relation to his singing, as a 
former book by this very same famous not be ignored, 
throat specialist admits. 
Any intelligent teacher of singing will, Independence of Tongue and Jaw 
of course, add his testimony to the im- pERHAPS ONE of the most impor- 
mense and indispensable value of psy- -l tant of the foundational truths of 
chology in singing and in the teaching of vocal adjustment is laid down in the _ _ 
singing; but I seriously doubt if these same statement that the throat will be comfort- LAH, LEE, LAY LAH - or LAH LO 
teachers would give psychologic force the ably open if the independence of the LAW, LOO. With these latter vowels 
entire credit for vitalizing either voice or tongue and jaw be established. This means the lower jaw is bound to move more or 
song, or both. that if the tongue can move freely while less, but care should‘be exercised to mini- 
As for the word, and not the tone” be- the jaw is in a state of unconscious repose, mlze that movement as much as possible, 
ing the leading factor in artistic singing, the freedom of the throat is assured. As When the. vowels are rightly sounded the 
there is certainly no new idea here, for a general proposition this will be granted vibratory sensation will be found to 
David Ffrangcon Davies, the celebrated without much demur, but the method of side almost wholly in the spaces of the 
Welsh baritone, who was a pupil of its accomplishment has always been a sub- skull, above the mouth-cavity. Not that 
Shakespeare and who later became vocal ject of the greatest vexation to teachers the sound known generally as “nasal'’ will 
the English Royal Academy of the voice. The following exercise, if be heard and felt, but that rare and subtle 
followed with exactness, will solve not sound whose production is confined al- 
only the problem of the open throat, but most exclusively to the voices of the great 
instructor 
of Music, published in London in 1906 _ 
book called “The Singing of the Future,” 
which contained an exposition of the also that of the stubborn, stiff lower jaw, singers of the 
identical principles of the book by the provided the exercise be done properly and The exercise here 
famous throat specialist. persistently. 
, . , , Select a comfortable middle 
Importance of Exercises 
N° 
id and a direct road—in fact, a short 
■ to the tone-quality employed by all of 
~ amt- 1IrAT,TT, vu.vt. On that note sing the sound of the great singers. Not that- if ic 
O ONE.WOULD expect to play the LAH (AH as in father), four or five one; that would be statng the case ^ 
piano by merely holding thoughts times, without allowing the lower jaw to fairly. Five, at least of the vocal "rmj 
of psychological exquisiteness and ignor- move, and using a mirror for a tell-tale, lead to Rom;.” ^ f0ads 
ing finger exercises any more than one The tip of the tongue should generously 
would look for a three-inch develop- brush the roof of the mouth from the back Singing the Initial Consonant 
ment ot his biceps through “expressing” to the front, beginning at about the soft A NOTHER exercise is based ™ „ 
; voire' f U g.estures' The sing" Palate and ending on the upper front teeth. A following proposition- If the initial 
° T° PrCC,seIy the satne cate- The sound of the long “L” or “UL,” while consonant of a syllable' or I 
g, .y, Without those proper exercises the tongue is traversing the roof of the sung as loudly as the vowel which f n C 
Which make for flexibility, dependability mouth, should be sufficiently loud to com- it, then the pHcei^nt oT thlt vL f 
hv tc" Urance’ tbe Slngmg voice cannot, pel a proper breath intensity, and should, at be forward. Relative loudness Lr 
norm 1 ,nature’ acbleve lts full and the same time, set up the resonance of the relative breath-intensity • and so the 1 P T 
normal development. head cavities in the same manner, as those intensity necessary to pmduce 'Snd” 
et us by all means admit the fact that* cavities respond to certain French sounds, sonant will bring a following vowM Y" 
at singers worked out their own At the instant the “L” or “UL” is ready teeth, Prov,dcd there be no lapse of hrea l' 
open into the widened sound of “AH,” pressure or hiatus of silence between th 
consonant snd -1 cen Tne 
some great singers worked out their _ 
vocal problems; and, having admitted 
do not let us forget to declare the equally the tongue should explode the “L” with a a the vowel 
important fact that these formed but a stroke resemhling the sharp fall of a ham- The consonants L ' 
scan en per cent, of the host of great mer on the side of a swinging locomotive probably the best to’ start win, i , 
i TLL f rr£ V°C tra''ning >ay *»■ Meed, the sound produced by this dental sound of E (as in se^ ilTf 
n the hands of their master-teachers. The device can be made to sound so purely like sit), EH (as in set) and A A (aS ” 
int'TAhe *“eT ^achers was ‘he tram- the actual tone of a bell that I have known will be found the most complaisant^^ ’ 
ing of the old Italian school of singing, persons in another room from the singer vowel sounds in assuming the W ^ / the 
based on obedience to the laws of respira- (especially in the cases of a high female tion of the voice These so*'YY1?051' 
tion and resonance pursuit of the beauties voice), to believe that a bell was struck, best followed with L ? rm 
of phonation, and diligent practice of scales rather than that a tone had been sung. (as in love) AH (as in L UH 
and solfeggi. At first little success will be achieved on in sat), AW (as in saw) Or' Y (aS 
trem«h ajways faI,.s be.tween two ex- the lower and lower-middle notes of the OO (as in stood) and OCWas*' 'Y° ’ 
tremes and we may m this connection, as voice. Notes around the upper-middle will in the order named After HSh°e)’ 
; look for, the .solution of the vocal be found the most favorable for the pro- • nants named above a b order Tst 
. N, and R are 
- -- —- - .-— ***v x^o
^°H YS0T ?rlbet7een th," Y hard; duction of this c,ear> effortless bell-tone, quence would be J, z'v’TfiTft jt 
and-fast rules of the fanatical element of Remember, the jaw must not move; and if F, H, K, P, T, S, and the buzzes - TH^V 
Z, and ZH. Begin the exercise on anv 
middle and comfortable note. y 
Let us take the consonant L and th 
vowel E to start with, and sing LE foi/ 
times on that note loudly (that is, WJ 
the degree of resonant vibrancy and in 
tensity which is in entire consonance and 
accord with beauty of tone; sufficiently 
loud to soar ringingly over the tumult 0f 
a great combined orchestra and chorus 
and still all beauty). L, then, must be 
sung as loudly as any vowel ever sung 
Also, it must be sustained three or foar 
slow beats before the E is sounded. It js 
important that this be fully understood 
for the success of this exercise depends 
wholly upon the loudness (and consequent 
intensity) of the consonant. 
If there is no cessation of sound be¬ 
tween the consonant and the vowel you 
will find, after but a few notes, that the 
vowel will ring on your teeth as it has not 
done before. Having done the LE on 
about six steps of your scale, progressing 
by semi-tones, go to the sounds of ME 
and NE. The M and N will be found 
more difficult to produce loudly than was 
the L, but they should still be done as 
loudly as possible, and the amount of in¬ 
tensity engendered thereby will compen¬ 
sate for the lack of volume. The R 
should be rolled, as in the case of the 
other consonants, for the space of four 
slow beats. 
It will be found that the succession of 
the vowels, arranged thus, is the order 
most favorabjc for bringing them all upon 
the upper front teeth. A surprising de¬ 
gree of ease in the forward placement of 
the voice will follow the practice of this 
exercise and a corresponding ease and 
comfort in the regions of the throat, jaw 
and tongue. Songs may now be under¬ 
taken and the application of the principle 
of the loud consonant ushering in the in¬ 
tense vowel, in exactly the same place, 
will be found to function with words quite 
as readily as in the exercise. It is, of 
course, understood that the exaggeration 
necessary for the success of the exercise 
should be gradually cut down (as mastery 
of the principle is gained) to limits con¬ 
sistent with tone-intensity and beauty. 
Applying Principles in Scale Practice 
WHF'N A FAIR working knowledge 
of the two above principles is 
gained, both should be used in every form 
of scale practice. Let the first note of 
every scale lie comfortably and freely 
produced by the throat-opening and 
jaw-loosening principle of the first exer¬ 
cise, and vowels brought on the teeth with 
the aid of the second, and then see to it 
that every succeeding note of the scale 
be kept in a like state of freedom and im¬ 
pingement on the teeth. 
Great vocal principles are simple things; 
so simple as to appear platitudinous to the 
unthinking. But it is the very facile cock¬ 
sureness of the persons to whom “a little 
knowledge is a dangerous thing” that pre¬ 
vents them from recognizing that great 
truths are nearly always cast in the mold 
of simplicity. The old Italian masters of 
song said very little in the brief bits of 
wisdom they passed on to posterity, but 
what they did say was golden. 
The world has lamented the “lost art of 
Italian bcl canto,” when that art, so far 
from being lost, has been before it always 
m the simple wisdom of the few great 
truths laid down by Tosi, Porpora, Agri- 
cola, Pacchiarotti, Crescentini, De Badly, 
Laccini and others. The whole of bcl 
canto is there; always has been, and al¬ 
ways will be there. 
Bel canto is to be attained neither by 
taking thought only, nor by beautiful and 
expressive pronunciation only. (Though 
Johann Adam Hiller, the greatest teacher 
« his time, did say, “well spoken is half 
Yu } JW canto can be attained if ‘he 
pupu will recognize the vital importance 
T0 ETUDE 
the enduring truth of the words of long practiced pure intonation, sustained 
p11- r Tosi, written at the end of the notes, trills, phrases, and well-expressed 
venteenth century words as vital and recitative, and considers that the master 
!Le to-day as they were then— e voice cannot aiways ]-,e beside him, then he 
tn cultivated by a correct per- , ,, . 
sh0Uld P of exercises in agility. Then should recognlze that the best smger in 
formal ^ command of the singer tbe world must ever be his 
if w^jj oCCasions. When a beginner has his own master.” 
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The Nose Sings, Too 
By Charles Tamme 
The nose should sing every note. It 
should sing with the most delicate pianis- 
■ 0 as Well as with the strongest fortis- 
■ no It is needed with the tenderest 
expression as well as with the most dra¬ 
matic climax. Bcl canto and cantabtlc 
cannot exist; staccati are useless; and 
marcato and martellato are only strenuous 
physical efforts, without the singing nose. 
The great difficulty in establishing a 
singing nose is not in the learning how 
-this is comparatively simple—but ill 
persuading the singer to be willing to 
sing in this way. For when he tries 
it at first, his > "ice sounds rasping and 
ugly to himseli. 
The reason : r this is partly because 
the voice usually is rasping and ugly in 
the first crude mtempts, and also because 
the singer finds it hard to adjust his 
sense of hearing to the great difference 
between the voice as heard without res¬ 
onance or with very little nasal resonance, 
and his voice heard with a maximum of 
nasal resonance. 
Perseverance is the important precept 
here. In time the student realizes how 
much easier it is to sing this new way; 
how much sweeter and more brilliant 
the voice becomes; how much greater 
is its carrying power! 
Though nasal resonance is often recog¬ 
nized and established by a sense of feel¬ 
ing, listening for it is generally the most 
satisfactory way. For nasal resonance 
causes a cerium quality of tone rather 
than a sense o: feeling, except, perhaps, in 
the very hen inning when it is hard to 
distinguish between the two. 
Some singer -. in seeking for the singing 
nose, form the habit of singing through 
the nose. This is a habit comparatively 
easy to correi :. and a much milder fault 
than the one of singing almost entirely 
without nasal resonance. 
The word "viorating” is probably more 
accurate than the word “singing” in de¬ 
scribing nasal resonance; but for all prac¬ 
tical purpose:, it is best that the singer 
should think of his work entirely in terms 
of singing rather than in terms of vi¬ 
brations or noises. 
First attempts at nasal resonance some¬ 
times cause dizziness. Such a state, how¬ 
ever, is not of a lasting nature. 
There are exercises especially helpful 
in encouraging the nose to sing. The 
best mechanical approach is by sustained 
vocalization with S or o on all the notes 
in1 the singer’s voice. The nasal con¬ 
sonants n and m used in connection with 
these vowels further help the singer to 
find the way. After using ee and a, as 
above, it is good to use ah. Another simple 
exercise is to take the first five notes of 
the scale and sing, up on ee or a and down 
on ah. 
Memory is of great help in establishing 
a singing nose. When this way of sing¬ 
ing has been found.on ce or a, the student's 
memory tells him how the nasal resonance 
feels or sounds on these vowels and thus 
helps him to acquire the same on his 
other vowels. Also 'by means of his 
memory, he is able to retain the ability 
to make his nose sing. 
There is one important warning in con¬ 
nection with the singing nose-—to be sure 
not to mistake some contraction of the 
palate, or of the tongue or a tense throat 
for the singing nose. The sounds are 
somewhat akin. But the sound produced 
by contracting the palate, the tongue or 
the throat is usually tiring work, whereas 
with the singing nose it is easy. Look in 
the mirror and avoid all outward signs 
of strain. Be sure you are right. Then 
go ahead! 
Once this resonance is obtained, it should 
never be absent from any tone in the 
voice. Every note should be attacked 
with nasal resonance. Deeper resonances, 
as, for instance, from the chest, may he 
added, as desirable or necessary; but fore¬ 
most and always there must be the res-' 
onance in the nose. 
Some Vocal Helps 
By Eutoka Hcllier Nickelsen 
1. Take position before the introduction S. Enunciate clearly. 
is begun to be played.' 6. (a) Breathe properly, (b) Sing m a 
2. If using music do not forget to take free, easy manner, 
the eyes from the printed page. _ 7. Sing on pitch. 
3. If singing from memory, keep m g Avoid the trem0i0. 
mmd the correct position of the hands. suitably for the occasion. 
A «. 
greatest appeal to the heart of the listener, has completed the numbe . 
“The greatest dramatists of the ivorld— 
drama’ being used in its accepted sense of 
something that can excite one and emotion- 
ally sweep one off one’s feet—I regard not 
as the playwrights Euripides, Shakespeare, 
Ibsen, and company, but as the musicians 
Wagner and Mozart.”—Hubert Griffith, 
Dramatic Critic. 
NEWCQURSE of SINGING 
by CORRESPONDENCE 
Including Voice Culture, Sight Singing and Mu- 
81cal Knowledge. A thorough, practical course. 
^malWncmtbly paymcnM.9PSend lor Pr«jpectus. 
Sm™LFRED WOOLER, MUS. DOC. JwiTE a. in Cleveland avenue, Buffalo. N. V. 
UNIQUE voice training 
By W. P. Schilling 
NEW^bockju.t Jres{5n^«rnea-U™ 
"'7 Smger" Sow ^Tbne—Save Money. Secure a 
Price, $5.®»-,P^e 
d the hear 
hnn'it by_tl 
-ETi-T 
w. p. SCHILLING 
Music Publisher 
131 w. 23d Street - * N' 
(Also private instruction, terms reason 
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More than 125 teachers of world-wide reputation. Private 
lessons only or courses leading to Teachers’ Certificates, 
Graduation and Degrees in Piano, Voice, Violin, Cello,5 
Church Organ, Movie Organ, Theory, Public School Music’ 
Dramatic Art and Expression, Toe, Ballet, Interpretative 
and Classical Dancing, School of Opera, all Orchestral In¬ 
struments, Chautauqua, Lyceum, Concert and Languages. 
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FREE FELLOWSHIPS 
(Two Private Lessons Weekly) to be awarded to the students who 
after an open competitive examination, are found to possess the 
greatest gift for playing or singing. 
PROFESSIONAL DEBUTS, 
ENGAGEMENTS and SITUATIONS 
Public debuts will be given artist students in Central Theatre, Chi¬ 
cago, when they are ready to commence their public careers. A 
special bureau established in the College will assist artist students 
in obtaining professional engagements. Graduates who have quali¬ 
fied as teachers will be assisted in securing situations without charge 
to teacher or employer. 
STUDENT DORMITORIES 
Artistic and sumptuous dormitory accommodations for men and women in 
college building. Piano furnished with each room. Prices reasonable 
Make reservations now. 
COMPLETE WINTER CATALOG ON F 
CARL D. KINSEY, Manager 
!0E. VanBurenSt. Chicago 
A Conservatory Pledged to the Highest Artistic Standards 
SCHOOL of THEATRE 
ORGAN PLAYING 
Frank Van Dusen, Director 
Faculty selected from leading theatre organists of Chicago. School 
equipped with ten excellent organs of modern Theatre Type, including 
Unit. Lessons and Practice before the Screen in the School’s Little 
Model Theatre. 
ELEMENTARY COURSE—Includes pedal studies, exercises for indepen¬ 
dence of left hand and feet, all styles of touch, registration, adaptation of 
piano and orchestra music to organ, repertoire, jazz. 
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violin music for organ, selection of music to fit all moods of picture, im¬ 
provisation, effects, jazz, cueing picture and lessons before the screen 
which include playing of News Weekly, Feature, Comedy, Cartoon and 
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Free Scholarships—Write for particulars 
Send for Catalogue—Address Secretary 
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One of America’s Finest Institutions 
Devoted to Education in Music 
Fully accredited courses leading to 
CERTIFICATES, DIPLOMAS 
and DEGREES 
By Authority of the Stale of Illinois 
Training in the following departments: 
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'mal Training, Public School Music.' 
Scf Ensemble^Orchratm^pSSio °1 
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COLUMBIA SCHOOL OF MUSIC 
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Ramon B. Glrvtn, Director 
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A Complete Curriculum of Mi,s„ ,1 Instruction 
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Master Lesson Upon Beethoven’s Sonata Pathetique 
By Wilhelm Bachaus 
(Continued from page 736) 
age from measure 223 to 290, as it. that much, the hero has a few moments of 
^ ® nds with the passage in the first real joy and the measures 112-120, have 
^Tof the Allegro, which I have marked certainly some likeness to a little boy roll- 
$rt, ,jy ing himseif down a hill on a fine summer’s 
eaSure 297, we find the resumption day. However, in measure 121, he picks 
the Grave. In 297, 298, 299 and 300, himself up in a second, for some new 
b passage should be cumulative in in- heroic effort, of which the chord in meas- 
™e S an(j jn measure 299 it might even ure 134 is the final blow, fortissimo. (The 
tenSI r^,issible to become broader in tempo, repetition seems to be indicated more by 
u Pe ver there should be no further adherence to the old-fashioned form than 
. ’jn measure 300. The concluding by inner necessity and is better ignored.) 
descending, chords in measures 299 and Now, Tempo I, Grave. Opposition is 
“L..1H he nlaved with beautiful legato still there, threatening three times, and 
H decrescendo. ' three times the pleading theme is heard, but 
“The measures 301-304 should be again this time not with greatest intensity the 
• without accelerando or crescendo, third time, but retiring into pianissimo, as 
W..1 ,atter is n rved for measures 305- if the hero had recognized that only effort 
Wand works tr.n as follows: would help, and pleading be of no avail. 
T an , „__ And new efforts are made (Allegro molto). p m/ \ / —= I I f 
305 307 
meaning and the effect of this quick c 
scendo, if you wuv to start it before meas- 
Some haunting fears and doubts (measures 
. . 69-72 and 77-80) have to be conquered by 
“It is obvious that it would spoil the {he pilrase jn measure 83 repeated three 
times. A run of 8 measures leads to the 
recapitulation of the principal subject of the 
i„ Allegro, which we have called ‘the theme of 
“In order to rt capitulate, I would like jt ioses some 0f ;ts sternness by 
to add a few words suggesting a poetical the mocjulati0u into D-flat from measures 
analysis of thi- movement, as it has forced 209-212, which passage is repeated three 
itself on my ir 1. 1 he opening theme tjmes with growing intensity. This leads 
(measure 11 <li - in two sections, namely once morc ;nto the passage of tender 
the forte chord and the pleading motive. , thoughts (the mordente episode) and 
"Let me sua the name ‘opposition through renewed activities with the two cli- 
forthe forte cl i, and it will then appear maxes t0 the feeling 0f exhilaration from 
that the hero P i opposition in Ins way measure 279. The theme of attack again 
right at the stir and he tries to conquer it jeac]s j.Q a gran(j climax in 296. Now fol- 
by pleading. I ■ repeats three times, the jow four measures of the greatest signifi- 
pleading the third time being the most in- cance Opposition apparently being entirely 
tense by virtue i dynamics, tonal height overcome> measures 297, 298, 299, each be- 
and repetition. We will notice the number gjns wj£b absolute void. All the same, the 
3 playing quite an important part as we piea{jing theme appears three times with 
go on. In measures 5, 6 and 7, we find increasing intensity, in fact the third time 
the pleading tin me again, three times with wjtj1 greater intensity than ever before, al- 
increasing intensity interrupted by oppos- most an outcry, as if the loneliness of the 
S> L victor was even harder to bear than oppo- 
mg forces (to the rhythm k f\ thrice sjtion and struggle, a touching illustra- 
of the solitude, of greatness. Still, 1 
repeated). This 
d J • 
s the last time the opposi- quote Schiller, the strong man is mightiest 
by himself, and the movement closes with 
an overpowering assertion of strength. 
"Although the Sonata Pathetique bears 
the early opus number 13, and is a work of 
Beethoven’s first period, written before the 
age of thirty, the intensity of its appeal is 
tion speaks in fortissimo, and it seems to 
retire exhausted for the time being. The 
hero sets to w :,rk right away (Allegro di 
molto e con hr in) with the theme of at¬ 
tack (measures !1 to 15) which means un¬ 
ceasing toil, and already in measures 38 -— --- - ... . 
and 42, we seem to hear parts of some so strong that we can only put it u 
Chinese wall falling down, and more so in with his greatest master works, 
measures 45. 46. 47 and 48. This is where "Concentrate all the energy j^hic aud 
the hero relaxes in his work, given to more physical, you have on e n , 
tender reflections. The phrase 
Ei.6 
appears three times up to measure 71 and 
then is followed by the phrase 
m three repetitions, intensified each time 
the change in key. Still the rest can be 
on'y temporary and work begins again in 
Pleasure 89, at first piano and carefully, 
inn workin£ to a climax in measures 99- 
. A new start is made and a higher 
Umax reached in 111-112. Having achieved 
which should be struck with vehemence 
and strictly together—striking the chords 
from a distance above the keyboard, with 
a combined movement of lower arm and 
wrist, which will bring the Sonata to a ma¬ 
jestic and significant close.” 
Self-Test Questions on Mr. Bachaus’s Article 
1. IVhat was the character of Bee¬ 
thoven’s grandfather? 
2. How. did Moschclcs obtain his first 
copy of the Pathetique? 
3. What was Beethoven’s method of 
composition? 
4. Outline the execution of the intro¬ 
ductory Grave of this sonata. 
5. What do crescendo and diminuendo 
infer? 
6. What was the ‘‘period of the com¬ 
position of the Pathetique; and how does 
it rank among the composer’s sonatas? 
. Not entirely is the utilisation of music 
1 our work processes a matter of senti- 
Wit. Rather, to a considerable extent, 
es it serve materially to increase out- 
a’ld lobring about what may be termed 
; substantially improved industrial spirit. ’ 
—Hon. James J. Davis. 
“The evolution of the Sonata form was 
the greatest 'triumph of design in music. 
This was not accomplished by any one 
man or at any single time or place. It 
is the consummation and concentration of 
all the greatest and the best of musical 
geniu. -S» DAN Godfrey. 
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Those Waiting 
Moments 
When nerves are tingling, muscles 
taut, mouth and throat dry — 
Then it is that the nerve-soothing, 
mouth-refreshing, throat-clearing friend¬ 
liness of Wrigley’s Chewing Sweets 
comes into play* 
Wrigley’s is used and recommended 
by singers and speakers who like all 
other workers find it a helpful aid as 
well as delicious refinement* 
These services that Wrigley’s gives 
— like clearing the breath after eating 
or smoking — cleansing the teeth— 
improving mouth hygiene —make the 
use of Wrigley’s an aid to refinement 
and a mark of good breeding* 
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to a successful 
future. 
ORE you interested in teaching music? 
OT- In the concert field? In theatre organ 
playing? In Public School Music? These are 
a few of the professional fields for which we 
can prepare you. We assure you an open' 
ing in your chosen line as soon as qualified. 
Teaching 
Students preparing with us for 
teaching may take positions in 
our Extension Branches, of which 
there are more than one thousand 
located all over the country, or in 
our Chicago Neighborhood 
Branches, of which there are more 
than thirty, with others in process 
of establishment. 
Those who come to us with 
previous training and experience 
can very quickly qualify to take 
positions in our Chicago Neigh' 
borhood Branches, thus gaining 
further experience and earning 
money for their own study. 
Theatre Organ 
Since the establishment of our 
Theatre Organ Department, we 
have trained and placed organists 
in positions with salaries starting 
from $85 to $100 a week. 
Students of piano and organ, 
who have developed instrumental 
technic and musicianship, can pre- 
pare to meet the requirements of 
theatre playing in a very short 
time. Good openings are assured. 
Concertiging 
Chautauqua and Lyceum tours 
offer salaries of $40 to $100 week' 
ly. Concert engagements are usu' 
ally paid for by the single appear' 
ance, the fee being $25 to $50 and 
upward. 
Our extensive system of Branch' 
es enables us to provide ample 
openings for those we train for 
the concert field. 
Tub lie School SMusic 
Our two-year course leads to a 
Teacher’s Certificate, entitling 
the possessor to the Illinois State 
Teacher’s Certificate and per¬ 
mission to teach, without exami¬ 
nation. 
Annual salaries of $1,500 to 
$2,500 are available, with large 
outside earnings through private 
teaching, choral directing, etc. 
More openings than we can 
supply applicants for are referred 
to us every year from school au¬ 
thorities throughout the country. 
Students May Register at Any Time 
Write for Catalog mentioning The Etude, and telling us which phase 
of our service most interests you. 
5naii)ooi) (Dusic School 
, Founded 1895 by Wm. H. Sherwood 
Fine Arts Building . 410 So. Michigan Avenue . 
CHICAGO, ILLINOIS ^Tti 
rDeiroit 1 
Conservatoiy 
l of Music 
__V 
Finest Conservatory in the West 5%dear 
Francis L. York, M. A., President; Elizabeth Johnson, Vice-President. Offers toearneststu- 
dentscoursesofstudy based upon themostmoderneducational principles. Renownedfac- 
ulty of 80. Students’ orchestra, concerts and recitals. Diplomas and Degrees conferred. 
Teachers' certificates. Desirable boarding accommodations 
Students May Enter at Any Time 
Unrivaled Free Advantages 
Piano—Francis L. York, M. A.; Elizabeth John¬ 
son, Georgia Richardson Baskerville, Alle D. 
Zuideraa, Mus. Doc.: Helen Andrus Merrill, 
Minor E. White, Henry Lichtwardt, Oleane 
Doty, Wilhelmina Sutz, Laverne Brown. Mus. 
Bac.; Ethel Littell, and 40 additional 
Cello—Jules L. Klein. 
Harp—Winifred Carter. 
Theory, Harmony, Composition 
Normal Training for Piano Teachers— 
Francis L. York, M. A. 
Band Instruments—Mrs. B. Weaver. 
— School of Expression— 
; , Mrs. Ethlyn Briggs Mann, 
instruc- Dancing—Mrs. Ethlyn Briggs Vann. 
.. _ „ . Singing—Archibald C. Jackson, Marshall Pease. 
Alle D. Zui- Mrs. Chas. H. Clements, Miss I- iizabeth H 
Bennett, Fred H. Protheroe, Carl Mann, Mrs. 
Leslie G. Lamborn, Mrs. A. W. Davis, Mrs. 
Jessie Collins. 
Violin - Earl W. Morse, E. N. Bilbie, Walter 
-Alle D. Zui- Braun, Paul Bukantis, Max R- suckl, Chas. 
i this depart- Clever, Mrs. Raymond Brown. Raymond 
Examinations Free. For Catalog and Other Information, Address 
JAMES H. BELL, Secretary 
i 5035 Woodward Ave., Box 7, Detroit, Mich. 
Instruction In All Branches 
PIANO—VOICE—THEORY 
STRING AND WIND INSTRUMENTS 
ORGAN-DANCING-DRAMATIC ART 
ENSEMBLE—CONDUCTING 
Become a Band or Orchestra Conductor 
or a Certified Teacher of Cragun Method 
for Saxophone, Clarinet, Cornet, etc. 
Write for Faculty Booklet and Information 
COSMOPOLITAN 
scsr music*™™™ 
DR. CARVER WILLIAMS-Praident 
Located In Kimball llall-CUaeo’i Music Center 
Eminent faculty of 60 Artists. Normal training for 
Teachers* Students Orchestra, Concerts Lecture 
Diolomas, Degrees and Teachers’ Certificates. 
Departments—Piano, Voice, Violin M,Mirai 
Advantages and 
mo and Violin P 
For particulars address-Edwin L. Stephen, Mgr 
DENVER 
College of Music, inc. 
The Largest in the West 
Endowed. Non-Profit, Public Institution 
Degrees and Diplomas 
Excellent Faculty and Educational 
" “ a" branckc*^d theoretical and applied 
“Worthy of the heaatifui setting end woadetfal climate- 
EDWIN JOHn'stRINChIm:'mLTb P°% n 
10th Ave. and Grant St., Denver,'ColoradT 
Coui 
TIME I? MONEY!-Your Spare 
Time Can Be Used To Profit! 
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Percy Rector Stephens 
Frantz Proschowsky 
Albert Borroff 





Guy Herbert Woodard 
Theory 
Dr. Felix Borowski 
Leo Sowerby . 
Courses leading to the granting of 
certificates and degrees. Scholar¬ 
ships donated by Schipa, Calli- 
Curei, Melius, Raisa and other 
great artists. 
Fine Arts Building CHICAGO 
WRITE FOR CATALOGUE 
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The Junior High School Chorus 
(Continued from page 732) 
Every real boy is proud of a “deep low 
voice” and boys with unchanged voices 
will try to imitate the others. The small 
bovs like to sit among the larger boys. 
Where the teacher is in doubt the boy 
should be called on to sing individually. 
The boys with unchanged voices resent 
being called contralto when the other boys 
are called baritone -or bass. They enjoy 
being known as tenors, however. 
Easy four-part numbers of limited vocal 
range should be introduced when the boys 
of changed voice are capable of carrying 
a single part. The practice of alternat¬ 
ing the assignment of first soprano and 
second soprano parts for the girls should 
be continued in the upper terms of the 
Junior High School mass chorus work. 
It may be necessary to separate the girls 
in a seating plan which provides for plac¬ 
ing all of the boys together in the middle 
seats of the auditorium. If the auditorium 
is narrow, one half of the girls may be 
seated behind all of the other pupils form¬ 





(2) Boys si— .. (S) Seating for 
on right. 
narrow auditorium. 
In the above diagrams, number one in j 
each case works out most successfully as I 
the boys are directly in front of the con- | 
Seating Plans ductor. The accompanist should be on the THK I 'll.LOWING diagrams show conductor’s right so that, when the lid of i 
the a i ugement of seating for the the grand-piano is raised, the tone will | 
lower and -per chorus groups in the he reflected toward the chorus. 
Junior High School. - Books 
Seating h'-ms for chorus work .n one, ONSIDERING the double objective of 
two and three parts m grades7a, 7b and 8a : preparing part songs which may be 
A j used in the assembly as well as in the 
, choral program, it is well to have at least 
no two sets of books for use in the auditorium. 
These books should be kept in racks placed 
on the backs of the folding or opera chairs. 
A serviceable and comprehensive song 
hook should be obtained, one which will 
furnish material for six terms of work on 
-j the basis of twelve or fifteen numbers a 
-) term. These numbers should be in one, 
r I two, three and four parts and m addition 
a fair amount of assembly material should 
be supplied. This hook should be con¬ 
sidered as basic material for chorus work 
_ and enough books should be secured to 
enable each pupil in the large choral groups 
to have his own copy. . 
In addition to this a community or small 
assembly song book should be furnished 
cn the basis of one for every two pupils 
Th;s material will supply the needs of 
general assembly, seasonal and community 
singing. Now that we have considered 
the organization of the chorus work for 
the Junior High School, let us consider 
the details of carrying on the training of 
the large choral groups in intensive part- 
singing. 
^-nTI.._This article will b< 
(1) Bovs seated ill centre. 
(2) Bovs seated on right. (3) Seating for narrow auditor! 
Seating plans for chorus work 
two, three and four parts 
and 9b 
ie continued in the 
grades 8b, 9a 
fool pupils will he given. 
Used Piano Purchasing Reminders 
By Fae C. Prouse 
It would be folly to select a used piano 
without first gathering important detai s 
about it. Only expert tuners and dealers 
in pianos know the value and condi 10 
of used ones. They pick them up but 
put them in shape before they are ever 
placed upon the floor for sale. 
Because the used piano sold by the music 
dealer often seems too high in price, e 
purchaser blindly chooses an advertise 
instrument in a private home or at pubic 
auction. Here are just a few hints o 
make this buying less haphazard. 
The names of the standard make pianos 
can be given by a piano tuner or mus' 
dealer. Having found such a one 
would-be purchaser should sit down at tie 
keyboard and play a few measures or 
that this instrument needs tuning. It is 
well to ask the owner when it last had a 
tuner’s attention. 
Next, it is well to make inquiry concern¬ 
ing the’pitch of the instrument. A piano 
may be in tune yet pitched too low to 
use with other instruments. This pitch 
can be determined by anyone who plays 
a wind instrument or by a tuning fork. 
A piano out of tune or off pitch means 
a series of expensive tunings and possibly 
the buying of new strings for the ones 
broken when tightened. For this reason 
the purchaser should insist on a piano 
being tuned and put to proper pitch. 
Rounded legs, curved cheeks, and up¬ 
rights with ukulele attachment indicate an 
- . . iTffit 1 n . fnnrv rase*?, vellow 
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Your child should grow up 
with this piano 
/CHILDREN love music. Their 
w instinctive desire to play the I 
piano may be permanently lost unless | 
it is given an early opportunity to j 
develop. 
Music-is more than a parlor accom- j 
plishment. It exalts life, brings 
enduring happiness, enlarges character . 
— provides a life-long capacity for 1 
creating friends and giving pleasure. 
The sweet-toned Wurlitzer Studio 
Piano is well suited to the comfort of 
children and older folks. It is espe¬ 
cially priced so low that no home can 






Dealers and Branches Everywhere 
Studio $0 Q El 
Upright 
and up. Conveniei 
terms gladly 
arranged 
Please mention THE ETUDE when addressing our advertisers. 
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£_JE MUST strenuously bring his wits 
to bear on the problem, and he will 
find that it is not nearly so hopeless as it 
looks. There are a number of things he 
can do even in a piece which has a pedal 
part all the way through! In addition to 
passages for manuals only, already dealt 
with, he will prepare on the-piano : 
(2) All passages in which the part next 
above the pedal part happens to make a 
good bass itself. There are a great many 
such passages. But they can only be recog¬ 
nized by a player keenly sensitive to har¬ 
monic effects by natural gift, or who has 
studied harmony, especially the treatment 
of second inversions; the resolution of dis¬ 
cords; and root progressions. No organist 
should ,be content without a knowledge of 
the theory of his art at least up to this 
point, if only for the sake of economizing 
his organ practice 1 
The student, moreover, should prepare 
on the piano: 
(3) All passages in which the left-hand 
part is silent; this hand can then be used 
to play the pedal part; 
(4) All passages in which the left-hand 
part simply duplicates the right-hand part 
(omit the left-hand part and play the ped¬ 
al part instead) ; 
(5) Passages in which the right-hand 
part is silent. These are not common, but 
an example will be found in the C-minor 
Tno of Bach, already quoted (bars 102- 
110). They may be practiced in two ways : 
(a) pedal part left hand; left-hand part 
with right hand; (b) left hand plays its 
own part; pedal part played by right hand 
crossing over left hand. This latter meth¬ 
od is what is colloquially known as a 
twister,” and to attempt it will reveal how 
closely we associate the right hand with the 
upper part of the harmony and left hand 
with the bass, which, in turn, is why the 
latter is so _ prone to duplicate the pedal 
notes! But it is excellent practice, and the 
student who has mastered a passage in this 
way will find it child's play, when he gets 
to the organ. 
(6) He should also master at the piano 
all passages in which the lowest notes of 
the left-hand part duplicate the pedal notes. 
(That they are an octave higher than the 
pedal part does not matter, provided they 
are still the lowest notes of the harmony.) 
(/) All passages in which the pedal 
Part is simple enough to be played by the 
left hand in addition to its own part. There 
are many such passages, and the number 
may be still further increased by modifica¬ 
tions which do not alter the harmonic bass 
m any essential particular, though they may 
shorten some of its notes. Thus (a) the 
pedal notes may be brought within reach 
by being( played an octave higher than as 
written, provided that they are still the 
lowest notes of the harmony, but not if 
they would thereby be placed higher than 
notes previously above them. 
The Organist’s Etude 
Edited for October .by Well-Known Specialists 
It is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Organ Department 
"An Organist’s Etude Complete in Itself” 
Getting Organ Practice on the Piano 
By Clement Antrobus Harris 
owing to the identify of 
Part II 
s between dilion to its o - o iuu.uL, ot note h wn part. There are ; 
pedal and left hand in the first bar, and of this description, and those few are very 
tied note in the other. Where this is not often too short to be of much use. Some- 
and chord, times they cover a complete phrase of the 
as a spread pedal part and in this case should be taken 
the case the two notes, ao , 
must be played arpeggiando 
chord. 
(c) Similarly, a long chord in the left- 
hand part may be shortened or sustained 
by means of the damper-pedal, and the 
hand released to play moving notes in the 
pedal part; As written for the organ : 
Ex, 6 Widor, 5th Symph. 







.-ip. ^ - 
—-1 V ■ r 
(d) Repeated chords in the left-hand 
part may have one or more iterations 
omitted. Care must be taken that there is 
always a note to receive the accent, unless 
this falls on a rest in the original. 
An excerpt from an arrangement for 
organ solo of a song by Hamilton Grey 





Written Played Written Played 
(b) A long-sustained note in the pedal 
part may be just firmly touched, the hand 
released, and the sound sustained by means 
of the damper-pedal, or if changing har¬ 
monics in the upper parts will not allftw 
this, the remaining time between this note 
and the next one in the pedal part may be 
observed as though represented by rests 
An example of this has already been given 
m the quotation from Bach’s C-minor 
1 no, where the whole note may be played 
as quarter notes, with the touch known to 
pianists as organ tone, and indicated by a 
short horizontal stroke. In this case the 
device is particularly easy of execution, 
As adapted for practice on piano: 
Ex. 9 
' 7 7 i 
• Notes may sometimes be omitted 
from a chord without violation of any har¬ 
monic rule. These are principally dupli¬ 
cated notes, e. g., a note in the right- 
hand chord may be omitted from the left 
and the fifth of a chord (reckoning, of 
course, from its root, not necessarily the 
bass,) may often be left out without dis¬ 
advantage, especially in the case of a dom¬ 
inant seventh. A bass note must not be 
omitted, nor a melody note. 
(8) Practice at the piano will be ad¬ 
vantageous, also, for: All passages in 
which the left-hand part is sufficiently sim¬ 
ple to be played by the right hand in ad- 
from a well-known slow movement of 
Haydn’s, the left hand will play its own 
part in the first bar and the pedal melody 
in the second and following bars, when 
the right hand will take the two manual 
parts; 
Trios, when they can be played upon one 
manual without transposing either part an 
octave, furnish, perhaps, the greatest num¬ 
ber of opportunities for the application of 
this device. The longest example I can re¬ 
call is the sixteen-bar subject beginning 
in bar forty-three of the before-mentioned 
Bach Trio. Five bars of the right-hand 
part consist of an inverted pedal-point, and 
were it necessary (which it is not) this 
could be omitted without serious detri¬ 
ment to the harmony. 
(9) Moreover, on the piano may be 
practiced all passages over a pedal point 
J he harmonic principle is that the lowest 
moving part above a pedal point must itself 
form a bass which would be satisfactory 
without the pedal point. Consequently the 
pedal may be omitted except at its begin¬ 
ning and end, at which point it must form 
part of the harmony, and the part next- 
above might happen not to form a good 
bass without it. Generally it will be found 
practicable to reiterate the pedal note at 
the beginning of each bar or so, and in 
pedal CaSCS t0 SUStain !t with the damper- 
(10) The student may play through 
twice, the whole compositionthe left 
hand playing the pedal part, and the right 
hand playing firstly, its own part and 
secondly the left-hand part, the right-hand 
part being omitted. 
‘ ™s Plan wil1 be adopted only, of course 
T*fe secti?ns in ™h;<* the expedients 
already named for playing passages com- 
plete m all parts do not apply. Some pro¬ 
gressions will sound very bare and inconse¬ 
quential, but they will never produce the 
bad effect which a wrong bass would; and 
as practice in reading, the playing of th ’ 
left-hand part by the right hand, will b 
found excellent. Indeed, the methods here 
sketched out are very much akin to study 
ing an orchestral score in sections, first 
say, the string parts, then the wind parts’ 
and always keeping the fundamental bass 
in mind. This is much more musicianlv 
than learning by rote. y 
An Objection 
'T'HE YOUNG student may object that 
A when either hand is playing a part 
belonging to the other hand or to the 
pedals he is not getting practice in the 
fingering he must adopt when at the organ 
This, of course, is so. But the admission 
is simply saying, m other words, that 
practice at the piano is not usually to be 
regarded as a substitute for, but an ad¬ 
dition to organ practice. Simple music can 
often be played straight away on the 
organ after careful rehearsal on the piano. 
While, in the preparation of more difficult 
music, it is rather an advantage than other¬ 
wise when the student is compelled to 
play independently of finger-habit. It 
obliges him to study music as music and 
not as mechanism. It stress,, the fact 
that his work should be mental rather 
than physical. Given fair efficiency in 
manual and pedal technic, an organist 
who has learned even a difficult piece by 
heart at the piano, and is haunted by it 
in his “mind’s ear,” will be able to render 
it quite passably on the organ at the first 
attempt. Proof of this may be seen in 
the technical difficulties of the music which 
expert organists not infrequently extem¬ 
porize! On the other hand finger-habit is 
treacherous: it may seem to serve one well 
a score of times, and then, under the 
slightest attack of nerves, prove to be a 
false support. 
A great many compositions are now pub¬ 
lished in several forms for different instru¬ 
ments and combinations of instruments and 
voices. A careful comparison of a number 
of good organ and piano arrangements 
of the same pieces will prove an invaluable 
lesson in the art* of adaptation. This is 
especially the case if the music was origi¬ 
nally written for the organ and has been 
adapted for the piano by the composer, as 
in the case of Guilmant’s Prayer and 
Cradle Song. 
--- for Pedals Alone 
'THOUGH, of course, the pedal part 
cannot be actually played by the feet 
at the piano, much can be done to forestall 
and prepare for practice on the pedal- 
clavier. 
Firstly, the footing—right or left foot; 
toe or heel—can generally be determined, . 
and where necessary marked. The whole, 
°u a!'east any specially difficult passages, 
should then be committed to memorv. The 
wnter did most of his “grind” on a 
village organ a mile from his home, and 
even a delightful winding country path 
a ong a good fishing stream did not always 
allure him from the singing, humming, 
buzzing, or whistling of any specially 
difficult pedal passages he was going to 
practice. (Piscatorial considerations were 
allowed precedence on the way back!) 
Even more than this may be done! The 
ate Dr. E. G. Monk of York Minster once 
found a fellow student of mine (after¬ 
wards the well-known Dr. Swinnerton 
e?P) Playing the piano and apparently 
trying to kick the pattern out of the 
carpet at the same time! “No!” he ex¬ 
plained, he was “only playing a pedal-pas¬ 
sage on the floor 1” 
Registration 
P, ORGANIST should have such a 
mental grasp of his console that, sit- 
Tg at the instrument blindfolded he can 
norlM a"j St0?’ depress any composition 
. and manipulate any other mechanical 
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y Then, when practicing organ 
aCC£-SS at the piano, he should go through 
‘factions of drawing and putting in 
the d the like, in dumb show. This 
|jf iropress the registration on his 
memory- 
When the character oi the music suits, 
a, damper and soft pedal may be used in 
1 of swell or composition pedals which 
Occupy corresponding positions at the 
organ. 
Practice on a Dumb Organ 
TUDENTS who possess the “mind’s S ear” in a marked degree, and when play- 
. on a dumb instrument hear the sounds 
mentally almost as clearly as when the 
otes are physically audible, can practice 
on an organ without turning on the wind. 
A friend of mine who was assistant or¬ 
ganist at one of the English cathedrals got 
most of his practice in this way. If the 
church is open for -private prayer, special 
care must be taken to draw and replace 
stops inaudibly (this, of course, should 
always be done) and to see that the pedal- 
board does not rattle. 
Organ music often makes an admirable 
piano duet, one player taking the manual 
parts and the other playing the pedal part 
an octave lower than written in order to 
get the sixteen-foot tone and leave room 
for the manual player’s left hand. This 
will afford admirable practice in sight¬ 
reading, time-keeping, and taking part in 
concert music: and players of equal capacity 
may take turn about and thus each learn 
both manual and pedal part. 
The Chorale-Prelude 
By Edward Gould Mead 
Playing a chorale-prelude based on a 
chorale-meb 1 or hymn tune which is fa¬ 
miliar to th majority of the congrega¬ 
tion gives to the service an atmosphere of 
spiritual exaltation. Take, for instance, 
the chorale i . elude on “St. Ann by T. 
Tertius No in which the broad, digni¬ 
fied style < i Croft’s hymn tune is en¬ 
hanced by an - ffective setting, each strophe 
of the melon appearing at intervals in the 
pedals to v h the tuba is coupled. Im¬ 
mediately after the final strophe, the first 
strophe is n ■ ated on the tuba with super 
octave coupler, an awe-inspiring effect on 
a large organ. If there is no tuba, the 
melody ma> l>e brought out on the dia- 
^Another equally effective chorale-prelude 
by Mr. Noble is *that on the air “Mel- 
combe.” This is more in the style of free 
part-writ ini: as contrasted with the' chordal 
style of the St. Ami” prelude. The hymn 
tune appear as a continuous melody played 
on the French horn stop, in the absence ot 
which a gvo-s flute or soft diapason may 
be used. Both of these pieces are of a 
medium grade of difficulty. 
After studying the type of chorale-pre¬ 
lude based on the hymn tune of which 
there are a great many good examples by 
English and American composers, one 
should study the forty-five chorale-pre¬ 
ludes for die liturgical year by John Se¬ 
bastian Bach. They are found in Volume 
Five of the Peters’ Edition of his organ 
works. These remarkable compositions 
are based on the chorale-melodies of the 
German Lutheran Church and are among 
the best oi Bach’s writings. Representa¬ 
tive types are Alle Menschen mussen 
sterben (Number 2) and Ersclnencn uf 
der herrlichc Tag (Number 15). lb 
first type the chorale-melody is enhanced 
by the addition of three parts in Aoy1 
counterpoint. These parts may be playe 
on the same manual as the melody with a 
registration of soft eight and four too 
stops, or the melody may be brought out 
as a solo on the swell with soft reed and , 
strings and the middle voices on the great 
(or choir) flutes or soft diapasons coupled 
to pedal. 
In the second type the chorale is treated 
in canon form with accompanying parts. 
The chorale is the highest voice, the im¬ 
itative part entering two octaves lower in 
the bass, other parts being middle voices. 
The imitation is strict throughout and by 
means of a heavy registration' (diapasons 
and reeds) should be made to stand out 
above the other two parts. Other pieces 
of this character are the eleven chorale- 
preludes of Brahms, Opus 122, especially 
Numbers 7, 8 and 10. 
Among the most difficult and also most 
interesting of chorale-preludes are the 
“Choral-Improvisationen” of Sigfrid Karg- 
Elert, Opus 65, six volumes, typical ex¬ 
amples being Gelobet seist du, Jesu Christ 
and Macht hoch die Tiir both in Volume 
One. In the former the chorale-melody 
appears in the pedal with four parts added 
above in florid counterpoint in highly com¬ 
plex rhythm. For registration, eight and 
four foot flutes for manuals and sixteen 
and eight foot for pedal with couplers 
may be used at the beginning, adding forte 
and fortissimo combinations toward the 
“ihe second example is a virtuoso piece 
of advanced difficulty in the style of a free 
fantasia, the chorale appearing in manual 
and pedal partly in octaves. There is much 
florid counterpoint in the pedal as well as 
in the manuals. In the middle section 
there are several measures of rolled chords. 
The registration should be' for foundation 
stops with the addition of mixtures and 
reeds for the fortissimo passages and lull 
organ for the coda. 
Any of these chorale-preludes would 
make excellent recital pieces as well as 
church service numbers. Concert organ¬ 
ists would do well to include them m their 
programs. 
The Opening Cadence 
By Helen Oliphant Bates 
The perfect cadence is supposed to end 
up things; but there is one time when i 
makes a good beginning, and that Js a c 
opening of the church service, just as tn 
minister and the choir take their places. 
A strong succession of about six to en 
chords ending with the perfect cadence in 
the key of the first hymn, played on 
full organ, will summon the last lingering 
gossipers to their places in the Pews . alj 
will bring those already in the churc 
the realization that all preliminary meas¬ 
ures are now over and the service is ° 
begin. 
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Muscular Strain at the Neck 
By Mary E. Hard The Violinist’s Etude 
Edited by ROBER T BRAINE 
ft is the Ambition of THE ETUDE to make this Department 
“A Violinist’s Magazine Complete in Itself” 
, Applied to the Violin 
Inconveniences are expected, sometimes 
even welcomed, in the violinistic field, 
for they serve only to whet the student’s 
determination. But when an inconvenience 
becomes so burdensome as to detract at¬ 
tention from the work in hand it ceases 
to be a blessing. The pain at the back 
of the neck and across the shoulders comes 
under this latter classification. ™ ¥, , 
it is caused, of course, by strain, but, lone Produclion and the Vibrato i 
strangely enough, other muscles become - 
accustomed to strain. The left arm ached By Max Bendix 
when it first was made to reach far under -— 
the violin: but soon the muscles adjusted TV/TAGICIANS of the violin arouse the strings. This will give the feeling that 
themselves and the position seemed easy L 1 wonderment and admiration of their the tone is being produced between the 
and natural. But the dull ache in the audiences by the marvelous and almost un- fingers and the thumb, 
back is experienced by professional musi- canny control they exercise upon the little By carefully following these principles 
cians, even by virtuosi. instrument with four strings, which they f°r No- 1 and No. 2 the student will find 
It seems that the region at the back of manipulate; and one of their most mys- it impossible to produce a scratchy tone, 
the neck is filled with nerves and blood terious and tremendous achievements is Having eliminated the scratch, he must 
vessels. Particularly over the bony struc- the power to produce a tone which carries work for charm, carrying power, and 
ture covering the base of the brain, the to all corners of the auditorium and to beauty of tone. This is induced by the 
nerves are very near the surface and the last row in the topmost balcony, 
interwoven with other superficial structures Have you ever stopped to consider how 
"lis tone is produced? 
There are but two ways in which a dis 
agreeable tone can be brought from ; 
violin. These are: __ 
1. By drawing the bow across the for sentimental or emotional expression, 
abandon of those of arm and finger. The strings at any but perfect right angle, but to give life and carrying-power to 
peasant going gaily to market with a fifty- This will produce a scratch whether drawn the tone. 
pound basket on her head may seem an hgjtly or firmly. The vibrato is produced by the infinitesi- 
exception, but in this case the head is held ^ By pressing the bow on the strings mal raising and lowering of the pitch, 
in its natural position, upright, and the so ^irmb' as to bring the wood very near, and must be done rhythmically at a moder- 
muscular strain is slight. or in contact with, the strings. ate speed. The question of “a little faster” 
On the other hand, the violinist must .‘ t le stuf*ent stands at right angles to a or “a little slower” does not matter in the 
exert force in a sideward and downward “lr™r> an^k“V bis eyes on the bridge, results, tat it must be rhythmical. 
direction. He supports not only his violin, 'ln ]j| AST '""|j J H 
by means of this downward and inward 
thrust of head and neck, but also the 
weight of his left fingers and hand, which 
are themselves exerting a counter thrust. 
The muscles at the base of the brain are 
the sole supporters of this action. 
The obvious cure is to cease playing for ™ 7 77 7 through the F ho]es- anc 
a time, but this is not always feasible. 7777. attain the desired result, the rhythmical vibration a 
such as muscle and ligament. These thin¬ 
ly protected nerves are conhected with 
many more deeply placed. 
Muscles in such close proximity tc 
tissues are not to be manipulated with the 
judicious application of the 
Vibrato 
I advocate the use of the vibrato on 
every sustained tone on the violin, whether 
i etudes, concertos or concert-pieces, not 
Use of the Pad 
with patient application and prac- The bow sets the string in vibration; 
tice, soon learn to draw the bow straight, these vibrations are conveyed to the bridge; 
and thus dispose of fault, No. 1. the bridge vibrates the top of the violin; 
The second is a more difficult obstacle to the top carries the vibrations to the sound- 
overcome, but as it has been accomplished post which in turn sets in motion the air 
by .hundreds and thousands of violinists, in the violin, creating sound-waves. These 
there is hope for all. sound-waves are emitted from the violin 
I do not claim that my method is the through the F holes, and here is where 
iuIt> sserts itself. 
Another recourse is to massage gently the T °/*7 777 When the vibration is Rythmical the 
muscles involved: this will induce normal , f e , J B a en e, s. u sound waves follow and support each other 
circulation and a more rapid adjustment. 7,1 S0 Carry to the extreme ends of the 
Also, the tension may be lessened consider- The how should h hp'ld and balanr^d ka ' ^ut w^en the vibration is not rhyth- 
ably by turning the head far to the right between the second finger and^he\humb niical the sound-waves will clash upon leav- 
bringmg as hard a pull m the opposite Pressure shouId be applied by the first the F holes and thus be destroyed, 
direction as possible; by holding the chm and second fingerSf and a counter.pressure causinS the tone to lose its life and carry- 
at different levels as though there were by the thl]mb. Xhjs counter-pressure >ng-power. 
low and high chin rests on the violin; by should be equal to the downward pressure Intensity is brought about by increasing 
putting the head first as far back as pos- 0f tbe fingers, thereby controlling the bow the speed of the vibrato and the volume 
sible and then as far forward as possible so that the wooden part cannot touch the of tone_ 
without bending the lower part of the back. 
Such gymnastics, however, cannot be - j : —T— 
resorted to on the concert stage, and this 
is where discomfort is most unwelcome. 
The device used by at least one artist in a There is a great diversity of opinion coat, or put a handkerchief , 
large Symphony Orchestra is to pretend among violinists, violin students, and teach- fabric across the chin rest 
to be hunting something on the floor. In ers as to the use of a pad or cushion as an Prof. Leopold Auer, the famous violin 
bending over he stretches these stiffened aid in holding the violin. It is probable teacher, who has produced so many notable 
muscles and thus alleviates the congestion. that the majority of violinists use a pad artists, is greatly opposed to anything in 
These are only cures: there are no abso- of some kind or other. Many male violin- the nature of a pad. In his work “Violin 
lute preventatives, though there are precau- ists use a velvet pad placed under the coat Playing as I Teach it,” he says’ on this 
tions that might make the strain less at the shoulder, to fill out the latter and point; “Avoid resting’the violin on the 
uncomfortable. make it easier to hold the instrument. In shoulder, or vice versa, shoving the should- 
The position, if correct, is not the hud- the case of a girl or woman the pad has er underneath the violin. The placing of 
died posture of curved back, hollow chest strings or ribbons sewed to its two upper a cushion beneath the back of the instru- 
and raised left shoulder. It is one of ease, corners. The strings are then tied at a ment, in order to lend a more secure 
convenient length and slipped under the support to the chin grip, should be avoided, 
chin rest. These are bad habits which one should 
There are several types of patented from the very start carefully avoid since 
pads and contrivances to take the plice they not only spoil the violinist’s pose in 
of pads. One type is made to attach at general, but—and this is extremely int¬ 
one end to the tail-pin, the other end being portant— they make the player lose at least 
“and that is the artist. Give due respect attached by a rubber band to the lower a third of the whole body of tone which 
to each.” left hand corner of the violin. Another his violin—be it a fine or indifferent in- 
- type of pad is the one which is attached strument, a powerful or a weak one—is 
to the end of a metal projection which capable of producing. Those violinists 
“As fit as a fiddle is an old saying, and fastens to the chin rest. This pad or who rest the instrument against the 
true. It applies to the fiddle as well as you; shoulder-rest possesses the advantage of shoulder and place a cushion at its back_ 
so keep both yourself and your violin in not touching the vibrating surface of the both of which act as mutes—evidently 
fine condition, and you may expect great violin at any point. Some players roll have no notion of the disastrous effect this 
results.”—H. I. Cony on. ' up a handkerchief and put it under the arrangement has on their tone.” 
r some sort of 
exuberance and strength. The left « 
is as firm as a boulder: the right as un 
erring as fate. 
A great violinist once said, pointing t 
the pupil’s left arm and hand, “That i 
the artisan,” then, pointing to the right, 
THE ETUDE 
Prof. Auer’s pupils generally foll 
their master’s instruction to play without 
a pad. 
I find that authorities differ greatly j 
regard to this matter of the pad. Frank 
Thistleton, the English writer, says in hi 
book, “The Art of Violin Playing;” “The 
pad is merely an aid to comfort, and in 
certain cases quite indispensable. Nearly 
all the violinists with whom I have come 
in contact during the past twenty-five 
years, from Wilhelmj (the famous Ger¬ 
man violinist) downwards, have found 
the use of a pad an advantage in ena¬ 
bling them to hold the violin without undue 
effort; and, against .the statement that 
there is a loss of free vibration, it may be 
mentioned that in all probability Wilhelmj 
had the biggest tone of any violinist that 
ever lived. If, however, you can hold 
the violin quite comfortably in the proper 
position without a pad, well and good! 
There would seem to be no particular rea¬ 
son in your case why you should use one.” 
Mr. Thistleton further sa\ s; “A small 
pad placed underneath the violin will con¬ 
siderably facilitate the obtaining of a firm 
grip, but I have seen man ,i player en¬ 
deavor to hold the violin in front of his 
body by using a pad the size of a small 
footstool.” 
Eugene Gruenberg in his work; “Violin 
Teaching and Violin Study' says: “All 
teachers have agreed that the player’s 
pose should be as natural and uncon¬ 
strained as possible. This, however, fails 
to prevent opinions from living enor¬ 
mously on the simple question of how to 
hold the violin. 
“Some (Spohr and David) advise rais¬ 
ing or thrusting forward the left shoulder 
to give'a firm support; most of the others, 
(Beriot, Singer and others ) condemn this 
as unnatural, and counsel the resting of 
the instrument simply on the collar bone, 
allowing the use of a small cushion for 
support so as not to inconvenience the 
shoulder.” 
Courvoisier in his famous work, “The 
Technics of Violin Playing,” which had 
the endorsement of Joachim, says of the 
pad, “An excellent aid to a good and firm 
position for the violin, esp> ■.■tally in the 
case of an illy adapted shoulder, neck, or 
jaw, is the use of a chin res' and a small 
cushion or roll of cloth placed under the 
coat or vest between the violin and collar 
bone. When the player wishes to rest his 
head and shoulder from the strain im¬ 
posed in holding the violin, he should 
take time, either during the rests in the 
music or in passages which do not require 
changes in the position of the left hand. 
The use of the chin rest and cushion 
obviate the need of raising the left 
shoulder, a practice which is very tire- 
A vast number of other opinions, pro 
and con, on the subject of pads and cush¬ 
ions might be quoted, so it will he seen to 
be a case of where “doctors disagree.” 
Many eminent violinists have used the 
cushion, and many other eminent ones 
have not, so it is probable that the average 
violin student after reading all this will 
please himself in the matter. 
Wise Fingers 
By Esther Routh 
What does technic do anyway? It 
makes the fingers stronger (so does brick¬ 
laying), quicker (so does typing), more 
flexible (so does knitting), wiser—and 
now we are getting to the point. It teaches 
the fingers to speculate and select the best 
ways of playing this note or that. It 
forces them to surmise on what string 
and in what position to play. It trains 
them to accomplish the most difficult feats 
with the least possible effort. 
fRE E’l'TOE 
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All About the Positions 
By Sidney Hedges 
Uanv a violin student, during the first 
J months, plays happily in first position 
A teems to think he has got over his 
difficulties well and will soon be a player. 
£ one day to his horrified amazement 
' Teams that first is only one out of a 
mherof positions—about fifteen of them. 
"Tome teachers make this much more 
staggering than it need be. There may be 
fifteen positions, but they are not all like 
n, , t They have, in fact, most varied 
lues The importance of a position is 
dependent on the frequency with which 
,t is used ^ tb|s fashion the follow- 
-,n approximate table of 
i is used 100 t 
10 
Judging then ii 
ing table will give 
their relative valuta. 





fourth “ “ 10 " , 
sixth “ “ “ 10 ' • 
the remainder, perhaps, twice. 
It will be seen that out of the fifteen 
positions I'v 1-7 and 7-14) only those 
one to sere» are of appreciable importance. 
The positions atave the seventh are, in 
fact, only used on the E string, so that 
each consists of but four notes The 
half-position, which is below the first, is 
scarcely used at all. And even among the 
principal seven there arc great differences 
of value. From the table it will be seen 
that the odd numbers are of much the 
greater consequence. 
Clearly, it is best to learn first the most 
important’, so that they get most practice 
end become most familiar. Yet many 
teachers insist on pupils learning them, 
1, 2, 3, and so on, for no other apparent 
reason but that this is the numerical order. 
It would be lietter to learn the positions 
in this more sensible order—first, third, 
fifth, second, fourth, sixth, seventh. The 
seventh has been put last because its notes 
ere very high, and will not often be met 
with until the student begins to play fairly 
advanced music. And after these seven, 
the remaining positions may be considered. 
In studying positions it will soon be dis¬ 
covered that the work has two entirely 
distinct aspects—one is mechanical, the 
other mental, and each will have to be con¬ 
sidered separately. 
First, there is the moving into the posi¬ 
tion; the discovering of the exact dis¬ 
tance which the hand must travel up the 
fingerboard. Numberless repetitious will 
be required before the muscles are trained 
to move the arm the necessary distance 
with mechanical precision. 
Secondly, when the hand is in its new 
position, there are the fresh notes to be 
learned, for every finger will fall on an 
unfamiliar spot. This portion of the study 
is entirely mental—it is just a question of 
memory. 
It so happens that the third is the easiest 
of positions to reach. If the left wrist 
and thumb be properly held in first and the 
arm be then drawn up so that the hand is 
carried up the violin neck, after about two 
inches have been traversed the palm of the 
hand will collide with the bottom edge of 
the violin, and the thumb with the end of 
the neck. If the first finger be now 
dropped on to the A string it will be found 
to stop the note D, which is played by the 
third finger in first position. The hand will 
then be in third position, and this colliding 
of the thumb and palm is an invariable 
and invaluable sign of this. 
The method of shifting is of the utmost 
importance. On no account must the left 
hand grope its way up to the new posi¬ 
tion by pitching forward up the finger¬ 
board. Shifting must be performed always 
from the shoulder. The upper arm and 
forearm must be drawn up, like a folding 
footrule, and the hand will thus be carried 
up the strings. The hand itself has no 
more to do with the movement than has 
one of the marks on the footrule. It is 
absolutely passive. This point cannot be 
emphasized too much. Active movement 
of the hand when shifting causes more 
faulty intonation than any other thing. 
It is the arm that shifts! 
On pushing the arm back to first posi¬ 
tion the base of the first finger will ar¬ 
rive at the corner of the fingerboard; that 
is, the sign of first position. Shifting up 
and down between the clear bounds of first 
and third positions should now be prac¬ 
ticed assiduously. 
When some time has thus been spent, 
fifth position may be Started. When the 
hand is in third position it will be found 
impossible to get higher up the fingerboard 
by moving the arm in the same direction 
as before. Instead, the elbow must be 
carried across the body, towards the bow- 
arm, and the left hand will thus be able 
to “get ’round the corner” into fifth posi- 
Shifting, on the violin, is almost invari¬ 
ably from one position to the next but one. 
In an ascending scale passage, for example, 
the positions used would probably be one, 
three; five, seven; or two, four, six. Here 
is another reason for the great importance 
of third position—it is the most con¬ 
venient shift from first. So then the posi¬ 
tions most to be practiced axe—first, third 
and fifth. 
Really, the amateur does not often re¬ 
quire any others. The even numbers are 
used principally to fit awkward groups of 
notes which cannot conveniently be played 
any other way, as, for instance, the third 
pair of notes in the second octave study 
of Kreutzer. 
Learning the notes of a new position can 
be done quite satisfactorily in an arm chair 
with a book of music or a fiddle on one’s 
knee. It is a pleasant surprise for the 
learner to find that the notes of fifth 
position are the same as those of first, 
though one string lower. 
Similarly, sixth is like second, and 
seventh like third. 
Once the positions are mastered the least 
attractive stretch of all violin study is 
Fingerboard Gymnastics 
By Hope Stoddard 
Every violinist strives for tonal effect. 
He employs every means of technic and 
expression in his power, and listens with 
flje expectancy of a connoisseur. Yet in 
his enthusiasm he often overlooks some 
°f the simplest precautions against bad 
tone. 
One of these precautions is a steady 
’'“nd that assumes the right position and 
stains it with consistency. Another is 
coordination of the hands, each assisting 
and supplementing the other. A third is 
the avoidance of jerks, plunges, scrambles 
and other ill-directed attempts at the 
spectacular. 
Performances which are mere finger¬ 
board gymnastics” are apt to leave the 
listener with a headache and a half wish 
that the player had never studied anything 
beyond scales in first position and hymn 
“WHOLE WORLD” VIOLIN COLLECTIONS 
INTEREST TEACHER AND PUPIL ALIKE 
The brief descriptions given herewith of the violin col¬ 
lections in the “Whole World” Series should interest every . 
violinist to the extent of sending for our free catalogue, con- 
tabling the complete contents of each book. 
VIOLIN PIECES the Whole 
World Plays 
Contains 65 of the most famous stand¬ 
ard compositions ever written for the 
violin. 
Price, $2.00 
OPERATIC VIOLIN PIECES 
the Whole World Plays 
Contains 54 selections from famous 
standard and modern operas. The only 
book of its character. 
Price, $2.00 
MODERN VIOLIN PIECES 
the Whole World Plays 
Contains 50 modern compositions 
which every teacher and player should 
know. 
Price, $2.00 
CONCERT VIOLIN SOLOS 
the Whole World Plays 
Contains 27 of the greatest violin solo 
compositions in unabridged editions. 
Price, $3.00 
LIGHT VIOLIN PIECES the 
Whole World Plays 
Contains 50 light compositions for re¬ 
creative purposes. An ideal book for 
the “idle hour.” 
Price, $2.00 
STANDARD VIOLIN CONCER¬ 
TOS the Whole World Plays 
Contains the 10 greatest violin con¬ 
certos, worth more than $25.00 in sheet 
music form. 
Price, $3.00 
THE VIOLINIST’S BOOK OF 
SONGS 
Contains 200 songs arranged for violin, 
with an obbligato part for a second 
violin. 
Price, $2.00 
AN ENCYCLOPEDIA OF THE 
VIOLIN 
The only encyclopedic work on the vio¬ 
lin ever written. Every teacher and 
student needs it. 
Price, $5.00 
Send for complete catalogue of above books 
D. APPLETON & CO. &w'%l?deS 
The books are not sold In Canada 
— Veqa■—i 
MASTER O' REPRODUCTIONS 
Vega Violins are finished with a Cremonese oil varnish in detailed 
reproduction of every mark of use and age customary to a genuine 
old master. Each violin is subject to two years’ seasoning process, 
then graduated and adjusted by experts. 
Write for free catalog and trial offer 
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With the New Season Weil Begun 
Teachers, Performers, Directors and Active Music Workers, in all branches of the 
profession, real,zing the importance of frequently adding to the repertoire attractive 
novelties, will be glad to know these 
NEW MUSIC PUBLICATIONS 
This list of the very latest Sheet Music and Octavo Numbers includes Music for 
Piano, Violin, Organ and Voice (Solo, Choir and Chorus) and should prove most 
helpful in the suggestions of attractive material it conveys. 
Any of these publications may be had for examination 
PIANO SOLOS 
Cat. No. Gr. 
bixby, allene k. 
23152 Heyday!. 3 
BOLZONI. G. 
23342 Minuet. 3>/2 
BRAUN, LEON P. 
23288 Polonaise Heroique. 4 
DALLAM, HELEN 
23239 Bazaar, The. 3 
FELTON, WILLIAM M. 
Eztase, Reverie. 
GALOS, C. 
Lake Como, 6th Noctumi 
GARLAND, A. 
Ay—Ay—Ay (Serenata C 
HARVEY, R. F. 
HIMMELREICH, F. 
Sextet, from “Lucia di Lamn 
HOLZER, JULIUS 
HORODYSKI, EUSTACHY ) Mazurka a Capriccio. 5 
KERN, CHAS. W. 
r Sunbeam Dance, Op. 552.... 2'A ! Sun Dial. The ' . 
KRONKE, EMIL 
LANGE, GUSTAV 
l French Music Box, Op. 384 , .. 
MALLARD, CYRUS S. 
» In a Happy Mood. 
MARKS, EUGENE F. 
MARTIN, GEORGE DUDLEY 
Days of Idleness. 
MARTIN, JOHN 
23311 Winter’s Night, A-IdyUe....::;;; 2 
NOELCK, AUGUST 
23126 Carnival Parade. Op. 256 . 4 
PEERY, ROB ROY 2324(1 f ;lor Tim. 
PIERNE, GABRIEL 
23356 Hide and Seek. 5 
PRESTON, M. L. 
23242 Here Comes the Parade. 2*/2 
PIANO SOLOS—(Continued) 
Cat. No. Gr Pi 
PRESTON, A. H. 
23275 Woodland Idyl, . 4 $0.5 
SAINT JUSTE, EDOUARD 
23.76 Une Pensee Roma.,tique. 3 .41 
SCHICK, HANS 
23281 Race, The. 2l/. 3. 
23280 Spring Dawn, Valse Caprice..!.'.... 2<| .41 
SPINDLER, F. 
23297 Spring's Messengers, Op. 123, No. 1. 3 ,3( 
TERRY, FRANCES 
23273 Staccato Caprice. 4 21 
VAL, PAUL DU 
23319 Danse Hongroise. 4 ,qe 
WARD, HERBERT RALPH. 23284 Evening on the Lake 3 35 
23285 Now I’ll Play My A, B, C’s ....!..! li/2 .25 
PIANO DUETS 
FRIML, RUDOLF 
13343 Valse Christine. 31^ 55 
HEWITT, H. D. 
3293 Gay Katydids’ March. 3 .49 
IPPOLITOW-IWANOW, M. 
3294 Procession of the Sirdar. Caucasian 
Sketch. 4 45 
NOELCK, AUGUST 
3127 Carnival Parade 4 cn 
3310 Scene de la Csarda . 4 !65 
RINGUET, LEON 
3344 A Toi (To Thee) -Grand March. 41/2 .60 
PIANO STUDIES 
KERN, CARL WILHELM 
2 Twelve Melodious Studies—Featur¬ 
ing Scale and Chord Formations. 2-3 
VIOLIN AND PIANO 
BLISS, PAUL 
5 Priscilla. 3 
HAESCHE, W. E. 
7 Old Air, An 3 
J Waltz Lento. 2 
NOELCK, AUGUST 
I Mazurka, in E Minor. 4 
J Fantast«iue. 4 
) Under Glimmering Stars. 4 
WILLIAMS, T. D. 
> Singing Waters. 3*/2 
FOUR COMPOSITIONS FOR 
TWO VIOLINS 
(In the First Position) 
With Piano Accompaniment 
Grade 2 
By HELEN DALLAM 
23315 Hay-foot, Straw-foot March.. S0 5C 
23316 The Dragon-fly....45 
23317 Country Lilt.. . cc 
23318 Day Dreams........ jj 
PIPE ORGAN 
23267 All on 
Mansfield).. . 
ARMSTRONG, W. D. 
23328 Fanfare Triomphale 
COOKE, JAMES FRANCIS. 
23268 Sea Gardens (Arr. O. A. Mansfield) 
DICKS, ERNEST A. 
23299 March for a Church Festival 
FLICK, C. ROLAND 




23289 Funeral March (Arr. by E. S. Barnes) 
HARRIS, CUTHBERT 
23258 Minuetto Pomposo. 
KOHLMANN, CLARENCE 
MARKS, EUGENE F. 
23300 Shepherd Boy, The, Interlude. 3 
ROSSINI, G. 
23325 William Tell Overture (Arr. by Edwin 
H. Lemare). 5 
SCHULER, GEORGE S. 





23286 We’ll Take the Old Road (b-E flat). 
HAMBLSN, BERNARD 
23341 Sunshine in Rainbow Valley (E sharp-g) ... . 
PEASE, JESSIE L 
23255 Family Traits (c-D, Opt g). 
RISHER, ANNA PRISCILLA 
23290 Lil’ Speck O’ Sunshine (E flat-g).. 
SOUSA, JOHN PHILIP 
23492 There’s a Merry Brown Thrush (E flat-h flat). ! 
STRICKLAND, LILY 
23251 Dream Garden (c-g) 
23262 Rose of Love (d-F)... , 
23263 Rose of sevilia (d-g) ., 
WING, HELEN 
23226 Eskimo, The (Song or Musical Recitation) 
23225 Little Chink (Song or Musical Recitation) 
Sacred Solos 
DAY, ELLA E. 
More Love To Thee (a-D). 
FELTON, WILLIAM M. . 
Be Near Me Father (E flat-g flat). 
Be Near Me Father (c-E flat) 
ROBERTS, J. E. 
if With AH Your Hearts (E-g) 
WOOLER, ALFRED 
1 Now the Day i< 
ANTHEMS 
Mixed Voices 
BAINES, WILLIAM • 
20616 Blessed is the People. 
20838 Lord Reigneth, The. 
MARKS, EUGENE F 
20642 O Holy Saviour... 
MARTIN, GEORGE C 




23839 Spring is Awake (Duet or Two Part Ch 
BERWALD, W. 
20620 Harbingers (Three Part). 
Men’s Voices 
STULTS, R. M. 
20634 Betty 
20637 Morning dories 
20632 Old Horae, The 
20633 Serenade. 
20636 Stay, Sweet Day . 
20635 White Wings 
THEODORE PRESSER CO., 
Music Publishers and Dealers 
1712-1714 Chestnut Street 
Philadelphia, Pa. 
THE ETUDE 
World of Music 
veiled in the Biilowplatz of Berlin on thi’oaT 
of March. 1927, celebrating the one hundredth 
anniversary of the composer s birth An" 
petition is being held in which noted'sculptor 
are striving for the honor of furnishing th« a 
sign. The German Republic, the State 
Prussia and the City of Berlin will sham 
the expense of the enterprise. re 111 
"Ml Bo> and Girl Violin. 
1Um!'eSnnrr°n,"r Lona°n and 
a concert held 
.. . lls .was the seventeenth 
Four Thotisa 
sts, selected froi. . 
he home counties, took part in a 
u the transept of the Crystal PaTaceTn “+ 
riddle of June. This s t e d? ! t t  
~e )h1a nnhnm a portM 
the program was broadcast. 
The Revival of Gluck’s “Orpheus’. 
was so successful last year at the Province 
town Playhouse, that the management has do" 
cided to continue these intimate production,, 
and has announced Handel’s “Hodellnde’’ and 
Gluck’s ‘ Paris and Helen,” for next seasm, 
The return to favor of these classics, includ¬ 
ing the Mozart Operas Continues, is a hearten- 
.... - that jazz-cloyed ears 
" "tWng breath- e beginning ing more of truth and beauty. 
“f1S!,r',,“Y"r,ns is reported 
enrernd 7 'trough an old diary dis¬ 
covered among the furniture of the Contessa 
Maffei This disclosed that the famous violin 
maker had prepared, in a church opposite hte 
residence, a sepulchre for his holly The 
church is long since gone, but excavations 
diiriV' ,llre<;tl;,,>s ot «»■ mayor „f Cremona, disclosed a sealed crypt of marble bearing the 
inscription : Anno mi’, Sep. fitbi sins,, Sepolcro 
<f, Anton to Stradivari, Anno 11.!’’, Posuit The 
marble has been removed to the Cremona town 
hall for preservation. 
The Oldest Organ In America is now in 
the Episcopal Church of Clyde, New York 
Originally given by Queen Anne to Trinity 
Church, New York City, with the proviso that 
should a larger instrument be required this 
one was to lie passed on Jo a smaller church, 
t ie royal organ moved from church to church- 
tin. in 1S46, it weijt to Clyde. Ii is a “semi- 
me antique ” with one mannal, six stops? less 
than a hundred pipes, and no pedals. 
“2*? t(> a new monument in Warsaw, to be erected by the Polish Govern¬ 
ment. it lias been executed by Waclaw 
Szymanowski, in Paris, and represents the 
composer at the foot of a symbolic tree. A 
delegation will go to Paris I.. receive the 
bronze monument, which weighs seven tons 
and to accompany it home. 
An Elaborate Centem 
of Weber’s Blrtl. was 
Butin, Germany. A play, . 
brntioi 
June, a 
Julius Havemann, especially 
rp,,’’"'”"’ *.wlu*0 UL lf»livities. 
mere were a chamber concert and an orches¬ 
tral concert with solos from his operas, a per¬ 
formance of his “Preciosa,” and on Sunday 
the Eutin Weber Choir sane his Mass in G at 
the Stadtkirche, with the Andante from one 
of his symphonies in C as introduction. 
Mrs. Carson, Swimmer of the English 
Channel, is the granddaughter of Niels Wil- 
nelm Gade, the famous composer That she 
should achieve distinction is therefore less a 
CONTESTS 
A Prize of One Thousand Dollars is 
offered by the National Opera Club for the 
female singer with a voice of the most out¬ 
standing quality, to be determined in the con- 
rest of 1927 conducted by the National Fed- 
eratlon or Music Clubs. Particulars from Mr. 
"-^Wilcox, National Contest Chairman, 
Ten Thousand Dollars in Prizes of 
nve thousand, three thousand and two thou- 
Fnmi d2Ua,r!t on<* are offered by the Musical 
?hnASociet? of Philadelphia for the best 
chamber music compositions for from three to 
Ri VQS07Um<Jn contest closes December 
and particulars may be obtained by 
pressing the Mustea! Fund Society. 40 San- 
‘,7™ Closes December 31. 1926, ami 
ulars may |,e had by addressing Musical 
ica, i.oi Fifth Avenue, New York City. 
iv-ex Amounting tft Three Hundred 
len Dollars, for the best unpublished 
ms. are offered by the Lorenz Publishing 
any of Dayton, Ohio, from whom all de¬ 
adly be had on application. 
Thr. • Prize f Fifty 1 
for bp!it musi 
nvi,o,°£ hymns which prizes bv th#» » r  
M Eitcl 
etting of 
'-'r“ LUictr ii s i were awarded 
Imnn nnUhe Ifevicw; copies of the 
whb.nP^ s 2nd conditions of the contest, 
September 30, 1926, may be had 
wi^nt(,st Editor. Homiletic Review, 
•sol f ourth Avenue, New York. 
r«ut!3a-,0nal Capitol Official Song” 
11... vVe- ls, ,,be held under the auspices of 
s o™, ?11"1 of Music Clubs. It 
nnse?f , ?'(, American writers and com- 
Mlss Bm??Ju1iJ Particulars may be had from 
- 1 ‘ A5ea trice S. Hnn/lnrin CnnAnoF f’haipnlllll. 
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New Musical Marvels in the Movies 
Editorial The FIRST exhibition of the Vita- 
phone in New York City exhausted 
the superlatives of many metropoli- 
critics. Here, at last, was a perfectly 
synchronized screen representation with 
L spoken word and with music. More 
than this, the music was not a little, frail 
stream of sound but the full volume of 
^ original in a measure hardly believed 
credible. . ... 
The first presentation was given in the 
magnificent Warner Theatre in New York 
earlv in August. . 
We had the pleasure of being present at 
the pre-view given on the night before the 
opening. The invited audience was com¬ 
posed of some fifteen hundred representa¬ 
tive men and women from all parts of the 
country, particularly those interested in 
music, acoustical inventions and the stage. 
The applause that met the first perform¬ 
ance demonstrated at once that a new era 
in the combination of the art of music and 
the art of the cinema had arrived. 
The new invention-is the result of years 
of research in the laboratories of the West¬ 
ern Electric Company and the Bell Tele¬ 
phone Company. The cooperation of the 
Brunswick-Balh v Collender Company, The 
Victor Talking Machine Company and the 
Metropolitan Opera House were all re¬ 
quired to make the program possible. 
Imagine having on one program Mischa 
Elman, Harold Bauer, Efrem Zimbalist, 
Anna Case, (liovanni Martinelli, Marion 
Talley—to sav nothing of the New York 
Philharmonic Orchestra conducted by 
Henry Hadley—performing throughout 
“Don Juan,” undoubtedly John Barry¬ 
more’s greatest picture! 
The Vitaphone reproduction of sound 
was of course the chief interest of the 
audience as the possibilities of the screen 
were well-known. The first thing to aston¬ 
ish was the v olume of the sound completely 
filling a theatre of ordinary size. We took 
the precaution to go to the top seats in 
the balcony and found the volume sur¬ 
prisingly great there. Next was the mat¬ 
ter of verity of tone-color. This can be 
described only as astonishing. We have, 
for instance, heard Mr. Harold Bauer 
play many times in private. His delicious 
tone effects are well-known. They were 
as remarkably preserved in the reproduc¬ 
tion as was his portrait playing upon the 
screen. The piano is one of the most diffi¬ 
cult instruments to record. The Vesti la 
giubba of Martinelli was rendered with 
astonishing dramatic force and the quality 
of his voice was preserved in such amazing 
fashion we doubt whether he ever received 
as great an ovation from the audiences at 
the Metropolitan Opera House. 
I Perfect Synchronization 
NDEED THE synchronization was so 
perfect and the effects so astonishing 
that one had to pinch oneself now and 
then to realize that this was a mechanical 
reproduction rather than the original. True 
there were occasional tonal lapses when 
“hollow” or “empty” tones were to be 
heard, and at one time the apparatus “ran 
down.” In the orchestra it was obvious 
that not all of the instruments had been 
caught” in recording. However, the 
whole effect was so extraordinary that the 
exhilaration of the experience more than 
balanced these shortcomings. 
What may be the effect of this epoch- 
making invention upon the musical pro¬ 
fession? Certainly it is already in a stage 
to be considered as a “problem” by some. 
Years ago, in company with the late Mr. 
Presser, we heard Mr. Edison’s amazing 
a«empt to bring “Talking Pictures” before 
the public, combining his two extraordi- 
nary inventions—the phonograph and the 
v'tagraph. Mr. Presser, with his charac¬ 
teristic vision, noted then that it would be 
only a matter of time before the insufficient J 
volume of the phonographic or sound re- 
producing principle would be amplified to / 
any desired quantity. Now, it has actually . 
arrived in an altogether unusual state of 1 
development. What effect may all this have | 
upon performers and teachers? < 
Twenty or thirty years ago, when the j 
methods of mechanical sound reproduction ( 
were new, thousands predicted that singers 
and performers and, of course, teachers, ' 
would have to seek other callings. There 1 
could be no opportunity for their advance- ] 
ment in face of such marvelous machines. ’ 
What happened? The art of music and the 
profession of teaching music advanced 
enormously. Never have singers, per¬ 
formers and teachers been so much in de¬ 
mand—never have they received such ex¬ 
traordinary fees. Then came the radio. 
This was predicted as the doom of the 
musical profession. Imagine anyone say¬ 
ing that advertising a product would injure 
the industry. The radio has been of pro¬ 
digious value in promoting the musical 
interests of everyone who has anything 
worth while to sell. The publishers of 
T he Etude have been having the best year 
in the history of the firm, and all of its 
prosperity is dependent upon the prosperity 
of musicians and teachers of music. In¬ 
deed, we find that our patrons are regularly 
employing the talking machine and the 
radio as indispensable adjuncts of musical 
culture in the home and in the studio. For 
years we have used them in our own work 
for this purpose. 
Effect of the Vitaphone WHAT MAY be the effect of this 
marvelous new invention upon em¬ 
ployees in moving picture theatres? This 
is problematical. In smaller theatres it 
will take the place of small orchestras in 
some cases. But there will always be the 
need for the organ and the piano for spe¬ 
cial features. It is impossible to give an 
orchestral accompaniment to a flight over 
the North Pole unless the enterprising ex¬ 
hibitors send an orchestra in another air¬ 
plane. At the same time there is always 
a demand for a fine orchestra “in the 
flesh.” The indifferent and unworthy 
players may well look to their laurels. 
The public would far rather listen to an 
accompaniment by the New York Philhar¬ 
monic than to a few scratchy fiddles and 
squawky saxophones. The general effect 
of the Vitaphone will be to compel higher 
standards of performance. 
For the really worth while performers 
who have their vitaphonic pictures taken, 
the machine should prove a wonderful ad¬ 
vertisement. We have always noticed that 
artists are never loath to have their pictures 
appear in print as frequently as-possible. 
Therefore every vitaphonic reproduction 
becomes an astonishingly fine advertise- 
™Many years ago, when the Victor Com¬ 
pany was in its infancy, the famous bari¬ 
tone, Emilo de Gbgorza, was persuaded 
with much difficulty to make records. He 
refused to make them under his own name, 
fearing that his professional standing 
would be injured. He made them under a 
noin de plume—or shall we say nom de 
voix? Soon his manager found that there 
were so many applications coming in for 
concert engagements by the remarkable 
singer in the name of the nom de voix that 
Mr. de Gogorza realized that there was 
no better advertisement for a singer than 
the well-made record. The vitaphonic 
records will, we predict, multiply the de¬ 
mand for the professional, concert and 
operatic services of the artist, “in the flesh. 
This great invention is being introduced 
by the famous moving picture producers, 
Warner Brothers, of New York. 
STANDARD 
^-^ GRAND AND UPRIGHT 
-c piano action^ ' 
made AT CAMBRIDGE, MASS. 
SINCE 1886 _8 
x m y 
True Tone—with every touch 
Artist and beginner find that Standard Piano Actions 
transmit tone perfectly from keys to strings. The repeti¬ 
tion is superior. The action is the heart of the piano s 
life. It governs its touch—and controls its tone. When 
you buy a piano be sure that you get Standard—the 
highest quality action in the world the piano action 
made at Cambridge, Mass. 
SEND TODAY for our booklet describing what is 
essential in a good piano. 
STANDARD ACTION COMPANY 
C. L. McHUGH. President 
Cambridge, Mass. 
Have your piano tuned at least twice a year by a competent tuner 
We specialize in perfectly adjusted 
VIOLIN OUTFITS 
used by many of America’s most 
discriminating teachers 
Ask for our Complete Catalog 
s FRIEDRICH 
279 Filth Avenue, New York, N. Y. 





June 1 to December 1, 1926 
Block 44, Section K 
Palace of Liberal Arts & Manufactures 
A Handsome Souvenir Brochure Sent on Request 
HUBU5T EEMUNDER Si 50M5 
Makers of the World Famous 
“GEMUNDERART” VIOLINS 
The sympathetic tone Violins. Prices 
range from $200.00 upwards 
Descriptive List on Request 
Also our Catalogue of Genuine Old Violins 
We specialize in fitting Violins to each 
individual Violinist 
No trouble to answer questions 
125-127 West 42d Street, New York City 
Read The Violin World, SI. 7S, with 45 Solos 
VIOLINS 
Deep, Mellow, Soulful 
PIANISTS! 
3 Self Instructive Books on 
THE ART OF MODERN 
Jazz Piano Playing 
By ART SHEFTE 
THE GREATEST REVELATION OX THIS SUBJECT 
Fill-In bricks! Breaks, Blues, etc., as used'by leading 
RADIO ARTISTS 
JAZZ BREAKS-Teaches 150 Jazz Bleaks, 50 snappy Novelty Endings, Blues. Fill-In Embellisbments, etc. Is 
ZJttm o?^Je»ton!5!!.‘0. Price, $1.00 
JAZZ BASS-Tha backbone^ oWmxJW Playing. 
EJi.T.S.S!T\. Price, $1.00 
KEYBOARD JIAKMONY-Tbe simplert^Mdmert 
ESmidT/:.6.h.HT.Price, $1.00 
COMPLETE COURSE^ $3.00^ 
SHEFTE PUBLISHING CO. (Not inc.) 
825 Lyon & Healy Bldg-, Dept. G, 
64 East Jackson Boulevard, Chicago, Ill. 
Is Your Music 
MIXED UP? 
MUSIFILE 
IS THE ANSWER! 
The Musifile is the 
SECTIONAL, Low- 
Priced Cabinet that 
will “unscramble” your 
Send for free catalog and 
“HOW TO FILE MUSIC” 
Walter B, Simon 
812 Pine Street 
St. Louis, U. S. A. 
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The Drum Major 
(Continued from page 731) 
' I '*HE side view of the drum major 
is shown for purposes of clarity. 
This command is often given verbally, 
the drum major holding the baton as 
shown under “Marching at Attention.” 
When the staff signal is desired it may 
be used as shown here. As is the case 
also in "Column, Right,” “Column, 
Left;” “Right-Oblique;” “Left-Oblique,” 
and “Countermarch;” the staff, in ex¬ 
ecuting the preparatory comand, points 
in the direction in which the move¬ 
ment is to take place. Here it points 
directly forward. 
The band steps off with the left foot 
on the down beat of the baton (dotted 
lines), after which the drum major may 
beat the time for a measure or two, 
or till the rhythm be established, when 
he should turn the baton under the arm 
in the position shown under “Marching 
at Attention.” He should not beat tht 
time (unless necessary to keep the 
rhythm or to increase or lessen the 
tempo) unless the band is playing. 
The whistle, again, may or may not ancTo*1 
be used as a preliminary warning. The in the 
larger the band, the more necessary its Conu 
The drum major must be skilful in 
recognizing the three “cadences” es¬ 
tablished by our government. The term 
cadence refers to the speed or frequency 
of the recurring pulses of march music. 
The regulation cadence in quickstep (or 
ordinary march) time is one hundred 
and twenty-eight steps per minute with 
thirty inches to each step, or “pace.” 
6. MARCHING AT ATTENTION 
'T'HE drum major is shown marching 
T at attention. The side view is giv¬ 
en to make clear the position of the right 
hand and the proper angle at which the 
baton is carried. 
The left hand rests on the left hip, 
fingers to the front, thumb to the rear. 
The drum major, as already noted, 
must be skilful in establishing the cor¬ 
rect “tempo” and length of step. These 
may both be varied in non-military func¬ 
tions, to great advantage. For example, 
a college or high school band, parading 
on the field between halves of a foot 
ball game, where no great distance is 
to be covered, and where a “peppy” 
appearance is especially desirable, will 
do well to increase the tempo some¬ 
what beyond the regulation one hun¬ 
dred and twenty-eigth steps per minute, 
and to shorten the length of each step 
from the regulation pace of thirty 
inches to about fifteen or eighteen 
inches. 
The extent to which the drum major 
is to resort to Showmanship,” however, 
is to be held within bounds. His is a 
serious undertaking. It is the con¬ 
sensus of opinion at this time that he 
should be peppy and snappy, but in a 
more reserved manner than was form¬ 
erly believed fitting. ' There is now 
very little indulgence in the pyrotech¬ 
nics of stick whirling and throwing in 
the air, of prancing step and similar 
“monkeyshines.” Considerable thought 
can be expended here to advantage. 
7. FORWARD—1IABCH (Play ami 
HpHIS differs from the command 
A “Play” (band standing still) in 
the fact that the drum major faces 
forward. The band is to step off on 
the first main pulse of the music. This 
usually means the first note of the in¬ 
troduction, for very few marches be¬ 
gin with “up beat” notes, and these are 
to be avoided. 
THE*ETUDE 
but may be given Enand: Usually verbal. 
6. MARCHING AT ATTENTION 
There is no preparatory command and 
no command of execution. The drum ma¬ jor marches with eyes front, ready to cor¬ 
rect the tempo of the drums, the align- 
!F.enJ\ Sf „$be, b?-nd’ t0 execute “Column, Right; Halt; or other desired move- 
The right arm is extended straight 
at the side, to differentiate this com¬ 
mand from that of “Forward—March” 
(without playing). Hold this position 
long enough for each musician to com¬ 
prehend the order before giving the 
warning and command of execution. If 
the band is too slow in seeing and un¬ 
derstanding the signal, this signal is 
either held so low they cannot see it, 
or they are not well-trained. If, on 
the other hand, the drum major does 
not hold the signal long enough to give 
the band time to grasp the command, 
they will “straggle out” on the first 
few steps, and but few players will be 
heard on the introduction. The larger 
the band, the longer it will take for 
any command to “percolate” back 
through the whole organization. De¬ 
pending somewhat on the size of the 
organization, it is the opinion of the 
writer that this and other preparatory 
command signals of the drum major 
should be held for an interval of be¬ 
tween four and seven seconds before 
giving the warning interval and the com¬ 
mand of execution. 
. comes smartly to a dead stop in the p 
8. CEASE PLAYING (Band marching) 
THIS command is similar to that of 
“Cease Playing” (band standing 
still), except that the drum major faces 
forward. It is important that there be 
a definite stop in the motion of the 
baton at the end of both left and right 
warning swings (synchronizing with 
the two beats of the music) and at the 
position signalling the command of ex¬ 
ecution. As stated under the discussion 
of the command “Cease Playing” (band 
standing still), the command of execu¬ 
tion should come (1) on the last note 
of the music or (2) on the first or chief 
pulse of a measure. Do not attempt 
to have the band cease playing and 
halt at the same time. Usually, the 
command “Halt” is executed before 
the command “Cease Playing” is issued, 
though the reverse may occur. 
The wider the swing of the baton in 
the warning movements of this com¬ 
mand, the more certain the drum major 
may be that all players see and under¬ 
stand the order. 
The whistle may be used, especially 
in an untrained or a large band, as a 
preliminary warning preceding the two 
warning swings of the baton. It is 
far more necessary here than in the 
similar command executed while the 
band is standing still, for here the situa¬ 
tion is complicated by the practical and 
not-to-be-overlooked difficulties arising 
in connection with playing on the march. 
9. “COLOIN, RIGHT—MARCH” 
' I 'HIS command is usually issued 
while the band is moving forward, 
but may be given from the standing 
position, in which case the forward 
movement would begin immediately 
with the execution of the “Column, 
Right.” 
As was the case in commands already 
discussed, the baton points in the direc¬ 
tion in which the movement is to take 
place. It is equally necessary here to 
hold the baton in the position of issu¬ 
ing the preparatory command, (or an 
interval long enough to enable all the 
musicians to see and understand the 
order. If the band is playing when 
this command is given, the preparatory 
roiniuand: Hold the baton 
thrust smartly in the new direction, com¬ 
ing to a dead stop in the position shown 
in dotted lines. 
command (see illustration) is held dur¬ 
ing a somewhat longer interval than is 
necessary in case the attention of the 
musicians is not divided between the 
signals of the drum major and the vari¬ 
ous difficulties to be met in playing on 
the march. 
After the command of execution, the 
drum major faces the band, walking 
backward, and keeping in proper align¬ 
ment the front rank of the band. 
It is very important that he hold back 
the forward progress of the band, even 
to the extent of forcing the front rank 
to do little more than “mark time,” un¬ 
til the last rank of the band has ex¬ 
ecuted the command, when, and only 
when, he again faces forward and re¬ 
sumes the regulation thirty-inch pace. 
0E ETUDE 
tJfadrMark 
Does Your Piano 
Contain This Action? THF piano action is rightfully 
termed the “heart of the piano ” 
But the action must be perfectly 
glanced and delicately responsive if the 
true enjoyment of piano playing is to be 
instrument equipped with the Wessell, 
sell, Nickel & Gross action is used by 
leading American piano manufacturers. 
To insist upon it, therefore, is to snake 
certain of obtaining not only a fine 
WESSELL, NICKEL & GROSS 
Established IS74 New York City 
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PRINT ANYTHING IN MUSIC- BY ANY PROCESS I 
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Music Teachers master this wonderful 
instrument in no time.Teachingcomes 
easy. Pupils learn quickly with the easy 
blowing, easy fingering Buescher. 3 les¬ 
sons given with your new instrument 
explain everything and start you right 
Off. Many play scales the first hour, easy tunes in 
a week. Get a Buescher for six days’ trial. Easy 
terms. Send coupon below for complete details. 
Accept only the standard¬ 
ise Tone Saxophone 
Buescher Band Instrument Co. 
in Band and Orchestra Instruments 
 1831 Buescher Block Elkhart, Indiana 
WITH the exception of the matter 
of the direction of the turn, all 
instructions under “Column, Right” 
apply equally well here. The staff, or 
baton, points in the direction in which 
the movement is to take place, and there 
is the similar “warning” and thrust of 
the baton in the direction of the move¬ 
ment to follow as the command of ex¬ 
ecution. 
It is again very important that the 
drum major face the band on the turn, 
from which position he is able to keep 
the players in. proper alignment, and to 
hold back the forward progress of the 
organization till the last rank has com¬ 
pleted the - execution of the command 
and the whole hand is ready to move 
forward in the regulation thirty-inch 
pace. 
The execution of the commands, 
“Column, Left” and “Column, Right” 
are more difficult in the case of larger 
bands. When he has a band of more 
than sixty players to deal with, the 
author trains the players in all ranks 
except the first or first two to execute 
right oblique, as an assistance in turn¬ 
ing the band in executing “Column, 
Left” and “Left Oblique,” in preparing 
for “Column Right.” This is not mili¬ 
tary, but is very practical in the case of 
extremely large bands. 
Use the whistle, if necessary to call 
attention to the preparatory command. 
(This exceptionally interesting article 
will be continued in The Etude for 
November.) 
,2 different. nirect'fronTNatioh’s Capital. 
The Far-Reaching Influence 
of the 
KIMBALL DURING the many years since the Kimball 
piano was first manufactured, this instru¬ 
ment has steadily filled a larger and higher 
place in the estimation of discriminating people. 
The influence has spread from small beginnings 
until to-day probably more than 400,000 Kimball 
pianos, as well as other Kimball instruments, are 
in daily use. In homes, schools and churches, a 
steadily increasing number of Kimballs stand as 
witnesses to abiding merit. 
There is a Kimball exactly suited to your home—a Grand, 
an Upright, a Reproducing Piano, a Player Piano, or a 
Phonograph. 
Catalogs and nearest dealer’s address sent on request 
w. w. KIMBALL CO. 
(Established 1857) 
Department KE, 306 S. Wabash Avenue, CHICAGO, U. S. A. 
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nity—write quick lor lucrative proposition. 
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Wanted. Young Men! 
_become specialists in. a field which will not 
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will give them social standing and prominence I 
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Timely Suggestions 
Invaluable Aids for The New Season and The New Classes 
___ IHI 
Works by Dorothy Gaynor Blake 
It is the fashion nowadays to refer to this composer as the creator of educational : 
that is the last word in up-to-dateness and progressiveness. 
These are her most successful books. 
One of the best and the 
successful of beginners books. 
Both treble and bass clefs taken 
up from the first lesson. Each 
hand plays one tone at a time in 
both directions from Middle C. 
elody Book One. 
Charming pieces characteristic 
of this composer’s brilliant style. 
Free from all intricate techni- 
Simplifies the con¬ 
fusion which usually 
follows the first ap¬ 
pearance of two or 
Studies and pieces 
planned in a definite 
way to show the use of 
the damper pedal. 
Price, 75 cents 
First grade pieces de¬ 
signed especially for har¬ 
monic analysis. A new 
idea for grasping the ele¬ 
ments of music beyond the 
KROGMANN 
Six Tone Miniatures.65 
One of the easiest collections ever 
written by this genius of musical com¬ 
positions for the child world. The 
tuneful and bright melodies teach inter¬ 
pretation, legato and expression. Inter¬ 
esting little couplets head each piece, 
and every page is engraved with big 
KROGMANN 
Tuneful Rhymes from Wonderland.65 
Contents: Morning Glory, Arithmetic Lesson, Big Bass 
Drum, Christmas Song, Land of Nod. 
MATTINGLY 
A Visit to Orchestraland.65 
As one very prominent teacher ex¬ 
pressed it: “Just what I’ve wished for, 
it fills a long felt want.” 
This collection of choice little im¬ 
pressions of the orchestra for piano solo 






Five Tuneful Tales.65 
furnish the teacher with pieces in 
which the melody alternates' between 
the right and left hand, thus develop¬ 
ing independence quickly; second, to 
provide with catchy tunes and titles 
material which pupils love to play as 
recreations. 
M. BILBRO 
Seven Sunny Stories.55 
Contents; Why? Truant Baby Kitty, Watch Your Step, 
s£* f^/S5L2!?* 5i"S » S-V o' Summertime, 
method to begin with the treble and bass clefs 
simultaneously. Its popularity increases an¬ 
nually. Many consider it the superior of all 
other methods. Once used, always retained. 
Price, $1.00 
Grade la and lb 
Friml, R., In Magic Land. 
Friml, R., The Blue Fairy. 
Friml, R., Chatterbox. 
Keyes, H. D., Come and Play with Me 
Keyes, H. D., Happy and Gay. 
Smith, Hannah, In the Twilight. 
Smith, Hannah, On Parade. 
Smith, Hannah, On Summer Seas. 
EDUCATIONAL PIECES AND BOOKS FOR PIANO, FOUR-HANDS 
No better way to teach Time and Rhythm than four-hand pieces has ever been discovered 
Song of Wintertime. 
WOODROW 
In October Sunshine.65 
This unusually interesting book of 
easy pieces, containing eight melodious 
recreations, is full of the fresh out¬ 
doors. Each piece is well within the 
ability of the first grade pupil and has 
special lesson feature. 
Grade Ila and lib 
McIntyre, E. V., Good Morning.40 
McIntyre, E. V., Summer Holiday.40 
McIntyre, E. V., Merry Little Dancers.40 
Bristow, F. L., Two Little Sisters.35 
Kraemer, A. B., Little Pansy Waltz. .40 
Kraemer, A. B., Alfred Waltz.35 
Kraemer, A. B., Annette Mazurka.35 
Holzel, Carl, Sweet Souvenir Waltz.35 
Bilbro, M., Happy June Days.45 
COLLECTION FOR FOUR-HANDS 
^br°,M.’ Eight Recollections.Gr. II .90 
Diller&Quarle, Tunes from Many Lands. Gr. I 1.00 
Fnml R Musical Adventures for Four Little 
Han s. Qr j 75 
Keyes H. D., Nine Little Playtime Duets.' Gr. I .’65 
McIntyre, E. V Tiny Musical Pictures. Gr. I 1.00 
Diller & Quaile, When all the World was 
Young. tt i 00 
McIntyre, E. V., Sunshine and Laughter. Gr. II .75 
Write to us for " Willis’s October Package” of Catalogs Free 
Any Music Dealer Should Be Willing to Send Any of the Above Material ((On Sale" 
THE WILLIS MUSIC CO. CINCINNATI OHIO 
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Violin Questions Answered 
By MR. BRAINE 
t#i“erd^TiHBeETCDB of June, 1925, eon- 
J- ?' lonsthy article on Stainer and his vio- 
liiied a Icn„*n oiVtain this nmnher by sending 
itydive cents to. the publisher. 
Rations scattered all over the world. You 
can obtain German factory-made imitations 
of Schweitzer’s violins as low as $10 or $15. 
The value of your violin depends on whether it 
in old violins f 
Start a Tuning Business 
£ earn $2 to$4 an honr.' 
mand for good tuners asd player men exceed, supply. 
We fit you for bo-!:.' : nn’hly and rapidly at home, 
at smal cost. INSTITUTE 
Wabash Sta., EM f Pittsburgh, Pa. 
KsUiiinlliig Future Success. 
8. J. E.—It would be pure guesswork for 
me to try to express an opinion of your talent 
and ability for the violin without knowing yon 
and hearing you play. If you are studying v i u mK
under a pood teacher, as you say, he would ho 
the one best qualified to give you an idea of 
what you may expect to achieve in the future. 
Your letter fails to give the all-important in¬ 
formation of when you commenced .to study. 
If you have a good foundation, laid in child¬ 
hood and early youth, and have great talent 
for the violin. I should judge that you have 
an excellent chance of improving your technic 
very greatlv. If you are really ready for the 
Zigeunerwelsen which you say you are studying 
you must already have a large technic, as this 
‘is a difficult composition. As you live near 
New York, I would julvise t°^j?et audl- 
11 you what 
Aii.ms St, Las Angeles, C.I, 
The Build of the Bow. 
M. O.—A good bow is of the greatest jm- 
nortance in violin playing. 2. Your question 
of what constitutes a well-balanced how is 
well answered bv the famous violinist. Ludwig 
Spohr, in his “Violin School ” Spohr says: 
“The stick of the bow should have a beautiful, 
uniform bending by which the nearest. ap¬ 
proach to the hair is exactly In the middle 
between the point and the nut. In othei 
- ” ’sepest part of the curve of the 
. , -tiiidle, equi-distant 
, inferior *—“ stick should uo ... from point and nut 
rarely fulfill, this eo 
regards weight. The average 
mires* Some plavers prefer a su&u.i 
heavier bow than others The great .viol ini: 
■ve nearer the 
ffer slightly as 
is about two 
slightly 
__of lai 
longer than ordinal 
• than the average, -t. 
r Aianufacture, and Use 
eorge, published in 
Loudon, England, : 
SUMMY’S CORNER 
NEW PIANO PUBLICATIONS 
•” “ScSrti.’1 ‘ ‘° 






Tnd7a\f proof ¥EPT supreme amoung the 
fJ7uprenmc°yn °! fine pianos of the world 
by the very excellency of its 
performance and the endur¬ 
ing qualities of its exquisite 
tone. 
Weaver Piano Co., Inc., York, Pa. / 
Homework 
on a HOHNER 
Is Fun! 
Music plays an important part 
in the education of the boy and 
girl; and to-day the harmonica is 
education. If you are interested in 
Inc., Dept. 204, 114 East 16th Street, 
Page 786 OCTOBER 1926 THE ETUDE 
Every Musical Home An Etude Subscriber 
We are depending upon our ETUDE friends to make this far and away 
THE BEST YEAR IN ETUDE HISTORY 
We confidently expect that with your help our sphere of influence will be enormously 
expanded. 
But, we must have your help. 
“The Etude” must be carried into new fields, new communities, new homes, new schools, 
new lands. 
The only way in which this can be done on a large scale is through the influence of our 
thousands of friends who believe in THE ETUDE and are in sympathy with its ideals. 
We do not ask this merely for mercenary business reasons, but because we are inspired 
with the thought that THE ETUDE has a great mission in American home life. 
To help you in co-operating with us to advance this mission 
We shall be very glad to give 
ENTIRELY FREE OF CHARGE 
To Leaders, Teachers, Merchants, Clergymen, Bankers and Music Enthusiasts 
A Poster Reproduction Of Page 714 
In this issue, because we are sure that the widest possible distribution of this 
presentation of a serious situation cannot fail to make a powerful impression 
This page posted in the classroom, bank, Sunday 
School, or the store will unquestionably make people 
think of this solution of one of the great social questions 
of the hour. It will also help materially all interests 
relating to education, art, music and culture. 
In the teacher’s studio it should be of immense value 
in promoting the teacher’s business interests. 
This is only one of the numerous pieces of literature 
we circulate free for the promotion of music interests in 
general. 
Many teachers and club leaders insist that every 
student’s home subscribe to THE ETUDE. In fact, a 
large number send a bill for THE ETUDE subscription 
with the first term’s tuition bill. 
Note the variety of interest in this issue. Note the 
fine character of the music. Note the new departments. 
Note the increased size. Note the new life and freshness. 
One teacher writes, “THE ETUDE multiplies the 
value of every piano upon which it is placed.” 
Doubtless many of your acquaintances are now just 
waiting for your word of endorsement to send in their 
subscriptions. 
Every ETUDE introduced in your community for- 
tifies not merely the musical interests of the community 
itself, but all of the important influences to be derived 
from the art. 
THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE, Theodore Presser Co., Publishers 1712-i7i4 chestnut st. 
y PHILADELPHIA, PA. 
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fic/rf/o/7 Wood 
THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC COMPANY’S 
Graded Movements 
from BEETHOVEN’S SONATAS 
^Tbe <ikU>ractice of depriving a pupil of die send, of Benhoven because he, 
» CONTENTS 
n Wood No. 
Book 3 -Edition Wood No. 993 
/^r^dque'°p-13inC 
, from Sonata. Op. 26 in AS UlUgfo 
agfcsss 
■**“ 
THE B. F. WOOD MUSIC COMPANY 
"the case of quality” 




1 New Way Keyboard and Staff Reader 
IMPROVE YOUR TEACHING 
REPERTOIRE 
by adding to it the following splendid NEW publications. Ask your 
dealer to show you these things. If be cannot do so—please advise us. 
FOR THE PIANO 
New WAY AA'JS'c ED^cAT^gMpAHY 
Arthur Bergh 
Chas. Gilbert Spross . 
Wi I:::::::::::::::::::: :!! 
A. Walter Kramer 
The Elf and the D 
THE JOHN CHURCH COMPANY 
318-320 West 46th Street New 
Page 788 OCTOBER 1926 
NEW WORKS 
Advance of Publication Offers 
October, 1926 
Album of French Composers—Piano. 
Album of Study Pieces in Thirds and 
Sixths . 
Beginners’ Method for the Saxophone. . .. 
Beginner’s Voice Book—Proschowsky. . . . 
Beginning With the Pedals of the Piano 
—Crami 
Brehm’s First Steps for Young Piano 
Beginners . 
Dozen Songs for Saxophones—Clay Smith 
—Saxophones Parts. 
The Same. Piano Accompaniment .... 
Fifty Easy Melodious Studies for the 
Pianoforte—Op. 7—Biehl. 
First Garland of Flowers—Violin and 
Piano—Weiss  
Forty Negro Spirituals—White. 
Fundamental Studies in Violoncello Tech¬ 
nic—Schwartz . 
H. M. S. Pianofore—Sullivan. 
n Honor of St. Joseph— 
Vocal Exercises—Connell. 
Christinas Service—Clark. 
Favorite Songs i 
TIIE ETUDE 
An Excellent Stock of Music The Beginner’s Voice Book 
for Amateur and Professional By Franz Proschowsky 
Orchestras and Bands We have had great success with our 
The extraordinary growth of interest in various Beginners’ Books There is no 
orchestral playing during the past few reason why the idea should not have been 
years has resulted in the formation of in- aPPbed to the I owei long before this, but, 
numerable groups of ensemblb players, it has needed just the right man to do it. 
large and small, professional and amateur; Mr Franz Proschowsky the teacher of 
there are large and small organizations of Madam Galh-Curci and of Tito Schipa, we 
both kinds and it is often difficult to dis- believe to Tie just this man. This book be- 
tinguish one from the other, so well bah- S1™ at the very beginning, giving all the 
anced and so* thoroughly are the amateurs fundamentals, elements of notation, etc., 
trained and directed This statement ap- including intervals and the structure of 
plies with equal force to bands except that ™ scale. Then, it goes right into practi- 
these usually are not confined to as small cal voice work, breathing, tone production 
a number of players as may be used ef- an^ vowel formation, 
fectively with stringed instruments. All The special introductory price in ad- 
these organizations need music—more and vance of publication is 60 cents per copy, 
more of it—and publishers have not been postpaid, 
the least remiss in providing effectively 
arranged music in all degrees of difficulty, MaSS No. 14, in Honor of 
» especially of the kind that appeals not q*. t rw. on? 
One of the music teacher’s daily prob- only to the players but, also quite as es- A.P* 
lems is that of securing fresh, useful and sentially, to their audiences. We have EClUarClO MaTZO 
attractive music for teaching, recital and watched the growing demand for ensemble The Masses by Chevalier Marzo are con- 
reereation needs. It is not always an easy music and have given special prominence sistently excellent and this Mass No. li 
30 matter to find just the right tilings at a to all publications of this kind that have is no exception. Elevated in character and 
40 nearby source of supply and in any event, rnore than passing merit, thereby assem- highly effective, its flowing diatonic mel- 
it takes a lot of valuable time. A good bling a complete stock of every worth- ody will be found very pleasing and sing- 
30 supply of “On Sale” music for ordinary while production in school, amateur or able. The composer, imbued with the 
requirements is of prime importance, but professional orchestra and band music, beauty, spirit, and significance of the text 
to addition every teacher should be in fre- We are prepared to lend expert assistance has set, in powerful climaxes, its salient 
30 quent receipt of really new and unfamiliar jn selecting such music and will send these features; and as contrast, witness the 
45 compositions of a kind likely to fit into band and orchestra works on liberal exam- peaceful repose with which he bus invested 
30 and agreeably supplement the standard ination terms. Catalogs, sample parts and the Benedicts and Saunas, t his Mass 
material used. Our plan of sending new other information will be cheerfully fur- arranged for two voices is one that should 
... . .... convent S0i,00iS) or jn 
four-part singing is 
opportunity to ob- 
How Theodore Presser Company 
Helps Teachers To Get 
Acquainted With New Music 
New Collect _ 
Choruses for All Occasioi 
New Easy Four Hand Altai 
t and Third Position Album- 
New Organ Collection. 
Pianist’s Dally Dozen, The—Macklin. . . . 
Homeo and Juliet—Operetta for Men— 
John W. Brigham. 
School of Octaves, No. 2—Kullak. 
Secular Two-Part Song Collection. 
Seven Last Words of Christ—Cantata^— 
Dubois  
Three Dances for Piano—Four Hands— 
Scott . 
Twelve Piano Etudes—Bilbro. 
prove most useful ir 
young choirs where 
rather difficult. 
Our patrons have 
On Sale meets this need. It pro- nished on request. 
40 vides teachers with a dependable supply 
40 of really new teaching pieces, carefully ]Vew Organ Collection 
sn selected and edited for the purpose. This Urgail Collection 
ne\v music while mainly in the earlier ? raanistTtds^is ^a collection ^of ta5n this Mass while it is'hcing pre 
grades also includes more advanced pieces “ar“ Organist. Ibis is a collection of . lioution it the low .,,1 , 
and study material of a highly useful forty-three miscellaneous organ pieces s 
character. Under the same plan we also Prmted from special large plates. Our ot ,3j tcuts’ Postpaid, 
offer “On Sale” new vocal music (songs Ilew collection, now in preparation, will be 
and duets, both secular and sacred), new of the same size and scope; not less than Secular Two-Part Songs 
50 organ music and new violin music. Each sixty-four pages and with about an equal for Treble Voices 
of these classifications is handled sepa- |iuraber of pieces. These pieces are chiefly ■ately; consequently, subscribers must in l,y modern and contemporary writers, such 
’ *. " °° “ ihool 
melodioui 
—Hathaway. 
Thanksgiving and Christmas 
Music Suitable for Your 
Needs is Easily Obtained 
Choirmasters, Organists and Sunday 
School Workers can be helped in their se¬ 
lection of appropriate music for these fes- 
" * ccasions by the Presser “On Sale” 
Sunday Schools will soon be starting" 
hearsals for the Christinas service c 
tertainment. Our catalog includes 
„„„ ,uui We have in preparation a n 
40 all cases indicate their choice of one or of P‘?,ces as have n<* appeared in any ’other two-part sonSs ■" more than one kind of new music. A pos- elections. All are practical to play ex- seh°o1 or tlub u“ 
tal card request giving the necessary in- ^ melodic content and in C0u- T, . 
.50 formation, will enter any teacher’s name trasted styles. This is just the book for Pass‘ ?hey are a11 t'a!,y to SI"B "d yery 
on our new music mailing lists It is to be the busy organist to have at band for ^tractive both as:to text and music There 
■35 particularly understood that this offer car- emergency use. The pieces are of average s much demand for collections of this na- 
H ries no obligation to buy any music not difficulty. * ture. None of these pieces vv.il have ap- 
actually used. Like any other “On Sale” The sPecial introductory price in ad- Peared in any other book, all nr by con- 
music, it may- be kept until the close of vance ?f publication is 35 cents per copy, temporary writers and every number is 
the season and every unused number may Postpaid. a gj™. 
be returned for credit. The first lot of „ JSfJFfVn i"‘rod.ue*«ry in ad‘ 
new music will be ready to go out early in Forty Negro Spirituals ' [ ?! Publication is 20 cents, ptr copy, 
October and additional assortments will Compiled and Arranged postpaid, 
follow at monthly intervals until April. Rv Clnrpnrp Pimarnn Whitn 
Ask for NEW music on sale in your Clarence Cameron White The Very First Pieces 
order or send a postal card request . 1‘,ere ls„ v.eiT Sreat interest nowadays plaved on the Keyboard 
t. Say whether wanted for piano, m Negro Spirituals. We believe that the , m. toWrirtb r 
, organ or violin. true and authentic Negro Spirituals have •‘W LOUIS Wright 
- - - definite musical value. Together with the N. Louise Wright is a composer who has 
plan. If you have tried this service be- School of Octave Playing— older American Folk Songs, the melodies specialized in elementary teaching rua- 
fort, use it now and be assured that it is Section2, Seven Octave Stndip<i of stePllen Foster, the aboriginal Indian ferial. Her newest work. The V v First 
better and more efficient than ever. If you ® Th Kldllk studies themes, and the Spanish-A merican music Pieces Flayed on the Keyboard. Kan at- 
have not taken advantage of this liberal 1 n. IkuiiaK of the great South-West, they offer basic tempt to provide for the needs of the very 
offer to send sample copies of music for .w“^,kve published musical materials for the American com- young student who has mastered the rudi- 
selection, write us to-day for your Thanks- P™ ed( fl?“ posers of the present and of the future, ments of notation and whose hand is 
giving and Christmas music both for choir lavge plates will now be added to the The well-known violinist and composer, formed at the keyboard. These little pieces 
— and ^soto numbers, voice and organ. edition prmted Mr. Clarence Cameron White, who is could be used in connection with any kin- 
size This "is fhe book that abundantly qualified for the purpose, has dergarten method and with either ciass or 
identify as be^innln^ with the ZTl undertaken for us the compilation of a private instruction. The pieces are very 
excellent selections of this kind and'we octave study6 frequently called, “Fr^m Uin onJTtof best^and' m^st" Itt, T' tffto'h^df the, l>osi- 
will gladly send these, too, for examina- Flower to Flower.” It is about the best miinbersindudin" the rea S‘^iC £t ™ “ ??nd) U"d they are. ve^ 
tion. The comprehensive Theodore Pres- octave book ever written for students These will be arrana-ed for c„h, avoldes- , y ‘‘S1!*- Slxteen measures in 
“SSaasui.-* request for material will enable you to vance of publication is 40 "cents per copy, “t^'TpS'lntroduetorvTie • a ti«e™h «n/PPropriate text with 
enjoy sufficient time to make tlm best postpaid. vance of^ubLarion il r!!°aml * MarbUt’ 
possible selection. Master V™»l heo-W. 40 cents per copy, l'm « Little Soldier, etc. 
__ The special introductory price in «d- 
New Christmas Service By Horatio'Conneif v . . vance^of publication is 25 cents per copy, 
for Sunday Schools Thls is a compilation of vocal studies ^10”n Method for Beginners p p 
Rv F A ricirk selected from the works of the Great Mas- FJy Ann Hathaway „ , 
* .... . . „ ters of singing, from the representatives When we presented the manuscrint of twelve Piano Etudes 
The title of this publishers note is all of the old Italian school up to the pres- this new work for an opinion to a weU for Youn£ Students 
who are interested in ent, anc arranged in logical and progres- known violinist and teacher with very By Mathilde Bilbro 
e order according to the best modern practical ideas, he reported to 11s tint it _ . , „ . . 
11,od, of teaching. Mr. Hor.llp Con- w.s the bert eletnentni, j«" Strt ^“ffS 4S£ 
„ —- We feel confident that as possible in elementary work and to pick 
icriptive to those _ _ 
publications of this character, 
Clark’s reputation is well established as a 
writer of material of this kind. 
This service will carry the Sunday school 
through an interesting hour or two at 
Christmas time, ' ' ’ 
of America’s foremost baritones, he had e... 
pupil of the great Stockhausen, and violin teachers in general will airree with the' stM^ 7"" ■, , . t 
himsef»w —-<• «< «**»• • •xsst Christinas ti e, Jring'melndlous and joy- i^Lill Snll'StuSplMSipta thin Xthod r.T.d' lt Vljs”(Z'n Si’ b“!f.M Mnthlldc nilbro ha! 
ful numbers tor Sunday schools to sing, as t nnot.itions, including directions for prac- dation for any of the more advanced books' o,,f t thf stVclies, are " 
Zl rom“±nal and read- and ‘“Stroctjons in breathing, arW and studies. 7 It is up-to-date "naU™. t™’^”1 . v. - ucbuma breathing, 
mgs to round out the service. lation and tone-formation. 
This service is practically ready for de- The special introductory price in ad- 
livery now and a single copy may be se- vance of publication is 40 cents per copy, 
cured for 5 cents, postpaid. postpaid. • 
__a j . . ,, -v*,vv caay to piay, i)u i ai the 
SDectq up-to-date m all re- same time each one has definite musical 
t • a i . . anc^ technical value. 
0E ETUDE 
Beginner’s Method 
S5 the Saxophone 
m take pleasure in announcing that 
«) Beginner’s Method for the Saxo- 
°ur l'6 ,iii he prepared under the personal 
Vhmli'sion of Mr. H. Bcnne Henton. Mr. 
superf was for a number of years the 
Saxophone Soloist with Sousa’s Band. He 
S np of the finest saxophone players liv- 
!s ° !„rl he is also an accomplished com- jnf?’ a . hjs favorite instrument. We 
CTconfident that this will prove the best 
saxophone method ever published. It is 
true beginners book. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 40 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Fundamental Studies in 
Violoncello Technic 
By G. F. Schwartz 
Although not a beginners’ method for 
the ’Cello, this i just the sort of a work 
SenfSs’m'iniicd the rudiments of the 
instrument. Very often these are 
directly by the 
any hook at i 
already know - 
strnment or ha 
r without the use of 
Many ’Cello students 
nothing of some other to¬ 
luol some sort of a start 
nok will lie just right for 
he idea is to form at once 
habits. The author is a 
ir of high standing, 
roductory price to ad- 
lion is 40 cents per copy. 
Seven Last Words of Christ 
By Theodore Dubois 
Ever since the \ ear 1H67, when Theodore 
Dubois wrote bis oratorio-cantata. The 
Seven Last Words of Christ, that thrill- 
ingly beautiful setting of the Crucifixion 
narrative has been growing in popularity 
ali over the musical world. Its wealth of 
melody and its strong and memorable 
climaxes make it an inspiration to hear 
and to sing: and as a picturization of the 
story of the cross it is unexcelled. The 
present edition has been most carefully 
prepared In one of the foremost authori¬ 
ties on the' subject, Mr. Nicholas Douty, 
and his English' version of the Latin text 
is singable and poetic. The purpose of 
setting words to music, to general, is to 
heighten the effect of the words—make 
their meaning more vivid and alive. And 
anyone who lias ever heard this cantata 
knows that Dubois has given us a master¬ 
piece. The low advance of publication 
price of 50 cents affords the musician an 
excellent opportunity to obtain a copy of 
this work for his library. 
The Pianist’s Daily Dozen 
By Charles B. Macklin 
In this work we have an application of 
•ie principle of the Daily Dozen, to the 
development and the improvement of the 
hands in the muscular activities required 
in piano playing. Anything which will 
tend to develop the right physical condi¬ 
tions will shorten the drudgery of piano 
practice. Students who are ambitious for 
quick results should be able to use these 
exercises to great advantage. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 30 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
New First and Third Position 
Album—A Collection for 
Violin and Piano 
Although every violin student is ex¬ 
pected to spend a considerable time upon 
the First Position, nevertheless, there 
romes a time when the Third Position 
must be taken up in the playing of actual 
Pieces. There is a definite limit as to what 
may he done in the First Position, but 
'vnen one goes into the realm of the First 
”nd Third Position, a new and much wider 
held is unfolded. The New First and 
Third Position Alburn will include some 
°f the best pieces to our catalog, none 
0 which, however, have been included in 
any other collection. Only the best and 
toost popular composers will he repre¬ 
sented. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance cf „1,1 • 11_- ~r> “_to nee rnnv. 
Three Dances for Four Hands 
By Cyril Scott 
Cyril Scott is one of the best liked of 
modern composers. M-any of his piano 
solos are extremely popular. This recent 
Opus, now in press, is a set of three orig¬ 
inal pieces for four hands. While they 
are in modern style, they are not extreme. 
They are in atmospheric style and at the 
same time they have definite melodic out¬ 
line and they will be much appreciated by 
good players who are on the lookout for 
knowledge. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Album of Study Pieces 
In Thirds and Sixths 
The average American piano student is 
not content to spend hours and hours 
practicing dry technical exercises and the 
progressive teacher, realizing this, is con¬ 
stantly seeking new and attractive ma¬ 
terial that will be just as effective in pro¬ 
ducing the desired results. To supply this 
demand we have recently published four 
volumes of Study Pieces for Special Pur¬ 
poses devoted respectively to scales, trills, 
arpeggios and octaves, and are now pre¬ 
paring another entitled Album of Study 
Pieces in Thirds and Sixths. 
These volumes contain bright, interest¬ 
ing piano compositions, mostly by mod¬ 
ern writers, that contain a generous 
amount of work upon the particular tech¬ 
nical figure to be mastered. The ability 
to play thirds and sixths fluently is a 
prime requisite in the playing of modern 
piano compositions and the student can 
begin to acquire this technical facility with 
these study pieces, as in the other volumes 
of the series, in the early part of the third 
grade. 
The advance of publication price iftgg 
cents, postpaid. 
Beginning With the Pedals 
of the Piano 
By Helen L. Cramm 
The pedal is such an essential part of 
the piano that one cannot too soon become 
familiar with its use. Nowadays the 
pedal is taken up much earlier than was 
formerly the case. Miss Helen L. Cramm, 
whose elementary educational writings are 
so well known, has made a most interest- 
ing and very practical little book on the 
use of the pedal. These studies might be 
taken up in first grade work and they are 
just right to use on into the second grade. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 




All those who derive pleasure through a 
wide acquaintance with the literature of 
piano music should have this collection in 
their musical library. We have placed on the 
market in past years collections of indi¬ 
vidual composers and special groups and 
the gratifying reception given these vol¬ 
umes inspired the compilation of the Al¬ 
bum of French Composers, for which there 
is such excellent material available. One 
can readily imagine what this album will 
contain when the compilers sought repre¬ 
sentative numbers of such composers as 
Saint-Saens, Godard, Dubois, Debussy, 
Wachs, Lack and others. This collection 
not only supplies things pleasing to the 
average good pianist, but it also makes a 
piano album that teachers will find very 
acceptable for pupils moderately advanced. 
In looking over the contents of this book, 
prior to writing this description, we find 
that it is so well along in the progress of 
production that it is highly possible that 
this will lie the last month it can be se¬ 
cured at the advance of publication cash 
price of 35 cents. 
Rich Memories 
One year ago, the offices of The Theodore Presser Com¬ 
pany were filled with employees of long standing, choked with 
sorrow and apprehension because all realized that they were 
close to the passing, not merely of a great man, but of a great 
Theodore Presser, worn with the labors of years and 
racked with pain was valiantly struggling to remain with the 
co-workers he loved and the great educational, philanthropic 
and business institutions he had founded. Although physically 
incapacitated in a large measure, he was mentally keen and 
alert to an astonishing degree, until within a few hours of his 
nascine He met the end with a man-like bravery none can 
forget Deeply imbued with the Christian’s faith in immortal¬ 
ity0 he departed this life with his heart filled to the last mo¬ 
ment with his long-abiding interest in music and m music 
tCaCThe organization of four hundred workers which it had 
taken Theodore Presser some forty years to build, responded 
at once and sensed the very great responsibilities that had been 
caused on to them. The magnificent work of the great founder 
must be carried on with even greater energy, with wise judg¬ 
ment, with high ideals. Every executive, every employee, 
from the top to the bottom, then proceeded to give one of the 
finest demonstrations of loyalty and co-operation that could 
bC ^ew'enterprises were undertaken. New and important im¬ 
provements in service and appearance were instituted A new 
^nirit of energy pervaded the whole establishment. The won¬ 
derful driving force of Theodore Presser, his great virility, his 
progressive spirit, was so powerful that we can hardly realize 
that he is not with us in person every day. Were he to return, 
he could not fail to rejoice at the remarkable way in which all 
who knew him have kept the faith and have continued and' 
expanded the notable work he founded. . 
We have been greatly blessed by prosperity since his pass¬ 
ing We know that this prosperity is by no means entirely 
of our making. It is due in very large measure to our wonder¬ 
ful friends who have also been inspired by the ideals of Theo¬ 
dore Presser and who have written us time and again that they 
are thrilled to witness the development of these ideals to meet 
our ever-increasing modern needs. 
Advertisement 
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Romeo and Juliet 
Operetta for Men 
By John W. Brigham 
Following the unusual success achieved 
by his earlier operetta, Cleopatra, Mr. 
John W. Brigham has again -taken one ol 
the drama’s classical masterpieces Romeo 
and Juliet, and has burlesqued it broadly. 
College and high school boys find keen 
pleasure in indulging in musical and dra¬ 
matic productions, and to this forgivable 
burlesque on Shakespeare’s classic they 
will find the ultimate to wholesome fun 
and delightful entertainment. 
This operetta can be so easily produced 
that it may be done on an impromptu 
stage with a few accessories; hence its 
adaptability to easy rendition in lodges 
or any men’s organization where spon- 
taneous, mirth making entertainment is re¬ 
quired with a minimum of effort. 
This operetta is now being offered at the 
advance of publication price, 40 cents per 
copy, postpaid. 
H. M. S. Pinafore 
Comic Opera 
By Gilbert & Sullivan 
Recent revivals of this comic opera have 
proven that it has lost nothing of its orig¬ 
inal charm, wit and brilliancy, though both 
librettist, W. S. Gilbert, and composer, 
Arthur Sullivan, have passed away, and 
contemporary light operas are almost for¬ 
gotten. This most successful of the Gil¬ 
bert and Sullivan operas is a genial satire 
upon English officialdom and applies it to 
human nature to general, interspersing the 
delightfully humorous lines of the book 
with Sullivan’s sparkling melodies which 
are whistled universally. For amateur 
production this work is unsurpassed. The 
new edition of this famous light opera 
which we are now preparing with the 
greatest care will be printed from en¬ 
graved plates and will be priced during 
the advance of publication period at 50 
cents per copy, postpaid. 
Dozen Songs for 
Saxophones 
By Clay Smith 
Tire editors are now entirely through 
with their part in the publication of this 
interesting offering by Clay Smith and 
with the proofs of the engraver’s work all 
completed, our publication department is 
certain to have the various parts of this 
Saxophone Collection through the printers 
and binders within a short time. 
It is possible with this work to present 
solos with any of the Saxophones, or duets 
for any two members of the saxophone 
family, with or without the piano accom¬ 
paniment, since there will he a volume giv¬ 
ing a solo and second part for the C Mel¬ 
ody saxophone, one giving the E flat 
alto saxophone solo and second parts and 
a similar volume for the B flat tenor sax¬ 
ophone. 
This collection should be a boon to the 
concerts of school orchestras, since it gives 
a chance to introduce saxophone novelties 
in the program. 
Advance of publication cash price is 45 
cents, postpaid, for the piano accompani¬ 
ment and 30 cents for the saxophone parts. 
Twenty-four Caprices 
for Violin Solo 
By P. Rode 
In these Twenty-four Caprices in the 
form of Studies for Violin Solo in all 
the Twenty-four Keys, by P. Rode, we are 
adding a vital work to our violin catalog. 
This fine work is used after the Kreutzer 
Studies, and, in fact, is consifleretl one of 
the three indispensable works of ad¬ 
vanced violin technic, viz.: Kreutzer, Rode 
and Fiorillo. This new edition will he 
edited by Mr. Otto Meyer, the personal 
representative of Sevcik in this country. 
Mr. Meyer has done the editing of a num¬ 
ber of other recent works in the Presser 
Collection, and we are sure that this new 
edition will meet with the approval of all 
teachers who demand the best to educa¬ 
tional publications. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 45 cents a copy, 
postpaid. 
Continued on page 790 
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who serve , 
them daily. 
.... considerable attention 
i the organized Colleges, Con- 
- arvatories and Schools of Music 
throughout the -- v- ' 
sical educational institutions and 
within our Mail Order Service De¬ 
partment, we have a special or- I 
ganization for the purpose of giv- I 
ing Schools and Colleges of Music I 
-possible assistance. 
, Oswold Blake is in cha 
r School and College Dep; 
sought him out for t 
nrly in the year 1025. 
me was born of musical parents 
n England and started t‘~ - 1 
mi sical career as a Che _ , 
In 1900 be was engaged in the John I 
Wanamaker Store, Philadelphia, | 
where he soon came into pronr 1 
nence as Director of its Musics 
Activities. This past summer M; 
been playing host to tb 
visiting our booth at th 
position e 
--—-< has called h 
Concert and Church < „ _ 
beyond the city in which he makes 
his home and his knowledge of the 
Voice and Conducting took him ti 
Tiffin, Ohio, to teach in the Con 
servatory of Music of the Heidel- I 
berg University back in 1919. 
The Theodore Presser Co. alwa 
has made it a point to have 
organization well acquainted wi... , 
the needs of its patrons and Mr. 
Blake, with the capable assistance 
of others who have been in our or¬ 
ganization a number of years, is 
busy every day serving.our friends 
in institutions devoted to musical 
education. 
Garland will be edited with the same care 
that has been shown in all our other re¬ 
cent additions to the well-known Presser 
Collection. 
At the special introductory cash price 
in advance of publication of 35 cents per 
copy, postpaid, there is a great demand 
for this popular work. 
New Easy 
Four Hand Album 
All of our various four-hand collections 
have proved extremely popular. This new 
one will be made up of pieces that have 
not been used in any of our other books, 
pieces which are already proven successes. 
The volume will be carefully graded, the 
pieces beginning in the first grade and 
progressing on up to the beginning of the 
third grade. Some of the most popular 
writers are represented by their very best 
four-hand numbers. Young students will 
take great delight in playing from this 
book. For developing steadiness and a 
true sense of rhythm, nothing is so good 
as four-hand playing. 
The special introductory price in ad¬ 
vance of publication is 35 cents per copy, 
postpaid. 
Fifty Easy Melodious Studies 
For the Pianoforte 
By A. Biehl, Op. 7 
One of the first volumes to appear in 
the beautiful new design that is to 01 
ment the title pages of volumes in_ 
Presser Collection, will be this valuable 
teaching work. The studies of A. Biehl 
are well and favorably known to piano 
teachers and to most of them this volume 
needs no introduction. This opus c 
sists of elementary exercises in mechanism 
suitable for the student in the early second 
grade of any standard graded course, such 
as Mathews’, and it provides interesting 
study material well up to the third grade. 
While this book is in preparation we are 
booking orders for first copies “off the 
press” at the very low price of 30 cents a 
copy, postpaid. 
fglc=i|[51f51|i=^ 
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Mr. McKenna started as a youth 
in the music business 17 years ago 
and now stands as a thoroughly ex¬ 
perienced music salesman, although 
young enough to give promise of 
being able to devote to tire music 
' iness in the future nearly double 
- u in the p ‘ 
Mr. McKenna arted 
nent of one of the 
-„ tment Stores of the 
country and found his contact with 
the music world so interesting as 
to seek larger opportunities in this 
field, coming with the Theodore 
Presser Co. in 1913. 
Mr. McKenna supervises the fill¬ 
ing of the Mail Orders from Phila¬ 
delphia and its suburbs. He also 
finds considerable time to give per¬ 
sonal service to our Retail Store 
patron^. 
We are favored with considerable 
business from the Music Schools 
conducted by Sisters and Convents 
and Mr. McKenna gives particular 
attention to the calls made upon 
music publics 
Mur’-’ 
fr. McKenna,__ .... 
experienced music clerks in our . 
ganization, is a vital spoke in o 
(Continued from pane 765) 
Could I Forget, by Georges Bernard. 
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substance. The present 
hibits graceful, well-forir 
nn'ke it a p 
Brehm’s First Steps for 
Piano Beginners 
We are about to print a new _ 
a work which has already found consider¬ 
able favor among teachers. It is 
Withdrawals from Advance 
of Publication Offers 
Two excellent piano teaching publica¬ 
tions and two clever and delightful musi- 
a^vance of of the year to 
be secured 
McKenna has been with us si..„ 
1913 continually, except for IS 
months spent in the service of 
Country during the World War. 
fofSrlerS™ 
Maj'o’r. 
The d‘Major trfo'is pleasing; the rhythm here 
s mainly J I, which offsets the rhythm of the 
d I I 
nain theme which is J |. In the matter of 
he A Major theme, the tendency of the average 
Some players become 
Sonata Pathetique, 1st Movement, by L. 
van Beethoven. 
Wilhelm 
h ^years after Beethoven adopted Vienna’ 
j Allegretto, from the 7th Symphony, by 
L. van Beethoven. 
Andante, from the Surprise Symphony, 
1 by Joseph Haydn. 
These arrangements present in the easiest 
ssible form these imperishable themes. Sur- 
id of the sfor-.ando 
to the dominant, 
imid of the fair set 
cal plays are taken from o slightly for war 
ew Etude Music as you all k 
Music teachers 3“1Cn’- 
-22S- i'StttSS '"***••w-" 
consider- months> prio, to their publication. students 
sss?,.51 
preparing for their fall work Three Dances, No. 3, by Cyril Scott 
ame ra r a  teac ers. It is a com- in the four foliowintr n.raTpaSr^til’T' ~'everyone is an Etude prospect. Earn The Etude recently hr- ■' 
pact and practical modern instruction found the titles short ^iserintinne any or all of the gifts shown on the inside Publishing No. 1 of these 
book, not too long and all of it very much I)r;"s *2!5“. de.sic"ptl,oas and.tbe back cover of this issue and you will a-» "me. a -few ’ 
to the point. Just such a book as will wn beea Wlth" the annual drain on the purse when 
pave the way for any graded course of prun* t,. r Christ . 
system of instruction. Our new edition of alrs V\eolt ioTril { tftT a H* FT $2-°° 
this book will be revised and somewhat Srefi TfiarV * T^Jlfl s 
- ..... dra " . "v““ “ the 
*R -v“ «w -- . ma, 88% 
enlarged " TT 7T—Muana Adair. Teachers will find this = ..._W,-~ —v or «U of 
The special introductory price 
“Study Notes” 
.00 with each new subscriptioi 
Mildred air, "feadeVs ill ffiTt Vl These ^TendM^ewatds^™ 807 
very helpful teaching adjunct since «■ ) nid reWards' 
postpaid pubIication is 25 cents per “copy, Sty^T HtUe ReneWaI Time 
with pedal effects. These pieces are about Most Etude Music Magazine subscrip- 
."0 cents. tions expire in the fall. Don’t let your 
rk give. 
All the waltzes _ 
whFch we°tt S S*y'e’ the “P”1 
fifth's1, and faorf0madj’oerSSan7miryr 
In this third waltz, as in the fir poser ~L- 
New Collection of Favorite 
Songs and Choruses 
For all Occasions 
thinly t 
less thinly ©__H 
The °teeii nicai* d i ifficu! t :ies f the™! 
most non-existent. Establish a 
id the waltz waltzes right along 
grade 1%. Price 60 l i Maurice'Rav'ei:sTovefy 
Twelve Melodious Studies Featuring subscription lapse. Some subscribers de- fefunte. The second 
Scale and Chord Formations, by Carl Wil- !ay with the result that Etude service is l-on5er, ».han ..d»e oth< 
helm Kern. An excellent set of studies interrupted. The coming numbers are go- 
™ for the teacher to use in developing pupils ln£ to be exceptionally fine judging from 
pvmhnl ifiTl singing book for beginning third grade work. Price/90 Hje elaborate plans laid by our Editorial 
everybody It will contain songs suitable cents. Department. The cost of renewal is only 
Z. U •£. oc<“s, including patri- Falderal. A Musical Farce Comedy in -?2.00 for one year, $3,50 for two years, 
otic and sentimental numbers, sacred Two Acts, by R. M. Stults. An excellent 
songs and hymns, folk songs, favorite musical comedy for any amateur group to Change of Address 
Dnvfl’- lTTS nu/"b/S ,and “ ahf'rt- present. Among other features, this mu- , § * /ddfess 
anything chat might be demanded for sical comedy introduces a highly interest- a Always,ment,on both old and new ad- 
Community Singing or for social gather- ing minstrel show. The complete vocal ^hen advising of a change ofad- 
mgs. The prices will be extremely low score, price, $100 1 dress. Our files are arranged geograph- 
both for single copies and in quantities. Penitent Pirates. A Two-Act Operetta •ici?y -by state and towni therefore both 
The special introductory price in ad- for Young Men and Youg Ladies, by Paul addre*ses are necessary. If any copies 
vance of publication is 10 cents per copy. Bliss. There are so many good things g° ?.str,ay’1 let us hear from >'<>“ promptly, 
P°stPald? . that can be said in favor of thfs excellent above rufe 
operetta that it is difficult 
First Garland Of Flowers giving a lengthy descriptic. „„ „ 
for Violin and Piano v,ery cffe<'t‘v<’ ancl entertaining with its 
By Julius Weiss-Op. 38 “el_°AdiduLmusic’ yet « 
■ly Pavanc p, 
. , particularly easy of performance, 
A very popular set of violin pieces that there is little part singing demanded 
has long been a favorite with teachers, as the choruses. The complete vocal see 
it presents excellent material that is at- price, $1.00. 
tractive to the young pupil who has »- 
Another Cure For Stage 
Fright 
By May Hamilton Helm 
— STOi LiuiiKs - - A musician of wide experience said that 
i t i ll t !X./UI.hr;L,.fOl0W,mg th,e , S,he had never ^own stage-fright when 
difficult to refrain from from one town or Mate to anothe'r” made £ T8' ^ th&t whetl pIaying the pian° 
wn or state to another. had the uncomfortable feeling 
Warning 
yet not acquired'much technic. These lit- Premium Workers Obtain 
tie pieces are all m first position, and hav- k. • . 
ing a piano accompaniment, the ambi- Securing 
tions beginner is able to have the thrill of Etilde Subscriptions 
playing a “piece” at a very early stage of It is not too soon to consider the holi- 
his musical training. This edition of First day gift season. This is the best season without' 
Advertisement 
that some one would bite her back (not 
back-bite). A fellow sufferer advised her 
to sit or stand where she could look into 
the faces of her hearers a few minutes 
before she went on the stage. 
de representatives are equipped with f°Und that tbis worked like a charm, 
official receipt books and are nearly ,when sbe had seen her audience she real- 
always located permanently in the town !ijed that they were just human beings 
in which they take subscriptions. Pay no hke herself. Looking at them as friends 
money to strangers. We cannot lie re- made her more desirous of pleasing them. 
name Consequently she forgot herself in the 
effort to do her best. 
Swindling canvassers have been particu¬ 
larly active in the past year. Protect 
yourself against the smooth tongue of a 
swindler. Do not accept hard luck stories. 
Etud ' '
sponsible for cash collected in 
. ' j authority. 
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THE “WHOLE WORLD” SERIES OF USEFUL PIANO COLLECTIONS 
The collections of piano music in the “Whole World ’ Series not only cover 
all grades of difficulty, but also all kinds and classes of music, so that they may 
be utilized for either teaching, recital or recreative purposes. 
Teachers and music lovers in general will find these books both 
. useful and convenfent, while the economy of 
purchasing standard piano music in this form 




contains collections for voice and 
for violin as well as for piano, and 
every teacher and music lover will find the new 
complete 56-page catalogue(containing the titles, 
descriptions and contents of all the books) both interesting and 
useful. All the books in this series can be procured at modern 
music and book stores at the publishers’ prices. The “WHOLE WORLD MUSIC 
SERIES complete catalogue will be sent gratis to any reader of the “Etude, in the U. S. 
THESE BOOKS ARE ON SALE AT ALL MODERN MUSIC SHOPS 
NOT SOLD IN CANADA 
D. APPLETON AND COMPANY, 29-35 West 32nd St., New York 
Musical Composers, Attention! 
We offer the following twelve prizes: 
One 1st prize of $150.00 for the most attractive unpublished anthem 
submitted. 
Two 2d prizes of $75.00 each for the next two most attractive 
unpublished anthems submitted. 
Three 3d prizes of $50.00 each for the next three most attractive 
unpublished anthems submitted. 
Six 4th prizes of $35.00 each for the next six most attractive unpub¬ 
lished anthems submitted. 
$660.00 in 12 Prizes in Cash 
All anthems submitted must be in our hands not later than 
February 1, 1927. . . „ 
Send for our special announcement folder outlining all con¬ 
ditions and rules of the competition. 
Lorenz’s 6th Anthem Competition 
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Owing to the immense response 
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CONDUCTED BY ELIZABETH A.GEST 
Princess Zenia’s Folly 
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THE 
JUNIOR ETUDE—Continued 
The Junior Etude contests were 
discontinued during August and Sep¬ 
tember and are resumed this month. 
Junior Etude Contest 
The Junior Etude will award three 
pretty pries each month for the best and 
neatest original stories or essays and an¬ 
swers to puzzles. 
Subject for story or essay this month— 
“The Sonata.” Must contain not over one 
hundred and fifty words. Any boy or girl 
under fifteen years of age may compete 
whether a subscriber or not. 
All contributions must bear name, age, 
and address of sender written plainly, and 
must be received at the Junior Etude 
office, 1712 Chestnut St., Philadelphia, Pa., 
before the twentieth of October. Names 
of prize winners and their contributions 
will be published in the issue for January. 
Put your name and age on upper left 
hand corner of paper, and address on upper 
right hand corner of paper. If your con¬ 
tribution takes more than one piece of 
paper do this on each piece. 
Do not use typewriters. 
Competitors who do not comply with 




During the awful persecutions in Rome, 
the Christians, living in the catacombs, sang 
songs believed to have been Greek, modified 
by Hebrew influence. When Constantine ac¬ 
cepted Christianity in 325 A. D„ the authori¬ 
ties of the church saw that they must re¬ 
form the music then in use, and they es¬ 
tablished systems of singing for the church. 
The inventor of these church scales is un¬ 
known. There are several names associated 
with church music. Pope Gregory is gen¬ 
erally supposed to have been the first one to 
set forth the system of scales known as 
Gregorian chant, upon which much of the 
church music of to-day is based. 
Margaret F. McKeever, (Age 11), 
CHURCH MUSIC (Prize Winner) 
, how soft and melodious should 1 
° («Vin. 
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1. Take one letter out of an instrument 
and leave part of a chimney. 
2. Take one letter out of a composer’s 
name and leave a bet. 
3. Take one letter out of an accidental 
and leave stout. 
4. Take one letter out of an Italian 
opera and leave a girl’s name. 
5. Take one letter out of a part of the 
piano and leave a loud sound. 
6. Take one letter out of the symbol 
of a tone and leave a negative. 
7. Take one letter out of a musical 
sound and leave a part of the body. 
8. Take one letter out of a part of the 
staff and leave recline. 
9. Take one letter out of a triad and 
leave string. 
10. Take one letter out of an instrument 
and leave sharp pain. 
11. Take one letter out of meter and 
leave a boy’s name. 
12. Take one letter out of a part of a 
melody and leave appearance or aspect. 
Answer to May Puzzle 
., Bach; 2, Verdi; 3, Chopin ; 4, Gluck, 5 
Prize Winners in May Puzzle 
Wylie Handwright (Age 12), Texas. 
Mary Ellen Simpson (Age 15), Missouri. 
Emily Anne Wiley (Age 12), Georgia. 
N. B.—To make the puzzle answer come 
out, most of the Junior readers noticed that 
the word ‘'though” in No. 8 should have been 
written tho’. It was sent to the printer this 
way, but he did not realize that the spelling 
was part of a puzzle, and changed it to 
“though.” _ 
Honorable Mention for May Puzzles Contest 
Doris Hedley, Edith Nelson, Genevieve Mil¬ 
ligan, Ivan Johnson, Ruth Worman, Mabel 
Olive Pickett, Antoinette Savoy, Paula 
Studt, Vida Tomlinson, Fern Rath, Armand 
Cote. Henry Gay, Jr., Frances Newburg, 
Helen Estabrooks, Edna Eichstaldt, Ruth 
Elizabeth Houston, Evelyn Gilliugs, Loraine 
Eisele, Helen V. Winters, Henry G. Stoner, 






James Francis Cooke? 
One of the really sensational hits of the Season 
As a third and fourth grade piano solo, “Sea Gardens” 
has the peculiar qualities of “fitting the hand” and “sound¬ 
ing very much more difficult than it really is”—quali¬ 
ties that mean much for teachers. 
Piano Solo —Price, 35 cents 
Piano Four Hands — Price, 50 cents 
Pipe Organ Solo (Arr. by Dr. Orlando A. Mansfield) Price, 40 cents 
Two Part Chorus (Arr. by Nicholas Douty) Price, 12 cents 
Concert Orchestra (Arr. by Wassili Lepsj Price, 50 cents 
Concert Band (Arr. by Wassili Leps) Price, $1.00 
PRIZE CONTEST—Tw“,^Five 
ff^hat Can You Say on This Subject f 
WHY EVERY CHILD SHOULD HAVE A 
MUSICAL TRAINING 
F °hRowT musLfTtr”fni^ris \fgjf 
Second Prize-A Musical Library SIS! 
si-si” 
THE ETUDE MUSIC MAGAZINE 
4 
new etude subscriptions 
PAY HANDSOMELY! 
cfttip thf HonnAY OFT nilESTION WITHOUT ANY CASH OUTLAY SETTLE THE OLIDA  GIFT QUESTI  I   
SEND $2.00 WITH EACH NEW SUBSCRIPTION—MAKE 
YOUR SELECTION—WE SEND THE GIFT PREPAID 
BOUDOIR LAMP 
Metal base, old rose, silk shade. These lamps blend delight¬ 
fully with almost any decorative scheme and are a source of 
perpetual pleasure. Indicate your choice of one. Only seven 
new subscriptions. 
FINEST STEEL POCKET KNIFE 
Fully warranted; two new subscriptions. 
football 
Intercollegiate type, well sewed pig-skin with fine para rub¬ 
ber bladder strongly laced, only two new subscriptions. 
FIELDER’S GLOVE 
Any boy would be delighted with one of these gloves, well 
sewed and made for rough service, only 3 new subscriptions. 
CATCHER’S MITT 
Well padded with thumb laced to glove, only two new 
subscriptions. 
CRUMB TRAY 
Heavily nickeled on white metal base, handy, neat and at¬ 
tractive, only two new subscriptions. 
ASH TRAY AND MATCH HOLDER 
Every smoker wants one or more, nickel-plated, with color 
glass liners, only two new subscriptions. 




Brand new edition, just off the press. This book contains 
over 1600 household recipes. Bound in white enamel cloth, 
beautifully illustrated—3 new subscriptions. 
CIGARETTE BOX 
Made of hammered brass, beautifully finished, adds to any 
smoker’s table, only three new subscriptions. 
JIFFY CAN OPENER 
No more cut fingers from jagged cans. The jiffy can top 
remover is a quick, simple, safe and sane device. Turn thumb 
screw, wind like a clock and entire top of can comes off, only 
one new subscription. 
Send Postcard for Illustrated 1926-27 Gift Catalogue 
Etude Music Magazine 
THEODORE PRESSER CO., Publishers 




makes you this gift: 
A series of concerts by V/ALTER DAMROSCH 
and the NEW YORK SYMPHONY broadcasted 
by 12 radio stations 
On October ajrd, at 9 P. M. Eastern Standard Time, 
Walter Damrosch and the New York Symphony Orches¬ 
tra begin a regular series of Saturday Night Concerts 
over 12 radio stations: WEAF,New York; WEEI, 
Boston; WGR, Buffalo; WFI, Philadelphia; WCAE, 
Pittsburgh; WSAI, Cincinnati; WTAM, Cleveland; 
WWJ, Detroit; WGN, Chicago; WCCO, Minneapolis- 
St. Paul; KSD, St. Louis, and WDAF, Kansas City. 
The Fansteel Products Company, manufacturers of 
Balkite Radio Power Units, under whose auspices 
these concerts will be given, count themselves very for¬ 
tunate in being able to make this contribution to the 
cause of better broadcasting and good music. These pro¬ 
grams will make available to music lovers throughout 
the country the world’s best music played by the best 
musicians. 
That the concerts may be of the greatest possible 
value they will be of a dual nature. On one Saturday 
night Mr. Damrosch will broadcast with his orchestra. 
On alternate Saturday nights Mr. Damrosch alone will 
give a piano ledure recital of the type that has already 
made him famous throughout the country. As far as 
possible Mr. Damrosch’s recitals will be based on the 
concert to follow, from which Mr. Damrosch will play 
and explain important parts. 
These concerts will place at your disposal one of the 
world’s most renowned orchestra leaders, a man who 
has perhaps done more for music in America than any 
one other person, whose experience with the musical 
world covers more than 40 years, and who in his lifetime 
has known many of the greatest musicians in the world, 
including Liszt and Wagner. They give you a symphony 
.season in your own home'.nth an orchestra that many 
have travelled thousands of miles to hear. They will be 
a liberal education in music. 
Many students of music to whom these concerts have 
already been announced are planning to organize clubs 
to hear and study the programs, and secure the greatest 
benefit from this opportunity. This announcement is 
made at this time in order to give you ample time to 
form your plans. The newspapers will give more detailed 
announcements later. 
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